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Abstract

The purpose of this thesis is to trace the
emergence of a mixed diction in Bengal and its development
as a vehicle of literature.

The mixed diction which was

much later to be known as Dobha§T sprang from the mixture
of two cultures - Muslim and Hindu.
The first two chapters are concerned with political
and social changes in Bengal after the arrival of the Muslim
invaders.

Note has been made of the new literary themes,

many of them drawn from the literatures of Arabia and Persia
which were introduced in Bengal by poets of Islamic faith
from the lUth century onward.

It has been pointed out

that these themes are quite different from the themes
handled by Hindu poets.

In Chapter III reference is made

to the first appearance in Bengali literature of a mixed
diction which derived part of its vocabulary from Bengali
and Sanskrit and part from Arabic and Persian.

This mixed

diction is first observed in the compositions of Hindu poets
Contemporary Muslim writers used Bengali exclusively except
for occasional passages in Brajabuli.

Chapter IV outlines

the adoption of mixed diction by Muslim poets and contains a
brief summary of the works which were written in it.
In Chapters V, VI and VII a detailed examination is

made of the principal poets of the 18th and 19th centuries
and of the language and subject matter of their major works.
The remainder of the thesis is devoted to a critical
analysis of Dobha§T diction and the literature which was
written in it.

In Chapter VIII report is made of the

opinions of earlier critics.

In Chapter IX the problem of

the origin of the name fDobha§I* is considered.

Chapter X

deals in some detail with the influence of Arabic, Persian
and Hindustani on Bengali language and Chapter XI reviews
the attitudes of Muslim society towards the language both
of speech and literature*.

Chapter XII surveys the traditioi

of literary diction in India and the place of Dobha§I in that
tradition.

Chapter XIII is a summary of the history of the

growth of Dobha§T from its first beginning in the lUth
century to its acceptance as a literary language in the 19th«
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CHAPTER

I

Medieval Bengali Literature and Political
Change
The growth of vernacular literature in the Aryan
North of India has always been impeded by Sanskrit, as is
evidenced by its comparatively late commencements in the
Aryan North of India, where Sanskrit predominated and its
comparatively early commencement in the Dravidian South,
where the influence of Sanskrit was not so powerful initially.
Tripathi confirms the views as follows:

"Tamil, Canayese

and Telegu are comparatively rich in epigraphic materials
dating from an early period.

Unlike the North Indian

languages they were relatively free from the dominating in
fluence of Sanskrit and as such, they developed literatures
at a comparatively early period." ^
language;

Sanskrit is no mere

it is the symbol and vehicle of Hindu religion and

culture, which rest on and foster a rigid hierarchy of ex
clusive social classes.

Sanskrit was the key to the sacred

texts and was permitted to one class alone, the Brahmins.
Thus in a narrow sense Sanskrit was the symbol of the
prestige and power of this one class;

they valued it

accordingly, and resisted vehemently any threat to the source
of their power and privilege.

1.

Tripathi, K.B. Evolution of Oriya Language and Script,
Utkal University, Tyb^, p.v#—
'
“
~

On the other hand, the other creeds which made in
roads into Northern India;
were egalitarian*

Buddhism, Islam and Christianity

They held that their sacred trusts were

for the edification of the whole of society, not just its
uppermost stratum.

Consequently it is hardly surprising

to find that the impulses to propagate vernacular literature
in the Aryan North came from the followers of these
egalitarian creeds in their respective periods.

The first

vernacular literature in North India, for instance, was
Pali, the language of the Buddhist scriptures.

There are

strong reasons to believe that the Muslims played a large
part in initiating medieval vernacular literature in North
India.

"There are almost no compositions of the early

period (llth-13th century) in the New Indo-Aryan (i.e.vernacular) languages other than Bengali.

The one or two

songs and distiches, that have reached us preserved in a
Of

more^less altered form in later collections, are predominantly
the works of Muslim poets.

Consequently one might conjecture

with some certainty that in Sind and the Panjab literary
composition in the vernaculars was first undertaken by
Muslims."^

As in the macrocosm of North India, so in

the microcosm of Bengal.

1.

Sen,S.

The Tantrik Buddhists composed

I si ami Bangla Sahit.va, Burdwan, 1951> p.I.

the first songs in the early vernacular of Bengal i.e., the
Car.ya£caryahiniscay;

the Muslims Qommissioned the first

translations from Sanskrit and the Christians at a later
period created the first grammar and prose .1
But to view the beginning of vernacular literature
merely within this context of religion is to limit one’s
vision too narrowly;

politics had had important bearings

on this question, for there was a strong relationship
between political power, religion and literature in Bengal.
The Pala Kings favoured the Buddhists who as was stated
above, first cultivated vernacular literature in Bengal.
The Sena kings patronised the Brahmin pandits, who in
turn cultivated Sanskrit literature.

The Pathans and

Moghals who were Muslims patronised both Hindu and Muslim
poets, who cultivated vernacular literature a century or
two later.

The British were Christians and under British

rule, the missionaries in their efforts to propagate
Christianity helped to create the first prose.

Since it

is rare for rulers to do anything that does not actively
encourage the continuance of that rule, it may be assumed
that this relationship between politics, religion and
literature either benefited the ruling classes or at least
did not militate against their interests.

1.

After any major

Sen, D.C. History of Bengali Language and Literature,
Calcutta University, 1911, pp. 5- 15.,

10

change in that political context, drastic changes also are
liable to occur in the contexts of religion and literature
and this is borne out by what evidence is available in
medieval India..
The evidence indicates that after any major change
in political power, religious persecutions tended to
follow^resumably to stamp out allegiances to the old regime
and to establish allegiance,

to the new.

In some instances

the old literature was suppressed and actively discouraged for
the same reason.

Scholars believe for example that when

the Sena dynasty succeeded the Pala kings, Buddhists were
put to the sword.

The following extract from Sankar-vija.y

regarding King Sudhanva will show the ruthless manner in
which the Buddhists were sometimes persecuted -

"Many

of the chief princes, professing the wicked doctrines of
the Buddhist and the Jaina religions, were vanquished in
various scholarly controversies.

Their heads were then

cut off with axes, thrown into mortars and broken to pieces
(reduced to powder) by means of pestles.

So these wicked

doctrines were thoroughly annihilated, and the country made
p
free from danger."
It is likely that the Senas also
suppressed the vernacular literature cultivated by Buddhists.

1.
2.

Except at the beginning of British rule.
Sen, D.C. op.cit.. p. 6 .

Sen refers to this subject - "Several works written in the
tenth and the eleventh centuries of the Christian era in a very
old form of Bengali have lately been discovered by Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Sastri in Nepal....... They appear to
be but poor fragments of a literature which owes its origin
chiefly to the earnestness of the Tantrik Buddhists for
t
popularizing their creed."
Prom this one can infer that
these texts were carried to Nepal as a result of the suppression
of Buddhism in Bengal.

2

—

The Senas beginning with Vikramaditya patronised
Sanskrit.

Sena kings were "very devoted to Brahminism

and before the Muslim conquest the Court of Bengal was
■z
dominated by the Brahmins and their religion."-^
Brahmin
*

pandits resided at Court and composed, recited and expounded
their poetry to their princely patrons.

The skill of these

poets in manipulating grammar, poetry and logic was great
but their "contempt for Bengali was as great as was their
scholarship in Sanskrit."^

However, the next major change

in the political sphere altered all this.
Muslim rule commenced in Bengal in 120U A.D.

1.
2.
3*
5.

The

Sen. ,D.C.cplcit.,p.5»
Sen. ,D.C. Ibid..Pj>9.
Sen.,S. BanRala Sahityer Itihas,Vol.I (2nd edition),
Calcutta^ lw^^TpT^*
3en,D.C.,Ibia.,p.9.
Stewart,C.
The History of Bengal. London, 1813,pp.h3-hh*

last Hindu King, Laksman Sena of the Sena dynasty fled
and presumably a period of Brahmin persecution followed.
However, by the fourteenth century, Muslim rule was well
established.

Moreover the ties of Delhi’s suzerainty over

Bengal were being severed and Bengal’s Muslim rulers were
beginning to identify themselves with their subjects;

ruler

and ruled were being drawn together by the ties of a common
birth place and a common tongue, Bengali .1
It was within this political context that writing
in Bengali began to be encouraged.

Translations from

Sanskrit were commissioned by royal patrons and poets were
most generously patronised in their cultivation of the
various indigenous themes that were becoming popular in
Bengali literature.

Possibly the motivation behind the

patronage of literature was political.

The Muslim rulers

may have wished to destroy the dominance of Sanskrit and
thereby the hold of the Brahmins over the people, thus with
one well-aimed stone disposing of two political birds of
prey, Brahminism and the Brahmins.

1.

There is evidence in

Sen,D.C.QP
.p. 10. As regards Muslim rulers becoming
Bengali by birth and tongue it is interesting to note the
suggestion put forward by M.E.Haq^that the first Muslim in
filtration into Bengal dates from a considerably earlier
period.‘'Prom the 8th century A.D. the blood of a new race beg
to be mixed up with the Bengali blood;the people of the Sem
itic race began to enter Bengal from that date.The recent di
covery of a coin of Calip Harun-al-Rashid (786-809) in Paha£
pur,Rajshahi has established the fact that the Semitic Arab
Muslims were preaching their religion as well as carrying on
business in this country;they had also established a small
principality in Chittagong district under an Amir.Several sad
Sah Sultan Bayazid Bistami (87U A.D.),Mir Saiyad Sultaiy
contd. overleaf*____

certain texts of this period which suggests that the
people of the lower order were not unhappy to see the
Muslims turn against the Brahmins.

In some instances

they saw in the destruction of Brahmin temples and in the
killing of the Brahmins the actions of their own deities,
even to the extent of regarding Muslim warriors as Hindu
gods appearing in different guises to kill the Brahmins
who were oppressing the people.

In a song connected with
V

the Dharma Cult, Jalali Kalima. which commemorates the
conquest of Jajpur, a city in Orissa in the middle of
the fourteenth century1the following statement is found.
I translate as follows:
in the City of Jajpur.
are evil men.

"There are 1600 Brahmin families
The Brahmins read the Vedas hut

They beg alms and if any householder

refuses them they curse him and cause his hotise to be burnt
down.

They collect taxes in Malda and they make no

concession to any one.
they caiiee.

There is no end to the mischief

They band together in groups of ten and twenty

contd. from previous page....

1.

Mahmud Mahi-soar (10U7A.D.),Sah Mohammad Sultan Rumi (1053
A.D.)., Baba Adam §ahid (1119 A.D.) Sah Niamat Ullah Butsi
kan and many others were preaching Islam in Bengal during
the period of early Muslim Settlement there." Muslim
Banla Sahi t.va,Dacca. 1957.u p
Sen,S.,op.cit..pp.U95-96.The City of Jajpur in Orissa was
a great centre of the__Hindu upper castes and the Sultan of
Bengal Shamsuddin Ilias Sah (13U2-57 A.D.) established his
authority there in the middle of the li|th century.See.
Sarkar,J.N. ,The History of Bengal.,Dacca University,1 9 W ,
pp.103-5..

and subvert the good.

They chant the Vedas vociferously,

carry flaming torches and they terrify every one.

0

Dhamma, the Brahmins are destroying your creation.

This

is great injustice.

None but you can save us.

Knowing

this in his heart Dhamma forsook Kailas (heaven) and came
to earth, disguised as Khandakar, in the form of a Muslim
wearing a black cap, carrying a bow and arrow and mounted
on a fine horse and uttering the name of ’K h o d V .

His

appearance was terrifying...... All the Hindu gods were
delighted and dressed as Muslims.

Brahma became Mohammad,

Vi§nu became the prophet, &iva became Adam, Gane| became
Kaji, Kartik became Gaji, the Hindu ascetics became Fakirs."
It is also possible that the Muslim rulers were seeking to
acknowledge and strengthen their ties of kinship with their
subjects and to gain political support against Delhi, or
possibly because of human considerations which inevitably
grow when people live together.
It is noteworthy, however, that the first poets
patronised by the Muslim rulers were, as their names imply,
mostly Hindu.

It is equally noteworthy that they commissioned

works not only from Persian but also from Sanskrit sources
including the Puranas, the Mahabharat, the R'amaya# and the
legends of Kysna, which together form the greater part of

/r

the corpus of Hindu literature*

Writing on these subjects

D.C.Sen states that the Muslim Kings of Bengal and their
officers not only cultivated writing in Bengali hut were
interested in Bengali literature "which they spoke and

1
understood" for its own sake*

The following list shows how

extensive Muslim patronage was during the period of their
dominance: (a) Ifasir Shah (1285-1325 A.D*) commissioned a
translation of the Mahabharat by a poet whose name is not
known but who is supposed to be a Hindu (b) Giasuddin (1389lij-09 A.D.) patronised Vidyapati to compose short lyrics on
Vai§$ava themes;^ (c) Giasuddin also patronised Sah Mohammad
SagTr to compose a narrative poem IlABhaf-Jalikha from a
Persian source:** (d)

Husain Shah (1U93-1519 A.D.) was a

great patron of Bengali and patronised many poets for the
cultivation of literature.

He conferred the title of

*yaso raj Khan* on Damodar Sen who composed lyric songs on
Vai§nava themes and first employed Brajabull diction in
Bengali literature:^(e)

Husain Shah patronised Bipradas

Piplai who wrote Manasabi.ia.v. a poem on the deity of snakes,

1.
2.
3*
U.
5«

Sen, D.C., op.cit..p.11.
Sen, D.C., odbi&t., p.11.
Sen, D.C., otlbid..,p .11 .
Haq,M.E.Muslim Bangla Sahitya, Dacca,1957,P*57*
Sen,S., A History of Brajabuli Literature. Calcutta
University, 1935, p.2*

in 1495-96 r1 (f) Paramesvafjdas who was a court poet of
Paragal Khan, a general and governor of Husain Shah,
translated the M ah abliarat and got the title of ’K a b i n d E a 1
from his roaster: (g) Paragal Khan’s son Nasrat Khan was
also a governor of the King of Bengal.

He commissioned

his court poet SrTkar Nandi to translate

1

the Mahabharat

(h) Husain Shah’s grandson Firuz Shah commissioned his court
poet Sridhar to write Bidyasundar, a narrative poem:^ (i)
Rukunuddin Barbak Shah "conferred the sobriquet of *gu$araj
Khan* on Maladhar Basu who composed Srlkrsnabijay, a
narrative poem on the Kr§na legend in 1480*:^ ( 3) a number
of poets wrote lyric poetry on Vai§$ava themes who were
"serving in various capacities at the court of GaucJ" i.e.,
the Court of the Muslim King of Bengal.^

Indeed, the

Muslim rulers seem at this period to have exercised con
siderable religious tolerance.

They even accepted

without demur compliments comparing them to Hindu gods.
Paragal Khan was called the incarnation of Hari in Kaliyng
( ’Kali Kale habu yena K^sna abatar*) by his prot£g£,
Kabindra Para$e£var who translated the Mahabharat.

1.

4*

Sen,S. tBanpfala Sahityer Itihas. Vol.1,2nd.ed.,Calcutta,
1948, p. 118..
Sen,S.,History of Bengali Literature.New Delhi,i960,p.80
Sen,S. ,ibid_. .pp.80-81.
Sen,S. Bangala Sahityer Itihas,vol.I.2nd ed.,Calcutta,

5*
6.

Sen,S.,History of Bengali Literature.New Delhi,i960 ,p .69
Sen,S.,ibid.,p.103.

2*

,. .

1948 0 564
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This patronage can of course be interpreted as
part of the rulers* overriding political motives, namely
to create a sense of political unity in Bengal undisturbed
by religious antagonism;

but in the view of the present

writer this would seem to be a cynical interpretation,
for though ulterior motives are difficult always to exclude,
there are strong reasons to believe that the Muslim patrons
were genuinely interested in the poetry they patronised and
also in the wider well-being of their subjects as <a whole*
The literary critic however, must go beyond establishing
the political and social background against which this
literature was written*
of this literature*

He is concerned with the quality

He has to determine whether it was

religious or secular but most of all whether it was good
of its kind*

Much of this writing was in one sense of the

term, translation.

We find versions of the Mahabharat and

the Hamavan for instance but the Bengali works are by no
means literal or even near literal translations.

They

are re-creations based on the same myths as the original
Sanskrit or Persian.

The plane of events in the Sanskrit

versions, for instance, is very different from that in the
Bengali.

In the former the interest centres on the deities

who are ideal beings breathing a moral atmosphere;

in the

latter the interest centres on human beings treading the soil

ft

of Bengal who though they are gods in name can only he
recognised as such by the divine trappings they wore or
the occasional supernatural power they displayed*

This

enhancement of human interest is the predominant character
istic of the literature of the period*

Possibly it got

infused into the literature by the interests of the Muslim
patrons^or possibly it was the inevitable result of the
translations from the conservative Sanskrit to the homeliness
of Bengali;

but whatever the reason it constitutes the one

unifying characteristic, which marks the productions of
both Hindus and Muslims in this early period of Muslim rule
and patronage*

1*

Scholars believe that Islam as a religion played an
important part in Bengal in the period of Muslim rule*
Before the establishment of Muslim authority the people,
both upper and lower, were greatly degenerated.
"Super
stitious belief and derogatory practices", S*Sen observes,
"were slowly destroying the initiative spirit of the
people both high and low*.*The gulf between the upper and
lower classes was widening. The Muslim impact struck a
stunning blow to the self-complacency of the ruling classes
and of the priesthood." History of Bengali Literature* New
Delhi,1960*p*39* The impact of Islam which came not only
through the rulers but also through the missionaries led to
a loosening of the bonds of caste and religious rituals and
was not unwelcomed by the people of Bengal*
"There are many
evidences to prove",D.C.Sen observes, "that the earlier days
of Mohamedan conquest, the Hindus tried to assimilate the
best elements of Islam in their religion* Some of the
Mohammedan pirs and fakirs, especially a band of Aulias who
came from Arabia, lent their powerful support in bringing
about this happy union in the 15th and 16th centuries*" Eastern Bengal Ballads* Calcutta University,1923» Vol.IV*,
part I,pp*xxxii-iii*

Another point of interest in this period is the
status of Bengali as a language.

Hitherto the Brahmin

pandits despised all vernacular language* and condemned
translation from Sanskrit into them.^

They predicted

damnation not only for all who heard Sanskrit works in
translation but also the language into which they were
translated.

The Bengali language^derived from a Prakrit

known as Gau<Ja Prakrit.

The Brahmin pandits labelled it

contemptuously ’Paisaci Prakrit1, or the Prakrit spoken by
the evil spirits.

It was Krsna Pan<Jit who for one so
—

2

described it ’in his celebrated grammar Prakrita-Chandrika’
in the twelfth century.

So successful indeed was the

pandits 1 indoctrination*

and propaganda machine’ in these

respects that the vernacular poets themselves were induced
to confess the unworthiness of their medium.

” /e frequently

come across such lines in old Bengali works as ’naturally
Bengali poems are faulty’ ( ’sahaje p*acali git nana do§may*)
or ’not fit to be discussed in a vernacular poem’ ( ’pacalite
nahe yogyabad’)
1.

2.
3•

The following well known Sanskrit couplet bears testimony to
this ill-will; "If a person hears the stories of eighteen
Puranas or of the Ramayana recited in Bengali he will be
thrown into the hell called the Raurava." - History of the
Bengali Language and Literature,D.C.Sen,C.U, 1911 ,p.7*
Sen,D.C.TooVeit« tp
S en,D •0 . , • $3?•^ *

2,0

No one would be so rash as to claim that these
attitudes of the Brahmin and the non-Brahmin as regards
vernacular literature changed overnight, with the commence
ment of Muslim patronage.

On the contrary, they persisted

in more or less acute form for centuries.

For instance,

Raja Rammohan Ray provoked storms of abuse and criticism
from orthodox Brahmins, when he started translating Hindu
scriptures in the early 19th century.

But on the other

hand, there is no great evidence that the Brahmins were
totally indifferent to their own best interests.

Undoubtedly

they missed the courtly patronage of the Hindu Senas and
were not slow to accept that offered by Muslims, even though
it might involve writing in the despised vernaculars.

This

fashion of patronising vernacular literature inaugurated by
the Muslim Courts was undoubtedly continued later in Hindu
principalities.

In conclusion a statement by D.C.Sen may

be quoted: ,fWe now confidently presume that the above proofs
will be held sufficient to support the view that the patronage
and favour of the Hahomedan Emperors and Chiefs gave the first
start towards recognition of Bengali in the courts of the
Hindu Rajas and to establish its claims on the attention
of scholars .’*1

1.

Sen. ,D.C# ,qg»clt, tpp.lU-15*

tl

CHAPTER II
ContrIfeutiops of Muslim poets to
Middle Bengali literature.
There are reasons to believe that the language we now
know as Bengali began to emerge early in the second Millenium
A.D*, though the earliest extant texts in that language are
probably not as early as that.

Bengali literature, that is to

say literature in the Bengali language, is broadly divisible
into three periods:

Old Bengali which can be assigned to the

11th and 12th centuries A.D *5 Medieval Bengali, which runs
continously from the ibth to the 18th century; and Modern
'm

Bengali, which is usally dated from 1800 A.D.

toothing which

can be assigned to the 13th century has survived, so it is not
possible to say with certainty whether that century belongs to
the old or the Medieval period.
The literature of the f irst two periods was exclusively
verse.

Prose writing of a literary quality was not developed

in Bengal until the 19th century.

Medieval Bengali literature flourished under Muslim rul
Bengal remained under Muslim rule till the Middle of the 18th
century.^

So far as the literary products are concerned this

period is prosperous and quite a number of literary streams wej
cultivated by Hindu and Muslim poets which have enriched the

1 . The political authority of Bengal was gradually transferred

to the East India Company after the battle of Plassey (1757]

Z l

volume of Bengali literature and added variety and beauty to it
In this Chapter a short account of the principal
streams and themes introduced and developed by Muslim poets
during the Medieval period will be attempted together with some
references to their style and language.

We shall also examine

the similarities and differences, if any, between their
language and that of (Contemporary Hindu poets.
The Old Bengali period was pre-Muslim, and for that
reason lies outside the scope of this thesis.
certain literary features

Nevertheless, as

of the work of that period are

continued in the next, it is necessary to comment
them.

briefly on

The only work in Bengali which can with certainty be

assigned to the pre-Muslim period is a collection
religious lyrics composed by some 2 k poets .1

The

of some *+7
famous

Gitagovinda by Jayadeva must be excluded because it is written
in Sanskrit not Bengali.

The

manuscript containing these poea

1. Some ballads like MafrnamatIrgan or Gopicandrergan, certain
distiches and short poems containing agricultural maxims and
and comments on_life and on things are believed to be compos
by Dak and Khana during Old Bengali period (Sen,D.C. - Histc
of Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta University, 191
Chapter II). But these were collected in the early part of
the 20 th century from the mouths of the people and their
language and form is not very old. 11It is impossible” ,
observes Suniti Kumar Chatterji, uon both philological and
literary grounds to relegate them to any period before 1^ 01
Although their lost prototypes, models or originals might
quite reasonably be regarded as having belonged to the l^th
or even the 13th century11. - (Chatterji, S.K. The Origin and
Development of the Bengali Language, Vol.I Calcutta Universi
1926, p. 132)

^3
was discovered by Haraprasad Sastri in Nepal at the beginning
of tbe present century.
and 3 have 1*+.

The poems are short:

¥* have 10 lines

One couplet usually the final one, known as the

bhanitaT contains the name of the author.

The use of the

bhanita continued throughout the Medieval period.

The metres

us^ed are early forms of the payar and tripadi. which are the

standard metrical forms of much of the composition of the latei
period.

That they were composed to be sung is proved by the

attachment to each of the name of the raga in which they were
to be sung.

The language used is proto-Bengali, which accordij

to Sukumar Sen marks the transition period when "the language
was just evolving out of Laukika (or Avahattha)"
The history of these lyrics is little known, but it is
usually held that they were "mystic practice" songs, composed

by the Siddhas, pr Tantrik Buddhists, whose names appear in th<
bhanitasT to teach their religious philosophy to their
disciples.

The commentator, Mallinatha, whose commentary is

contained in Sastri 1s : manuscript, describes the language as
Sandhyabha^a, i.e., twilight language.

It is certainly a kind

of code language with a meaning at two levels.

The outward

meaning was for non- .initiate

> the inner meaning only for

genuine students of the cult.

The purpose of this linguistic

device was "to disguise the inner meaning which recorded the

1. Sen, S. - History of Bengali Literature, New Delhi, i 960, p

2*

mystic practice, experience and emotion of the masters in
their process of self-realization11
It is important for the student of literary history
to note that the form and content of the car^va songs, as they
are now called, continued to influence the literature of the
later period.

As S.Sen observes, uThe form as well as the

subject-matter of the car^va songs did not die out with the
disappearance of Buddhist Tantricism.

They re-appear with

the necessary changes in the l6th century and later in the
‘ragatmika 1 (belonging to mystic lore) songs of Vaisxjava

2

Tantrists generally known as Bauls (madmen)11.

What is

important from our point of view is that the car^va songs
belong to that branch of literature which can be called
religious literature.
As has been stated above Middle Bengali Literature
covers a period of about 500 years and comprises a large
Volume of poetical literature.

So great w^s the volume and

the quality of this literature that an Eauropean critic was
moved to say of Bengali that it was "one of the great expressiv
languages of the world capable of being the vehicle of as
3
great things as of any speech of men11.
Within this literature

1. Sen, S. - on.cit.. p.31
2. Sen, S. - Ibid.. p.36
3* Anderson, J.D., quoted by Ronaldshay in the fForward! in
East**Bengal Ballads, Vol.I, part I, Calcutta University,

a variety of subjects were treated; some of them were treated
exclusively by Hindu poets, other by Muslim poets; but some
were cultivated by poets from both communities.

This thesis

is concerned principally with the writings of Muslim poets
but in order to see these writings in their full perspective
it is necessary to give a brief survey of the works of Hindu
poets during this period.
The works of Hindu poets during the Medieval period
fall into two main categories: Narrative and Lyric.

The

narrative poems are popularly called pacall, a term which
it is difficult to define preciseLy.
originally meant ^ o l l 1 or !puppetf.

According to S.Sen it
The same writer argues

that the use of the name indicates that in the early stages
songs were sung and poems chanted with the support of a puppet
show which enacted the story.^

It is clear that the narrative

poems were from the beginning accompanied by some form of actir
or gesturing on the part of the singer and probably by the
beating of drums and cymbals.
into three streams:
Biography.

Hindu narrative poetry falls

(a) Mahakabya, (b) Mangal Kabya, (c)

The Mahakabya poems are based on the legends of th€

MahSbharat and the Ramayan.

They are not in any sense

translations from the Sanskrit work on the same subject but
original versions drawn from the same sources and presented
against a background of Bengali life and landscape.

1. Sen, S. op.cit., p.2*+

Ram and

4W

Sita of the Ramayan, for example are Bengalis.

They marry

according to Bengali rites and their domestic relationship is
governed by rules well-known in Bengali society.

The country

side over which the action ranges is essentially Bengali.

Thes

poems wiere composed in the paftar and trinadl metre which was
foreshadowed in the cariya songs mentioned above .1
The poems known as Ma^ngal Kabva are greater in number
and draw upon a wider range of subjects that, the Mahakabya.
The term Mangal Kabya has never been convincingly defined but
it would seem that part of the literal meaning of the word
(mangal) is retained in that the poems are clearly written to
propitiate certain deities and win favour for their devotees.
Among the deities represented are Cajidi, uho wife of^god Siva;
Manasa, an indigenous snake goddess; Dharmafhakur, an..early
deity, Sitala, the goddess of smallpox; Daksin Ra£, the god of
tigers, and many others.

Most of these poems, we are told,

were written under the direct order of the deity concerned who
appeared to the author either in a dream or in disguise.
of the poems are similar in structure.

Many

The deity selected an

agent or agents and having convinced him or them of the truth
and power of his or her cult instructed and empowered them to
win converts to the new cult.

1. see page Wo.

Where wealth was required it

of the present thesis.

Xi

was provided; where fighting was involved the heroes had divin
support and protection, and in the end succeeded in establish!
the cult to the deities 1 satisfaction*
The biographical poems which form the third stream
of narrative poetry are concerned with the life and teachirg
of the saint Caitanya who in the course of his lifetime came
to be regarded as divine.

These poems contain in addition to

the narrative material lengthy expositions of the Vai^nava
cult preached by Caitanya.
It is important to note that both the Mahakabva and th
Mangal Kabya are in one sense religious poems.

Their recitati

was from the beginning associated with certain religious
festivals and it was generally believed that merit accrued to
both the singer and the audience.

The religious intention of

the Bengali poems is not strongly or consistently maintained

as it is in poems on comparable subjects in other ftorth Indian
languages.

Ram is certainly a god in Krittibas*s famous versi

of the Ramayan but his godhood is not so consistently emphasis
as it is in Tulsidas's version of the poem in Hindi or
Bhanubhakta* s version in i\epali.

It is the human aspect of

Ram and Slta which appeals most strongly to a Bengali audience
Similarly in the Mangal Kabya

where, though the principal

characters are often incarnated deities, the interest of the
audience is in the humanity.

Behula for instance is the model

of Hindu wifehood*

Nevertheless, though the use of the term

religious in connection with these poems has to be accepted wi
very real qualifications, the conclusion that they are
fundamentally religious poems, written with a religious intent
cannot be avoided*
The great part of the lyric poems which form the secon
part of the main category, have as their subject the ilia or
divine play between Radha and i<£§jja.

In one very famous work,

Srlkr^naklrtaq. the lyrics are composed in sequence and involv
a tenuous narrative*

The majority of the poems are, however, 4

single compositions which present a single mood in the
relationship between Krsna and Radha.

After the advent of

Caitanya Deb and his ultimate apotheosis he began to be
associated with Kjj§ga and Radha as a unified incarnation
of both.

The Vai§£ava lyrics or padabalT as they came to be

1
called

which were composed after his death form a very large

proportion of Medieval Bengali literature*

It must be pointed

out that though many of these poems were composed in an artiflc
literary dialect known as Braiabuli they are regarded as fall!
within the corpus of Bengali literature.

These poems too,W wf!e*

1* Vaisnava lyric pongs are called pada and the composers are
called Mahajan* The word pada actually means a couplet* But
from the 18th century the collection of Vaisnava songs are
called padabali or collection of songs. Thus it changed the
older meaning of pada and created a new meaning - Vaisnava
poetry or song. The poets of these songs are generally#call
Maha.ian which means piousjnan. Thus the Vaisnava songs
acquired a new name - Mahal an padabali or songs composed by
pious men. (Sen,S. - Bangala Sfhityer Itihas, Vol.I (Second
edition) Calcutta, 1948, p.278)

in Bengali or Brajabuli are unquestionably religious poems. It
is true that in Srlkr^qaklrtan the human aspect of the relatior
between the two lovers is more in evidence than the divine, the
work as a whole has a religious significance.
Obviously during the Middle Bengali period Hindu poets
introduced a large number of themes and constructed a large
volume of literature.

But all of them composed oil subjects

directly related to gods or goddesses.

The main object of

their writings was the glorification of their deities and the
propagation of their religious doctrines and they did not devil
from this tendency.

It will be shown in the later pages that

the introduction of secular subjects in Bengali literature was
a Muslim innovation.

S.N.Ghosal presents this argument as

follows: uThe first deviation from this tendency in Bengali
literature to compose poems either about pauranic, devotional
stories * or centred round the concepts of religion or based
on the glorification of gods and goddesses occurred in the
compositions of Muslim poets.

There is no doubt, it is to the

Muslim poets that the credit for breaking away from the

monotony which had pervaded Bengali literature for so long, anc
for introducing poems composed on unadulterated love stories
of a new type belongs.

But these Muslim poets were not contenl

merely to break away from the tendency to compose purely
religious poems; they created a new era in Bengali literature

8*

by the introduction of fresh, new stories from Persian and
ancient Hindi literature.

It is not in the leasfwrong to call

Muslim poets the creator of a new literary age in Bengali
literature.11^
It llso appears from the history of the vernacular

literature of India and Pakistan that Muslim writers had a mor<
secular outlook than either Buddhists or Hindus.

They, howevej

composed poems on their religious themes but the main different
of their outlook from that of Buddhists or Hindus is that they
did not confine their literary efforts to religion.

Even in tl

formative stage of vernaculars they cultivated secular literati
S.Sen observes: "In the ApablramSa period, romantic narrative
poems and love ballads were very fashionable.
introduced by the Muslim poets.

This stream was

Hindu poets were predominantly

preoccupied with devotional stories for the glorification of
their ddties; they paid no attention to secular love poems.

Vernacular literature was a mere off-shoot of religious litecati
as far as Hindu poets were concerned.

But to the Muslims

religion was not necessarily related to literature; consequent!

they were absolutely free to compose non-devotional narratives*
Thus in the composition of romances in both Bengali and Hindi
literature, it was the Muslim poets who were foremost and
tl 2
supreme'1•
1. Ghosal,S.w.a (Edited) Satl Maftna 0 L or Candranlt
Bi§vabharati. Santiniketan, 1955, Introduction, p.I
2. Sen,S. Islam! Bangla Sahitva, Burdwan, 1951, p*5
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The bulk of poems written in Bengali by Muslim poets
during the medieval period is much larger than is suggested
by existing histories of Bengali literature.

It covers many

types of poetic creation and was contributed to by a large
number of authors.

It is convenient for the purposes of the

short summary which is the subject of this chapter to analyse
these poems in the following categories:
(a) narrative poems,
(b) Lyric poems,
(c) Instructive, or Didactic poems,
(d) Elegiac poems.
Narrative poetry can be further sub-divided into the
following classes according to subject matter and the intentioj
of the poets.

These classes embrace (a) Romances, which are

based om Perso-Arabic and Indian source material; (b) Narrative
poems_which bear considerable resemblance to the Hindu pancall
or mangal poems in respect of both content and manner of
presentation;

(c) Stories which have some right to be regarded

as historical; (d) Poems, now known as Ballads, which are based
on local legends and incidents.
Narrative poems.
So far as can be traced the first narrative poem to be
written by a Muslim poet is the work of Sah Mohammad Sagir, who
lived during the reign of

as-Tld-Din (llSg-l^g), to whom he

1
dedicated his work.
Ichuf and Jalikha.

The poem is a romance on the subject of
The introductory portion of the poem cont

the information that the story was derived from the Koran and
_

Ketab.

2

The latter word in Bengali is used of books which are

written in Arabic or Persian.

The author^ purpose, also

conveyed in the introduction, was to give his readers or his
audience an opportunity to hear a love story which would give
3

them pleasure.

In other words his object was to compose a

purely secular poem.

The author 1s debt to the Koran, and

through the Koran to the Old Testament, is slight, for in nei
of these versions can the story be regarded as a romance.

Th

credit for its development into a long and popular romance
belongs to a number of Persian and Turkish poets, who must
therefore be regarded as the primary source.

b

1. The poet says in the bandana (introduction) of the poem 'Mohammad saglr tan anjaka adhin' (tr.Mahammad Saglr is a
subordinate of his). It is however, not clear whether the
poet was an officer or a court j$3et of the king.
2. The word Ketab comes from the Arabic word Ketabun which me*
book.
3 . The poet says in the introduction of his p o e m s K e t a b Kori
madhye dekhilu bi£e§/ ichuf jalikh”a katha amiya a§es//Kah:
Kitab Cahi_sudha ras puri/sunaha bhakatjan srutighat#bhari>
(tr.In Koran and Persian book I found the sweet tale of lei
and Jalikha. Following Persian book I shall tell (the stor)
and fill it with poetic qualitttes.O devotees (of poetry)
listen to it and fill your ear - (i.e. have pleasure from n
poem)•
b. This story was in vogue in mixed diction and we shall disci
its origin in a subsequent Chapter.

Though Sagir's sources were Perso-Arabic the atmosphere
of his poem is Bengali.

His characters are Bengali, apart from

the names used, social customs and natujal descriptions are also
Bengali.
The second important poem on this subject is IchufJalikha by Sbdul Hakim.

The poet did not mention the date of

composition of his poem but from internal evidence in the
manuscript it may be assumed that he “belonged probably to the
end of the l6th or the beginning of the 17th century11.*^
The poet says in his poem that he follows some Persian work but
he does not mention either the name of the book

otT

the author.

The colouring of his poem also in entirely Bengali.
The love story of Laila and Majnu, the second important
theme in Bengali romantic literature, was introduced into
Bengali by Daulat Ujir Bahrain Khan, whose poem, entitled
-

Lailama,inuT was composed between 15^5 and 1553*

2

The title

Daulat Ujir means Finance Minister, and from references to
himself in the poem it seems clear that the poet served under
Nijim Sah Sur, governor of Chittagong and brother of Sher Shah,
emperor of Delhi.

1. Hussain. S*S. (Edited) A Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali
Manuscript, Dacca, i 960,_p .268
2. Sharif, A. (Edited) Lailamajnu, Dacca, 1957, Introduction,
p.27
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The story originated in Arabic and became very popular
throughout the Muslim world*

11In Arabic, Persian and Turkish

literature the epithet at Madjuun, i.e., *the man possessed by
a djinnl,

'the mad m a n t i s pre-eminently associated with Kaij

le a Mulawwah, the story of whose passion for Laila, daughter
of Sa'd, a woman of the same tribe, is celebrated throughout
the Muhammadan world 11•

The original story in Arabic goes:

"Kais meets Laila amongst a party of women, falls in love at
first sight and slaughters his camel to make a feast for her*
His love is returned, but her father refuses to give her to
him in marriage; and soon afterwards she becomes the wife of
Ward b Muhammad al 'Ukaili.

Kais, crazed with despair, passes

the rest of his days in solitude, wandering half-naked in the
hills and valleys of ftadjd, making verses on the subject of
his unhappy love, and only seeing Laila at rare intervals

1
until his death '1•
This love-tale of the desert of iirabia was developed
into a popular theme in Persian literature by i\.ijam Ganja who,
as a result of the reputation cf his lengthy poem Laila and
Ma.inu which was written in II 88-89 is regarded as "the

2

acknowledged master of romantic Mathnawi".

After his time the

1* Encyclopaedia of IslamT Vol.Ill, London, 1936, p *96
2. Browne, E.G. A Literary History of Persia. Cambridge Universal
1928, Vol.II, pp.k)0-l
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theme became "one of the most popular, if not the most popular
of all love stories in the East".

1

Many Persian poets cultivate

it, the most celebrated of the*being Amir Khusru (1253-1321*)
Mulla Nurud-Din Abdur Rahman JamI (1li-1^1^92) and A b d u lla h
—

Hatifi of the l 6th century,

2

Jami*s work on Laila and Majnu

"Has been t r a n s la t e d

into French by Ch 6sy (Paris, 1805) and
3
_
into German by Hartman (Leipzig, 1807)",
Hatifi1s poem was
if
"published at Calcutta by Sir W. Jones in 1788",
In Turkish literature Hamd Ullah Chelebi whose pen name
was Hamdi, completed his poem on Laila Majnu in 1^99-1500.

5

In this language the theme also became a popular subject of
poems#

The most important work in Turkish is that of Fazuli,

in 1556.^
The story has since became very popular in Bengali
especially among the Muslim community to whom Laila and M$nu
symbolise the noblest ideals of human love.

Bahram Khan's

poem however, is the only work on the theme which is known to
belong to the medieval period.

It is extremely popular but

1. Browne, E.G. op.cit. T p.*+06
2. Browne, E.G. Ibid., Vol,III, pp.108-9 , 507, Vol.IV, p.229
3. Browne, E.G. Ibid. . Vol.Ill, p.5l6
Browne, E.G., Ibid. T Vol.IV, p.229
5. Gibb, E.J.W. A History of Ottoman poetry. London, 1902,
Vol.II, p.172
6 . Gibb, E.J.W. Ibid.T Vol.Ill, p.85
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it is impossible to be sure whether it was in fact the only
poem written on the subject, or the only one which has survived*
During the early modern period quite a number of works were
composed on this theme both in prose and verse.
Saiyad Slaol, the most famous poet at the court of
Arakan during the 17th century, introduced two romantic themes
based on Persian originals*

The first, Saota Paikar (Seven

Portraits), is an adaptation of a work of the same title by
Mijami Ganja, the Persian poet of the 12th century and author
of a poem on Laila and Majnu who was mentioned above.

The

poem is a collection of seven romantic stories told by seven
queens, and in structure it bears some resemblance to the -arabiaj
Wights.

The explanation of the title gives an interesting

introduction to the whole work:

f,The seven Portraits in

question, discovered by Bahrain one day in a secret chamber in
his castle of Khawarnaq, represented seven princess of
incomparable beauty, these fefeing respectively the daughters
of the Raja of India, the Khaqan of China, Shah of Khwarazm,
The King of the Slavs, the Shah of Persia, the Emperor of
Byzantine and the King of the West or 1Sun-set-land*.

Bahrain

falls in love with these portraits and succeeding almost
immediately afterwards to the throne vacated by the death
of his father Yazdigrid, he demands and obtains these seven
princess in marriage from their respective fathers.

Each one

representing one of the seven climes into which the habitable
world is divided, is lodged in a separate palace symbolically
coloured, and Bahram visits each of them on seven successive
days, beginning on Saturday with the Black Palace assigned to
the Princess of India, and ending on Friday with the white
Palace in which the Princess of the seventh clime is housed.
/

Each of the seven Princesses entertains him in turn with

1
stories, somewhat after the scheme of the Arabian Wights11•
i^laoli second poem on a romantic theme is
lukbadiu.i.1amal.

He composed it in 1658-59*

The story of it

goes: "Saifulmuluk was the son of Sifun, King of Egypt.

He

fell violently in love with the portrait of Badiujjamal, daughte
Saifulmuluk 1s

of the King of the Fairies in Iran-Bostan.

friend, Saiyad who was the son of one of the King*s courtiers
told the King of his love.

Thereupon emissaries were sent to

different lands for information about Badiujjamalbut they came
back disappointed.

Afterwards Saifulmuluk met Badiujjamal

in a dream, and set out for Irln-Bostan accompanied by Saiyad.
Many adventures followed.

Eventually, Saifulmuluk and

Badiujjamal were united.

Saiyad married Badiujjamal1s

2

companion, Mallika, princess of Sarandwip".

1 . Browne, E.G. op.cit. T Vol.II, p.l+09
2. Hossain, S.S. (Edited) fflbfch T p. 507

This story was

derived from The Arabian Wights.

It was first introduced

into Bengali by Donagaji in the middle of the l6th^ century
and many poets other than Ilaol made use of it.

The following

are remarkable who though they used different titles their
poems are on the same theme of romantic love as Slaol*s
Saifulmuluk-badiuilamal: Xbdul Hakim who lived in the 17th
century and was the author of a Ichuf-Jalikha^ he composed
Xalmatisafffulmuluk.

Saiad Mohammad Skbar composed"a poem named

J*biilmuluk Samarukh in 1673.

Gulebakaoll was composed by

Wao^ajes Khan in the 17th century.

Another theme which is popular in Bengal narrates the
story of a Roman Princess named Mallika.

She had promised to

marry any man who could give correct angers to a thousand
questions based on riddles and religious and social problems.
The earliest known work on this theme is by Serbaj who named
his poem Mallikar ha jar soil.

The poet gave the poem a

sub-title Fakkarnama because to quote a couplet from the
poem - "there is a book in Persian called Fakkar nama and with
the help of my spiritual guide I have made this story popular

2

in Bengal11.

According to M.E.Haq, Serbaj*s poem was written

1. Haq, M.E.
Muslim Bangla Sakitya, Dacca, 1957* p .86
2. The poet says in the introduction of his poem - "fakkarnama
name ek kitab achila/plrer prabhabe kichn pracar Jtarila//"

‘
"7: •:

._;;7 :
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in the second half of the 17th century,1

^Pp7

Another important

work on the same subject is Gadamallika by Sekh Sadi who named
his poem after the hero and the heroine.

The date given for

his poem is 1715*

In the l 6th century two romantic themes based on Indian
originals were introduced into Bengali literature by Muslim
poets.

The first is the story of Prince Sundar and Princess

Bidya, and the earliest known poem by a Muslim poet on the
subject is of Sabir id Khan.

Khan's poem Bidyasundar does

not record any date of composition, but S.Sen has concluded
4

from internal evidence that it was composed in the l 6th century/
The adventureous love of a Prince called Sundar with a
Princess called Bidya and their happy union ahd marriage is the
main subject of the story.
known with certainty.

The origin of this theme is not

According to S.Sen it was known in

wcr th West India at an early date and was brought to Bengal
by the Muslim conquerors with whom it was a popular subject.
It was made popular in the courts of Muslim Kings and chieftains

1. Haq, M.E. gp.cit., p.258
2. Sen,S. - Bangala Sahityer Itihas Vol.i (Second edition)
Calcutta, 1 9 W , p.5^5

4^0

by certain Sufi poets #1

The story of Bidvasundar became

generally popular in Medieval Bengali literature and was
adopted by a number of Hindu poets, the most famous of whom
is Bharat Candra Ray whose poem on this subject was completed
in 1753.

At the hands of Hindu poets, however, the theme

recieved different treatment#

The story which at the hands of

Muslim poets was and still is a secular love-story was changed
into a Mangal Kabya to the goddess KiQLika,

It was utransformec

S. Sen observes "into a religious poem and a story of the

2

glorification of a goddess11#

Sabirid*s work which is not a religious poem has certaj
dramatic qualities.
drama.

He calls his poem a natelt i.e#, lyric

The poem itself is not constructed as a play but its

division into palas has some functional purpose like the
division of a play into acts and scenes#

It is not difficult

to imagine that some of the fralas could have been acted, as they
probably were, by .jatra parties#
Madhumilati poems embody the second Indian love-story
which was introduced into Bengal by Muslim poets during the
l 6 th century.

The first poet was Mohammad Kahir#

1 . Sen, 3. - pp.clt., p.81

The

_
2# Sen, S. - Islami Bangla Sahitya, Burdwan, 1951, p.lH-

introduction to his poem contains the fallowing couplet:
"This beautiful story was in Hindi and I have made of it a
1

pancali in Bengali#

He does not however, give details of his

source, beyond the statement that he came across it first in a
Hindi version#

According to M#E.Haq, Kabir!s poem was written

2
between 1578 and 1583*
It is the love-story of Manohar, Prince of the Kangira
Kingdom, who was brought to Madhumalati, Princess of Mahara's
Kingdom of fairies.

After a short meeting with the Princess,

the Prince was carried back to his kingdom by the fairies while
he was asleep.

After many adventures and sufferings the Prince

found his beloved and married her.
The origin of this story is not known.

It is believed

to have originated in the court of Bhoj, an ancient King of
India,^ works on this theme in Hilkti are still extant, the best
known being the 17th century, compositions of Sekh Jumman ^nd
Sekh Manjhan.

Mir Askari, a court poet of Aurangjeb composed

Mihr-o-Maa in Persian on the same theme in 1655*

k

The story

seems to have spread as far as Arkan for mention is made of
it by Daulat Kaji in his poem Satimavnalorcandrani; and its

1# Text_: "ehi se sundar kiecha hinditi achila/desl bha^ay mui
pancali banila//"
2# Haq, M.E.
, P *97
3# Sharif, A. (Edited) Muhammad Kablrbiracita Madhumalati, Dacca
i 960 , Introduction, p . fcaf
4-. Sharif, A. Ibid. T pp .13a* and ^ha*

popularity continued into the 18th and 19th centuries ,1
The court of Arakan^l. which according to S. Sen
Tibeto Burma language 11 came into close cultural
contact with Bengal uearly in the fifteenth century when
Karameikhla, the King of Arakan, dispossessed by the King of
Burma, came to Bengal and took refuge in the court of Gaud
(140*+) •

After a sojourn of many years he was helped by

2
Jalaluddin the Sultan of Bengal to regain his throne (1^30)11•
It is possible that the King developed a liking for Bengali
literature during his stay in Bengal and introduced it in his
court when he went back to his Kingdom,

Gradually Bengali

became the chief cultural language of Arakan and many poets
cultivated Bengali literature in that court.

The most

distinguished of them are Dattlat Kaji and Saiyad Ilaol both
of whom wrote romances derived from Indian originals,
Daulat Kaji composed his only work SatTmafrnalprCandranI some time between 1622 and 1638,
He

It was unfinished.

composed two thirds of it and the rest was completed by

S l a o l in 1659*

It is a story of Lor,

was m arried happily to Ma^na,

a King of Gohari, who

After some-time he saw a portrait

1, The most remarkable poets of the 18th century are Saker Mahmu<
and Saiad ffiamja and of the 19th century are Muhammad Cuhar an<
Gopi Kathdas.
2. Sen,S, Hisotrv of Bengali Literature, i\ew Delhi, i 960, p*1^9
3* Ghosal, S.K, on.cit,T Introduction, p,7
*+• Ghosal, S.N.
, p,ll

of Candrani, the Princess of Mohara, and was attracted by her
beauty.

He went to Mohra and after facing many difficulties

succeeded in securing the Princess as his wife.

During Lor!s

absence a rich young man, Chatan, had fallen in love with
Ma^na and engaged an old woman to seduce her.

But in spite

of persistent efforts on the part of the old woman Ma^n$
remained faithful to her husband, and ultimately after a long
time of separation became re-united with him and the two wives
lived happily together.

This romantic tale was current in the Maithili
language and was popular in Worth and South Bihar as early as
the lVth century.

It was also current in Rajasjhan.

Daulat

K£ji makes the following statement at the end of a eulogy to
the King of Arakan.1
caupai.

"Sadhan composed poems in the Hindi

A number of people do not understand the gohari

dialect (gohari bha$a) is the language of the poet).

Compose

in the vernacular in pacali metre, so that everyone will hear
and understand and be glad.

Then Kajii Qaulat understood what

1. “theta canpai^a doha_kahila sadhane/ na bujhe gohari bha^a
k o n a ’kona jane// desibhajje kaha take_paiic allr chande/sakale
suniya yena bujhaye sanande// tabe kaji-daulat bujhiya se
arati/pancallr chande kahe ma^nar bharati//11

he had been asked to do and composed the story of Ma^na in
pacali metre.’ The work by Sadhan referred to was a Rajasthan
poem the “manuscripts of which have come to light recently11.^
Padmabatl is one of the many works of Alaol.

It was

2
composed sometime between 16^-5 and 1652.

It is a long story

of Nag Sen, King of Chitor, and of Padmabatl, Princess of
Ceylon.

The extraordinary beauty of Padmabatl, attracted

Nag Sen who went to Ceylon as a yogi and by showing his prowess
and skill won her hand in marriage.

After sometime a Tantric

scholar of the court of Nag Sen was disgraced and banished by
him.

He went to Delhi where he extolled the ravishing beauty

of Padmabatl to Ilauddin, the emperor, who asked Nig Sen to
send her to Delhi.

This demand being refused the emperor

attacked Chitor, defeated Nag Sen and took him to Delhi as a
captive.

But he escaped and got back to Chitor.

During his

absence the King of Kumbhalaner attempted to s educe Padmabatl.
When Nag Sen heard of it he challenged him to a duel as a result
of which Nag Sen was mortally wounded and died.

Padmlbatl

died a sati and was cremated on the same pyre as her husband.
When Slauddin entered into Chitor with his army the pyre was
still smoking and hearing the tragic end of Padmabatl he paid

his homage before the pyre and returned to Delhi*
Ilaol adopted the story from a Hindi work named
Padumayat written in 1521 by Malik Muhammad Jaisl .1

The Mangalkabya type of poem has been described briefly
in an earlier page*

2

It is true that the Muslim poets did not

glorify gods and goddesses in quite the same way as the Hindu
poets did.

Differences of faith made this impossible. Neverthel

they did endow the prophet Mohammad and his principal followers
and certain saints with miraculous powers similar to those which
characterise the various deities in the Mangalkabya*

The same

intention to convert non-believers was also present.

There is

no doubt that this type of narrative poetry is a natural outgrow
of a mixed culture, in which Hindus and Muslims were living side
by side and in close relationship with one another.

It is clear

also that Muslim poets recognized the popularity and effectivene;
of the Mangalkabya. and attempted to adapt them to their own
purposes.

M.E. Haq, comments as follows: “ It comprises popular

stories of a mythical or semi-historical nature.
\

Following a

ihX’

tradition of their own these were^Muslim answer to the Hindu njyth
Inspired as they were by Hindu mythology, it must be said in
fairness to these tales that they helped a great deal in the

1. Sen, D.C. op♦ext., p.622
of this chapter.

2 . See p. 2,4

dissemination of Muslim culture in Bengal, carrying it alaost

1
to every home11*

Like their Hindu counterparts these religious

narratives are very lengthy, and like them they became
popular among the common people to whom they were sung.

Some

of them enjoy an importance among Bengali Muslims similar to
that enjoyed among Hindus by the Bengali versions of the
Ramavan and Mahabharat.
The first poem which can be assigned to this category
is the Rasul Biiaft of Jainiddin, who lived at the court of
*

__

Tusuf Shah.

The poem does not include the date of composition,

but as the bhanitas make references to the poets 1 patron who
ruled Bengal from 1^7^ to 1M32, it is reasonable to assume that
the poem was composed roughly during that period.

The subject

of Rasul Biiaft is the heroism and often miraculous exploits
of the prophet of Islam.

He wages war aginst non-believers,

defeats them and finally converts them to Islam.

Many later

poets composed Rasul Bi.iav, the most important of whom are
Saiyad Sultan and Sabir id Khan in the 16th centruy, and KasrttLlah
Khan and Shekh Cand in the 17th century.
Two other poems by Saiyad Suita n, Sabe Mera .1 and
Rabibam§aT introduced new themes into this type of poem, themes
which can be paralleled in the Hindu mangalkabya.

The main

story in Sabe Merai concerns the ascent of the prophet into the
1. Haq, M.E. on.cit.« p.262

heavenly places.

It contains a description of heaven and hell,

and a number of conversations between him and other prophets
and the angels.

The poem NabibamsaT which some regard as the

|

poets 1 greatest work, begins with a creation myth and ends with
the birth of the prophet of Islam.

It is interesting to note

that the Hindu gods, Brahma, Vignu, Siva and Krsrja are presented
as prophets of Allah.

They receive their various scriptures

from Allah and preach his religion.

According to the poet all

the preachers of the great religions were prophets of Allah,
but when in the course of time the religion they £aught became
corrupt Mohammad was sent with the Koran to preach the true
religion.

This theme was followed by Ha^at Mamood a poet of

Korth Bengal, in Ambi.fra ba«T which was composed in 1758.
Many comparatively small works were written by Muslim
poets on the legends of their religion.
worth mentioning;

The following are

IbliSnama by Sultan is a story of Satan,

his disobedience to Allah and his efforts to mislead human
beings from the path of religion.

Nurnama by Sekh Paran and

Mir Mahammad of the 17th century is a cosmogony, and Keframatnama
of Shekh Cand of the 17th century is an account of doomsday.
Fat imarsuratnama by Serbaj, a poet of the late 17th century is
written on the model of the Candlmangal.

The principal character

it* Fatima, the daughter of the prophet Mahammad, who in
character and action is reminiscent of deity Caqdi.

"f

. tfl

Another type of religious legend is introduced in
Hanifa 0 Kayra pari, a work attributed to Sqbirid Khan of the
l 6th century who was also the author of a Bidvasundar poem.
The hero of the poem, Hanifa 0 Kayra pari, is the son of Ali
and grandson of the prophet Mahammad.

He is depicted as a

great warrior and the poem consists mainly of a series of
warlike exploits, many of them campaigns against infidel Kings
who*he defeated and converted to Islam.

One important $>isode

in this poem is Hanifa*s campaign against a princess named
Jaigun whom he defeated, converted to Islam and finally married.
Another episode is of the nature of a fairy story,

rfanifa

was carried away one night by a fairy named Kajira and transported
to her Kingdom.

Hanifa's father Ali was informed of his son's

abduction in a dream and went to his rescue.

The Hanifa

stories also form the subject of a work named Hanifar larai
by Muhammad Khan, a 17th century poet.

It was popular also

with Muslim poets of the 18th century whose work is examined
later.
Another legend which also was destined to become
popular was introduced in a poem entitled Amir ham .la. which was
composed by Abdun Nabi in l68*f.
poem running into 80 cantos.

This is an excessively lengthy

The poet was proud of the length

of his poem of which he boast* -5 somewhat naively: "Kot to speak
of writing such a big work people would even fear to readt it".)^

1 . ¥ext: "thakuk lekhibe keha parite lage dar11

The poem has many stories, descriptions of adventures and
battles, all of which concern the imaginary exploits of
Hamja, uncle of the prophet Mahammad*

It is believed to be

an adaption of a Persian work Past an- i- am ir ham .ia *
The mythological stories by Muslim poets are in most
cases associated with historical names
are by no men\^s historicel*

the stories themselves

This is perhaps due to the fact that

the Muslims had contact with Persian, Arabic and Turkish
literature where the stories of the exploits of the great
historical figures of their faith were recorded*

Moreoever under

the influence of mythological works of the Hindus to which they
were attracted, and which formed the cultural inheritance of
many of their converts, Muslim poets attempted to create new
forms of artj

narrative poems in which their historical heroes

performed exploits similar to those of the mythological
characters in the Mangal Kabya. Some of their great leaders
took part in warlike exploits which were undoubtedly based on
incidents in the Ramafray and Mahabharat and the Mangal Kabva.
In the mythological stories of Muslim poets we find some
characters are great warriors like Ram of the RamavanT or
Bhlm and Arjun of the

They destroy their opponents

ruthlessly as Ram destroyed Ravan or the Pandavas destroyed
Kauravas*

The main object of Ram and Pancjavas was to suppress

1* Haq, M*E*

op* cit# T p*217

the evil doers and to establish the reign of the true followers
of god.

The gods themselves appeared in the field of action and

destroyed the wrong doers*

Ram was himself god and the

Pandavas were the faithful followers of the god Kr^na who helped
them actively to w in over their opponents who were considered
evil, because they did not follow the doctrines of Kr§na.

In

the Hindu Mahakabvas the intention of conversion is absent*
The opponents of Ram or Krsija or the Pandavas were not converted
after their defeat, rather they were described as demons
and
*
sinners and were totally destroyed.

Perhaps this is due to'

the fact that the religion of the Ramavan and Mahabharat is
Sanatan or the perennial Hindu religion where there was no scope
for conversion*
In the local cults like those of Manasa or Sitala
Mangal Kabyas, the folkwers of deities were also favoured by
their respe ctive deities to subjugate the non-believers.

These

deities were eager to establish their worship and they selected
some agents who fought with the help of deities and converted
unbelievers to their faith.

In Manasa bi.iav of Bipradas Piplai

of the 15th century we find that the deity Manas^a even
subjugated two Muslim Princes, Hasan and Hosen, and compelled
them to worship her.
In the legends of Muslim poets we find the combination
of both the types of Hindu religious p§pms - Mahakabya and Mangal

-

Kabya.

In their poems the heroes

W-Oic

"tR4-

painted like^vigorous

warriors of the Ramayan and Mahabharat and were helped directly
or indirectly either by Allah or by his prophet to establish
his religion.
•

The heroes

—

of Mangal Kabya. They

W

as jealous preachers as the heroes

OvL

not follow their faith.

eager to Convert the people who

«

In the poems of Muslim poets it is

however, not clear whether their rivals were Hindus or their
place of action was India.

The poets always mentioned the

opponents of Muslim heroes as infidels or non-believers and
their place of residence or kingdom was named after their
imagination which is often beyond the knowledge of geography.
Historical poems.
The next sub-category of narrative poem comprises works
which have some claims to be historical, that is to say they
contain elements which can be shown to be historically tiuxe.
The poets drew their materials from different sources,
principally from India, the Islamic world as a whole and from
Greece.
Some of the Indian material drawn upon seems to have
been taken from local memories and family chronicles.

No^ajis

Khan, a poet of the 17th century whose descendants are still
said to be living in the district of Chittagong^composed a
work entitled Pa^hannrasarysa.
1. Hussain, S.S.

This poem as the title suggests

(Edited)op.cit.T p.91

attempts to detail the history of a certain Pathan who settled
in the Chittagong district of Bengal where his descendants
are still living, and whose family name is ^dhu Kha.
The
A
same poet wrote another work of the same type named Joroftar
Simha Klrti.

It set forth the history of a family of a certain

Joro^ar Simha who lived in Dohajari in the district of
Chittagong.

His family now known asJ^alarl banjftSa

be still represented in Chittagong.

is said to

Though these works could

not with complete accuracy be described as bam^sabali they do
bear some resemblance to that type of literature.
Saiyad Sultan of the l6th century of whom mention has
been made before

3

introduced a new subject into Bengali

literature in a work entitled Qfat i Rasul.

This poem which is

a small work.of only 25 folios is a historial work.

It records

the last days in the life of prophet Mahammad and incidents
connected with his death together with a short account of three
Caliphs who ruled after the death of the prophet.

The title

suggests that this work may have derived from an Arabic or Persia
source of the same name.

But as far as is known no such work

has yet been discovered.

Sultan*s poem is important in the

history of Bengali literature because it was the first poem in
Bengali on the theme of the death of the prophet*a subject which

1. Haq, M.E. op.cit.T p.213
2. Haq, M.E. Ibid., p.211*
3. see p. Lfk

1

was developed by later poets in that branch of literature
known as Maulud sarlf.

In the early decades of the 18th

century Muhammad Ujir Ili composed a bulky work named Nasle
Osman Islamabad which has Sahnama as its sub-title.

This work

has not yet been published but a study of the manuscript has
been made by scholars who discount
to be truly historical.

any claim the poem may have

One of the scholars, ..S.S.Hussain

describes it as a "strange amalgamation of truths, half-truths
and falsehoods11.’1' The principal theme of the poem is an account
of the descendants of Hajrat Osman, the third Caliph of Islam.
The poet alleges that Osman*s descendants came ultimately to
settle in Chittagong, and that he himself was a member of that
family.

Such a claim has no sanction in history.

term Sahnlma as the sub-title is interesting.

His use of the

It would seem

to suggest that the poet felt that his own history, that is the
settling of the Osm*Sn family in Chittagong was a work of
importance comparable to that of the famous poem of the same
name by the Persian poet Firdausi.

Ujir Ali started his work

2

in 171^ and completed it in 1720.

The history of the conquest of Alexander the Great and
the stories about his wisdom were popular in Persian literature.
KijamI Ganja composed a poem named Iskandar nama in Persian in
3
1191*
Another celebrated work on this subject in Persian
1. Hussain, S.S.
op.cit.T p.260
2. Hussain, S.S. Ibid.T p.262
3. Browne, E.G. A Literary History of Persia. Vol.II, Cambridge
University, I 928, p.HOI

literature is Khirad-JNiima-i-SinKandar

(the book of the wisdom

of Alexander) by Mulla fmruddln Abdur Rahman JamI (l^l^l1^ )
The former of these two works was translated into Bengali by
the famous poet Alaol.
fa ir ly
to

His poem Para SekSndar nama

is a

l i t e r a l t r a n s l a t i o n of th e Persian o r i g i n a l . Compared

th e p o e t f s o th e r w orks i t

of a descriptive type*

2

has l e s s p o e t ic q u a l i t y and i s

But it is important in Bengali

literature as being the first work to introduce this subject*
The stories of Alexander were popular in the courts of Arakan
and Bengal.

Slaol composed Para Sekandar flama

at the request
3

of Majlish ttabaraj, who was a prince of Arakan.
In the
rtaA*
middle of the 19th century the K-ing of Burdwan also
1+

_

commissioned the translation of Iskandarnama into Bengali.

Ballads.
The term ballad as the descriptive title of a
particular branch of narrative literature in Bengali was
first applied by

&*Pinesh Chandra Sen who collected a number

of narrative poems from East Bengal, now

East Pakistan.

These

poems he edited in both Bengali and English between the years

1. Browne, E . G . * V o l . I I I , _ p . 516
2. Sen. S. Banglla Sahityer Itihas, Vol.I (2nd edition) Calcutta
19**8, P - l ^
3. Sen, S. Ibid.. p.590
b. Sen,S.
Ibid.. p.9^2

• /v

1
1922 to 1932.

The term under which they were published in

Bengali is gitika.

According to Sen />tories in verse which he

names ballads were composed by both Hindu and Muslim poets. The)
seem however, to have been lost from the Hindu tradition and
preserved only in the Muslim tradition of Bengali literature.
Sen comments as follows: ‘‘As the purists of Brahminic renaissanc
gradually imposed more and more stringent rules in regard to
social morals, some of the finest of ballads breathing a
refreshing air of freedom were condemned as unholy, and Mahua,
Kamala, Ka.lal Rekha, Bhelua and many other ballads of great
poetic beauty and charm bore the ban of Brahminic canons and
were expelled from Hindu homes.

We owe their existence to

Mohammedan "Gayans" who did not set a p i n ’s fee at the angry
look of the Brahmins".

2

The ballads which were current in the area from which
Sen obtained them contain many beautiful stories in verse.

Thei

stories are local and describe the joys and sorrows of ordinary
people.

The poets whose names are preserved innthe bhanitas of

the various poems themselves belonged to the area where their
works have been preserved and the language in which they wrote
was their own mother tongue and its use imparts to the poem*
1. In English Dr.C.C.Sen edited four volumes each having two
parts,e-f Eastern Bengal Ballads.^nd wac published by the
University
of Calcutta between 1923 and 1932. In Bengali he
f.
fiJL
edited fqur volumes .& £ Purba banga gitika and two volumes of
Maimansingha gitika and was published by the University of
Calcutta between 1922 and 1932.
2. Sen, D.C. Eastern Bengal Ballads. Vol.CEV, part 1. University
of Calcutta, 1932. p.XXVII

simplicity which is their chief charm.
origin of the age of these ballads.
of local bards.

Nothing is known of the

Sen recorded them from lips

It has been suggested however, that they cover

"a period of about 300 years from the l6th century onwards11
The heroes and heroines of the stories include both
Hindus and Muslims and the social background they describe is
clearly one which rests upon a mixed culture.

Many of these

stories are not known from any other source; neither is it known
whether the bards of East Pakistan have in their repertory other
poems ot* a similar quality which Senwis unable to record.

They

represent an important element in Bengali literature but being
of local provenance and interest they stand apart from the main
themes of Bengali literature.

It is important however, to make

mention of them in this thesis which is concerned principally with
literature in mixed diction, because they do not reflect in
their vocabulary, grammar or syntax, any influence of the mixed
diction which passed later under the title Dobhasl.

No survey of the contribution of Muslim poets to
medieval Bengali literature would be ce-mplete without a

1 . Sen, D.C. on. cit.« Vol.I, Calcutta University, 1923,
’forward 1 by Ronaldshay.

mention of lyric poetry.

But as lyric poetry contributes

little to the subject of this thesis the mention of it here
is brief.

Lyric poetry by Muslim poets embraces Vqi§ijava

songs, Sufi mystic songs, song on .yoga and Baul songs.
It is important to notice that the Muslim poets
entered so closely into the literary fashion of their day that
many of them wrote songs on the Radha-KrqQa theme and they wrote
them in both Bengali and Brajabuli.

Sukumar Sen in his work,

A History of Brajabuli Literature, mentions the nemes of a
number of Muslim poets.^

A fuller list is included in a work

by M.A. Hai and A*.Sharif, Madyayuger Bangla Kabita, published
by the Univeristy of Dacca in 1961.

The Muslim contribution

to the history of this theme goes back to the 16th century with
such poets as Saikh Kabir, Murtaja and SaiyadSultan, and,
possibly, according to M.E. Haq, to Chand Ka j i in the 15th
century.*^
The earliest lyrics on Sufi themes appear to have been
written by a poet named Mujammil.

His work Sa^at Nama is

1. Sen, S. A History of Brajabuli Literature, Calcutta
University, 1933, Chapter a a !
2. In the following works collection of Bai^nava songs composed
by Muslim poets may be found; (a) Mallik, R.M. - Mnsalmaa
Ha isnay a Kabi ' (b)r San^y%l, B.
- MusalmAn Baisnava Kabi.
in k vols. Rajshahi, 1 9 0 ^ 5
(c) Hai, M.A. (Edited)
Sahitya Patrika, Vol.IV, No.I, Dacca, 1961. In this
Tatrika Mr .A. Sharif has edited *+02 songs composed by
82 Muslim poets.
3. Haq, M.E. op»cit.T p.70

believed by M.E.Haq to have been composed in the middle of the
1
On
15th century.
It is apparently based upon^Arabic work
named Ilmus sayat.

The evidence for this is to be found in

one of Mujammil's poems which contains the following couplet:
"Everybody cannot understand Arabic so I have written in

2
Bengali paftar so that all can understand11.

Saiyad Sultan

also composed a number of Sufi songs collected under two titleg.,
Jnan cautisa and Jfiannradln and there is a well known
collection named Talibnama which is credited to a 17th century
v
_
poet named Saikh Cand.
The only yoga poet of note seems to be of Saiyad Murtaj
whose work fog a Kalandar is a lyric expression of yoga practice.
-fe
—
Muslim contributions-^# Baul literature are considerable
—

*—

The best known of the Baul poets is Lalan Sah, a Muslim who
lived in the 18th and 19th centuries.

The poet Tagore "had

a high regard for him" and some of his songs "gave him great
3
inspiration".
Lalan1s songs have been collected and published
by the University of Calcutta.

The U s Baul centre founded

1. Haq. M.E..pp.c^t., p .69 _
_
2. Text: "Arbi bhajjay sabe na bujhe Karaq/ sabhane bujhite
Kailu pa^ar.racan//"
3* Sen, SI Bangala Sahityer Itihas, Vol.I, 2nd edition,
Calcutta,
pp.992-93
k. Das, M and MahapatrajI P.K. (edited), Lalan gitika, Calcutta
University, 195o. (*+62 songs have been collected in this
work.)

by Lllan Sah is in Kustia, only a few miles from Silaidaha
where Tagore spent an important part of his life.

Instructive or Didactic poems.
The religion of the faithful Muslim is guided by
many rules, some of which derived from the Ko£an itself, others
from later authorities.

These rules which are systematically*

codified contain not only doctrinal teaching but also guidance
for day-to-day living.

They are obligatory on every orthodox

believer.
Islam being a missionary religion spread over many
countries where it came into contact with different social
systems and different cultures.

In Bengal many Hindus and

Buddhists were converted to Islam and as could be expected in
such circumstances they imported some of their own customs and
certain aspects of their own religion into the new faith.
Orthodox teachers of Islam regarded these accretions as wrong
and did their utmost to eradicate them.

The Instructive poems

embody the codified rules of Islam and were used in an attempt
to purify the Islamic faith| of extraneous pollution.

This

accounts for the very large Jbumber of so-called instructive
poems which were written, and it accounts also for their great
and continuing currency.

This category of writing must

therefore be treated as a separate stream in Bengali
literature.

It may be divided, according to subject matter,

into two section^/^a) Poems based on the Islamic code of law;
(b) Poems based on non-Islamic and secular subjects.
The instjmction contained in the first of the two
sections embraces religion and the behaviour of men and women
both as individuals and as members of society.

The following

subjects are commonly treated in the rules set forth*

The

birth of a child, the rules for providing it with a name, the
method of education, marriage and divorce, daily prayers, the
rules for washing different parts of the body, the manner in
which prayer should be offered, rules governing fasting etc.,
The rule book also teaches the benefit which accrues from readir
the Koran and the dangers which follow from neglect of prayer.
They range from statements on the futility of riches to advice
against keeping dogs as pets.

They lay down the whole range

of moral and social duties together with the punishments to be
awarded when any of them are vi>lated.

Extensive and socially

important as these poems are undoubtedly considered to be,
they have however, little poetic quality and literary meiit.
A number of instructive poems have been issued under
the title flasihat nama which can be translated instructive
poem.

The earliest extant work in this branch of literature is

that of Sfjai 5li of the early l6th century.^

A verse

compilation of rules under the same title was issued by
Sekh Paran in the l6th century.

The poet himself states

that his work is adapted from Persian; MThis story was written
in the Persian language.

So t he** I have written it in the

2

Bengali language so that it could be understood11.

Parante son Sekh Muttalib composed a large work within
this branch of literature under the title Kifavatul Musallin.
It is dated 1551-52.

The popularity of this particular work

may be gauged from the large number of manuscripts which are
now extant, many of them in the Dacca Univeristy library.^
Slaol contributed a work named Tohfa to this branch of
literature in 166*+.

Ilaol states that his work is a

translation from a Persian work of the same name which was
If

composed by Iusuf Gada in 1392*

A very long list of later

poets could be drawn up but it is sufficient for our purpose
to mention Sbdul Hakim and Hayat Mamud who wrote in the 17th
and 18th centuries respectively.

1. Haq, M.E. on.cjt.t pp.73-*f_ _
2. Teriti farsi bhase sei katha achila likhan/ bangla bhasay
Kailum bujhite karajg//11
3. Hussain, S.S. o p .cit.. pp.^9-60,62, 65, 193
If. Haq, M.E. Ibid. t p.24-7

Instructive poems on non-Islamic subjects cover a
very wide range.

The earliest known work is Aliti Sastra barta

written by Mujammil in the 15th century; It covers subjects as
diverse as earthquakes, lunar and solar eclipses, dreams,
burning of houses, omens and auspicious signs and also the
rules of yoga and the marks of a yog ini.

Later works developing

the subjects of yoga have been discovered, notably Sekh Candfs
Haragaurl sangbad in the 17th century.

In form this poem is

a discourse delivered by the god Siva to his spouse Gauri.
Translations from the Sanskrit HitapadeS have also been found.
The earliest, that of ffla^t Mamud in 1732-33, was according to
S.Sen translated not from Sanskrit direct but from a Persian
1
. _
version of the Sanskrit poem.
Satvakali bibad sangbad by
Muhammad Khan is a symbolic poem with a moral purpose.
and Kali symbolise right and wrong.

Satya

The theme of the poem

which was composed in 1635 is the struggle between these two
forces resulting in the victory of the former and the defeat
of the latter.
It is interesting to note that from the l6th century
several poems were composed on Ragas and Talas.
little more than music manuals.

These works are

They explain the different

notes and comments on tunes and some of them quote from
Sanskrit works on musicology.

1. Sen, S. op.cit.T p.86o

Perhaps the most important of

these manuals are Ragnama by Sekh Faijulla and Ragmala of
Fajil Rlsir Muhammad which are assigned respectively to the
l6th and 18th centuries.

Elegiac Poems.
The final stream of literau^e which requires mention
at this stage is that which passed under the popular title of
Marsifa Sahitya. a term which may be translated elegiac.
Compositions of this type are almost exclusively confined to
1
Muslim poets.
The principal theme of elegiac literature is
of foreign origin.

It is based on a historical event, namely

the battle of Karbala which was fought in 683 A.D. between
Imam Hosen and the army of Ejid, the second Caliph of the
Umaiyad dynasty.
The first elegiac poem known to us is Javnaler Cauti£~a
which was written by Sekh Faijullah in the l6th century.

It

is a short poem and as the title implies records the lamentation
of Jainal, the son of Imam Hosen who was killed in the battle
of Karbala.

The poem was named after a style of writing called

Cautisa which is derived from the wordL cautris which means
thirty four.

It is a type of Bengali poetry which is

1. So far only one Hindu poet is available who wrote poems on
Marisiya Sahitya in the latter part of the 18th century. The
poem called Imagafrner Keccha by Radha Charan Gop. (See Lslami.Banela Sahitya by S.Sen, p.*+9)

structurally based on the 3^ letters in the Bengali alphabet.
It consists of 3^ stanzas each stanza commencing with a Bengali
letter in order as they are arranged in the alphabet.
elegiac was written in the l6th century.

Another

It is the work of

Daulat Ujir Bahram Khan who has been mentioned above as the
author of La 11a Ma.inu. The title of his poem is Kirbala KahifiiMuhammad Khan wrote a very lengthy elegiac peem Maktul Hosen in
16^5-^.^

It has been suggested that Khan planned his work on

the model of Sanskrit epic Mahahharat.

He divided it into

cantos and the title of two of his cantos namely adi and stri
are also to be found in the Maftabharat.

Janganama or Maharram-

parba of Haftat Mamud is dated 1723.

Form and Style.
The above summary makes it clear that there was a marked
difference in the themes adopted by Hindu writers on the one
hand and Muslim writers on the other.

The form and language

of the works of Muslim writers were not however appreciably
different from those of their Hindu contemporaries.

The Muslim

poets unquestionably were influenced by the style and form of
literature established in the Medieval period by the Hindu poets

l.Sen, S. Baneala Sahityer Itihas. Vol.I Second edition, Calcutta,
1 9 ^ , P.598

Many of the poems bear descriptive titles which are clearly
taken over from Hiixdu poetry.

The use of the work 3i_1aft and

Pancali which are common among Hindu writers of Mahakabva
and Mangal Kabva are found frequently in the titles of Muslim
works.^

At the same time they introduced a l$rge number of

titles from Persian.

Others were based on the name of the hero

and herione, or on the name of the theme.
Thus the title
_2
__3
„ -_ _
Keccha and Hama like Sikandarnama or Nasihat nama are after
the Persian style.

"t'itle^like Laila Malnu contains the

name of the hero and herione and a title like Hanta pavkar is
based on the name of the theme.
There is evidence of the influence of Sanskrit
literature in the works of Muslim poets.

Perhaps the most

striking of these is the inclusions in longer narrative poems
of a type of composition known as baramasl. This type of poem
usually described the sorrows of a lover from month to month
throughout the twelve months of the year.

The origin of the

style is definitely Sanskrit where in S.Sen*s words it "describe
the joys or sorrows of a lady in company or in separation from

1# Obviously Muslim poets named their poems Rasulbijay aftervthe
name of Hindu poems Pandabbj.jay or Sr^.krignabi.iay; Nabibangsa
after the Hindu poem Haribang^a’j gadmabatipanpali after the
name of Hindu poems Bharat pancali or Srlrampancall.
2. The work keccha is a corrupted form of the Persian word
qi§sa which means *a thing,affair,business,history,tale,
fable, narration*etc., (Acomprehensive Persian-English
Dictionary by F.Steingass,Second impression, London, 1930,
3. the word Nama is a corrupted form of the Persian word Namah,
, ,)which means ‘writing, letter.epistle,a history....
model, typefetc., (F.Steingass,Ibid., S.VP;1380;

her lover during the twelve months of the year and-are in
reality continuation of the tradition established by Kalidas*s
Rtu-samhar11.^

In Hindu poetry the baramlsl is uaally restricte*

to the lamentations of women.

Muslim poets extended its

scope to include the joys and sorrows of both men and women.
Both Hindu and Muslim poets employ the same metres in
their narrative poetry, namely paftar and tripadi.

The pay^ar

metre consists of rhymed couplets, each line of which consists
of fourteen syllables.

The caesura normally falls at the end

of the 8th syllable though positional variation is common.

The

two sections of the payar line are felt by Bengali critics to
be quanbitfc^ely equal.
payar.

The tripadi metre is a variation of

It too consists of rhyming couplets but each line is

divided into theee sections with a caesura after each.

The

first two sections in each line are linked by end rhyme.

The

greater part of narrative poetry was written in payar metre,
tripadi being introduced as an occasional variation.

One

further feature of this type of literature is that each line
is a complete unit and t here is no run on from line to line
or from couplet to couplet.

An examination of metre alone

would be insufficient to determine whether the poet was a Hindu
or a Muslim.

1. Sen, S.

History of Bengali Literature, New Delhi, 1960,p.l8

CHAPTER III
The first occurrences of mixed diction in
Middle Bengali Works.
It is clear from the previous chapter that the
influence of Arabic and specially of Persian literature
on the writers mentioned was considerable.

Many of the

works of Muslim writers during the medieval period were
either translations or adaptations from Arabic or Persian
works.

In view of the use made of Perso-Arabic sources

it might be expected that the language used would reveal
indebtedness to the languages of the originals.
fact is not the case.

This in

The language employed by^Muslim

writers in the medieval Bengali period is the traditional
literary language of Bengal.

The language of Muslim

poets in respect of both grammar and vocabulary cannot be
distinguished from those of contemporary Hindu poets.

To

express this fact in another way it is impossible from a
study of language alone to determine whether a writer was
a Hindu or a Muslim.

To such an extent did Muslim poets

carry their adoption of the vocabulary and language forms
which were current in Bengal in the medieval period, that
a number of poems by Muslim poets written in the Brajabuli
language are still extant.

This latter fact is the more

surprising in view of the association of Brajabuli with
the Vaifnava cult in Hinduism.

The influence of the spoken and literary language
of the Muslim invaders of Bengal did however make itself
felt during the medieval period.

Though no work written

by a Muslim poet reveals the influence of the invaders*
language, the works of Hindu poets unquestionably do and
that from a comparatively early period.

Though the dates

of medieval works cannot always be fixed with accuracy,
and although existing manuscripts are frequently two to
three hundred yeafs later than the date of original composition,
there is reason to believe that the influence of the new
Muslim language was beginning to be reflected in Bengali
literature not later than the end of the fifteenth century.
As far as is known at present, the first work which
has preserved evidence of the influence of the language of
Muslim invaders is the Manasabi.iay of Bipradas Piplai which
is generally accepted as belonging to the end of the 15th
century.

S. Sen gives the date 1495/96,1

Bipradas was a

Hindu poet and a member of the Brahmin caste.
to the district of 2k parganas in West Bengal.

He belonged
p

The great «

part of his long work is composed in the standard Bengali
of the period^but in palas four and five which contain
descriptions of the court of a Muslim prince, Hasan, we

1,

Sen,S. (Edited) Vipradasa* s Manasa-vi.jaya,Calcutta,1953>
- Introduction, p.IV,
2, Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal - Proceedings,
1892, pp.193-97.

find for the first time, a mixed diction consisting of
Bengali and Perso-Arabic elements.

The following short

example is sufficient to illustrate the type of language
used:
Ka.ji ma.jlis kay4^

Ketab Koran dhari

Khatagula ta.jbi.1 kare /
soar peyada kata

t&a.iudat sata sata

sada pae hatiyar dhare //
keha ba .iulum kare

Keha guni sire dhare

ru.iu kari karaye nechab
jatek chai.vad mol la

/

jabayeta bismilla

sada mukhe kalima Ketab

//

^

This passage contains a total of 40 words, 20 of
which are Perso-Arabic,
nouns.

A^ll 20 are loan words and are

There is one hybrid word, Khatagula,

of two components: khata and gula.

It consists

Ifiiata is a Persian

word meaning 1crime* and gula is a Bengali plural suffix.
Another Persian word sir, meaning *head* is inflected with
the Bengali locative case inflection, e,

t

A. Translation = The Kaji declares the court in session, takes
up the Koran and sacred books and begins to pass sentences.
Hosts of soldiers, both cavalry and foot, and hundreds of
attendants, all well-armed stand by constantly.
Some of
the criminals had committed crimes of violence, others moral
offences. He caused them to bow and passed sentence.
Throughout the proceeding all the Saiyads and Mollas repeated
the name of Allah and recited from His scriptures#.

Kabikankan Mukundaram, the famous poet from Burdwan
West Bengal, composed his Caftdimangal in 1589.1
was a Brahmin.

2

The poet

The passage quoted below is taken from a

descriptive passage in which the poet is writing of the
Muslim inhabitants in the kingdom of Kalketu, the hero of
the poem’s first section.

aila ca^ia ta.ii

sai.yad maul ana ka.ii

khayrate bir dey bari
puber pascim pati

/

bolaye hasanhati

baise kalinga de£ Chari
f ajar sam aye U'Jhi

//

bichaye lohit pati

p*ae beri karaye ham a .1 /
solemani mala kare

jape Pir pegambare

plrer rookame dey saj
das bis beradare

//

basiya bicar kare

anudin l^etab Koran

1.
2.

Sen, S.
p. 126.
Sen,S.

History of Bengali literature, New Delhi, i960
Ibid, p.123*

kehaba basiya hate

plrer sirin ba^e

saje baje dagar bisan
bayai danisbanda

//

riajane Kapat Chanda

pran gele ro.ia nahi chare

/
B

This passage contains a total of 68 words, 20 of
which are ferso-Arabic loan words.

All 20 are nouns with

the exception of danisbanda. which is an adjective.

There

is one proper noun which is a hybrid, hasanhat i : hasan being
an Arabic proper noun and fra^i. being the Bengali word for
market place.

A number of loan words bear Bengali case

inflections, e.g. khairate♦ plrer etc.
The above two poets belong to the 15th-l6th centuries
and the examples quoted illustrate the nature of a mixed
diction which consists of Perso-Arabic and Bengali elements.
This mixed diction later came to be known as Dobha§i, a term
which will be employed hereafter.

The condition of Dobhagl

as found in the works of Bipradas and Mukundaram marks the
stage to which it has advanced by the end of the 16th century.
The Ferso-Arabic element is restricted to nouns including
one adjective in the Mukundaram1s passage.

B.

Verbs, pronouns

Translation = Saiyads, Maulanas and Kajis arrive on horse
back and are presented with houses by the prince (hero) who
names the eastern and western sections of the city, Hasanha$i.
They settle there in preference to the Kingdom of Kalifea*They
arise early each morning,spread the red mats and pray five
times.They take fsolemahIf rosary in their hands and repeat
the names of saints and prophets,and they light, candles at the
tomb of the saint.Ten or twenty Muslims sit together all day
contd. overleaf....

and other vocabulary elements are those of standard Bengali.
It will be noted also that the passage*relate> to social
contacts in which Muslim characters play a prominent part.
DobhasT was not used in contexts which were exclusively
Hindu.
In 1663# a poem called Satyapirer pacall was composed
by Dvija Giridhar of the district of Burdwan, West Bengal.
He uses mixed diction in his dialogues between Satyapir, a
Muslim^saint, and his disciple:prabandha Kariya pir dvije kay bat
tei baya data kuch karata khayrat

/
//

tin ro.ika bhukha mei khelao kus mujhe
ham bahut doya kartnge suna data tu.ihe
duniyaka bie me koi da fa hyay hai
khatir ho ha tera sunaha gosai

/
//

/
//
C

B.

C.

1.

Translation Continued from previous page:
long,discussing the scriptures and Koran. Some sit in the
market place and hand out sweetmeats from the shrine. At
evening they play the pipes and drum. They are very wise
and innocent of all deceit and will not break their fasts
even on threat of death.
Translation: The saint accosts the brahmin saying courteously
"You are very generous,please give me alms. I have eaten
nothing for three days, give me something to eat, I shall
bless you, listen to me, generous man. You will be respected
as the most generous man in the world, listen to me,respected
sir.'1
Sahitya parisat patrika. part IV, Calcutta, 1320 B.S.
(1913 A.D.).

Out of a total of 3# words in this passage 23 are
of Perso-Arabic or Hindustani origin.

Nouns include Perso-

Arabic loans as well as Hindustani loans e.g. duni.ya (PersoArabic) , and ba£ (Hindustani).
be found in this passage;

An innovation in Dobha§I can

verbal and pronominal of Hindustani

origin are used side by side with verbs and pronouns *of Bengali
origin.

These Hindustani verbs and pronouns are used

deliberately instead of their Bengali counterpart which were
available for the author’s use had he so desired.

For

example, e.g. Karenge, hoga, Hindustani verbs are used instead
of fcariba. habe, their Bengali equivalents;

and the Hindustani

pronouns, mei t mu.ihe. tu.jhe are preferred to the Bengali forms
“ami. amake, toke.

Ky^naram D"as, an inhabitant of Calcutta, wrote a poem
called Ray Mangal in the year 1686.^

This poem is sprinkled

with verses in mixed diction, especially in dialogues involving
a Muslim saint:beman kafer tom besor Kayyj.iat

/

sunare ahamak gidhi meri ek ba$
khaoke .janguli hu.yake matala
etabaya kackrat de-ce gali gala

1.

//

/
//

Bhattacharya, S.N. Kabi Krsnaramdaser granthavall.
Calcutta University, 1958* P 4 f

abhi nai .ianteho bayakha pca.ji plr

/

khoda.y madar diya duni.yaku .iahir //

D
Out of a total' 31 words in this quotation 26 are
Perso-Arabic or Hindustani words including the Hindustani
verbal and pronominal forms, Khaoke (Bengali - Khai.ya)»
huake (Bengali - haiya), tom (Bengali - tumi). merl (Bengali amar) etc.
Towards the end of the seventeenth century^Ramesvar
Bhattacharya of the district of Midnapur, .Vest Bengal, wrote
a poem called Satyaplrer Pacall«

In the speech of a Muslim

saint he used mixed diction:

jaria Reya bat baoya jaria geya bat

/

kaprata leo bhala ao mera sat //
jeota satyapir mera jeota sat.yaplr
tera dukh dur karo tao ham fakir
esa kuch hunar bata.y diu toy

/

//

/

kiya piche sitab khayer khub hoy //

D.

1.

Translation: You are irreligious infidel and a shameles*
bastard. Listen to me you stupid vulgar man.- You are
intoxicated with opium and imagine yourself to be sufficiently
important to abuse me. You do not realise yet, the Bara Kha
Gaji is a saint. The whole world acknowledges that God has
made him so*
Bangla Ekademi Patrika, Vol.I, No.I, Dacca, January, 1957*

sat.va plr pao me ekida karo dil

/

saheb karega tera ni.fat hasil //
apse cala.y deo sirnika mad

/

kohi tera hukum karega iahi rad

//
E

Out of a total of 60 words in this passage, 50
are of either Perso-Arabic or Hindustani origin.

They

include nouns, pronouns, verbs, adverbs and adjectives.
The title of the poem is itself a hybrid combination of
three words, satya. a Bengali word, meaning true, plr a
Persian word, meaning saint, and pacall another Bengali
word meaning narrative poem, the whole being inflected by
means of the Bengali genitive case suffix -er.
The date of Ramai Pandit’s Sunyapuran is uncertain.
One of its sections entitled J H a l i Kalima describes an
attack on Orissa by the Muslims.

The Muslim King of Bengal,

Shamsuddin Ilias Shah, established his authority in Orissa
in the middle of the fourteenth century.^

E.

1.

It is most likely

Translation: I know about you, my son, I know about you*
Be a good man,pack your things and come with me. Satyaplr is
a living saint, my saint. Satyaplr is a living saint. I am a
real ascetic if I can put an end to your sorrows. I shall
teach you such things as will soon put you right,provided you
use them. Focus your mind on the feet of Satyaplr. He will
ive you your heart’s desire. Institute the custom of sirni
distributing sweetmeats.) No one will dare oppose your order.
Sarkar, J.N. (Sir). The History of Bengal. Vol.II, Dacca
University, 19^8, pp. 103-5.

f

that part of the poem was composed in the fourteenth century.
However the language of the extant text does not strike one
\k **\
as very old. It might have^changed in subsequent ages by the
scribes.

It contains some mixed diction of the type' which

was common in the 17th century, a fact which has not yet been
taken into account when attempting to fix the date of the
extant manuscript.
kaha iateho khonkar angrakha lag aye gay
sirme toni tera
hatme churi tera
pau$ deke pay

/

haram ki ur
kaha hallal karega
eta babu ramai gay

//
F

Out of a total of 25 words in this passage, 17
are either Ferso-Arabic or Hindustani.

These words include

nouns, some bearing Hindustani inflections, such as hatme;
verbs, both finite and nonfinite, such as .iateho, deke; and
adverbs, such as kaha.

F.

It appears that in the 17th century

Translation: Where are you going Khankar all dressed
up in your long coat, with a hat on your head, a knife
in your hand and shoes on your feet.
Where are you
going(?) To make the impure into pure one (?)
Thus
sings babu Ramai.

the scope of the vocabulary of mixed diction had been
enlarged by the use of Hindustani verbs, pronouns and
nominal inflections.
Ghanaram Cakrabarti of the district of Burdwan,
West Bengal, wrote Dharmamangal in 1710.1

He employs mixed

diction in the description of Muslims:
mir miya mogal mahale dila daga

/

0*0

badl bale f atria bibi fupay khele bagha
ai m

kharape pache ase anthapure

//

/

dekhta bhaya ga.ji mi a baghtl kata dure //
balite balite bagha daga dila giya

/

lej-fa nacaye lamfe riak sat diya //
bhaye mi.vagapa kata hu-fare huta^e

/

bob's hala toba toba keha keha tra£e
hamam adam ba khoday kadam

/

/

huta^e ekida hara haila bedam //
G
G.

1.

Translation; Mir Mi^a and Mogal dashed into the house. B“adl
said "Fatnabibi, a tiger has eaten uncle. Oh, the wicked
creature is coming after me into the inner house. Have a
look, brother Gaji Mia, and see how far away the tiger is?"
Even as she spoke, the tiger rushed into the room. It
swished its tail and sprang about,breathing heavily. In fear
and terror they all huddled together; some to their shame
lost their voice for sheer panic. Their excessive fear
robbed them of their senses and they even forgot to turn to
God who gave man birth.
Chattopadhyay,G.D.(Edited) Sridharma mangal.Calcutta.1888.
Introduction, p.2.

Out of a total of 60 words in this passage 22
are of either Perso-Arahic or Hindustani origin.

They

include some nouns, a few hearing Bengali inflections, such
as mahale and fupay. one a plural suffix, miyagan. an adverb,
bedam and a few adjectives.
In his book Bangala Sahityer Itihas, S.Sen, refers
to Bidyapati, a poet of the early 18th century and author
of Satya Kara.vner PacalT which contains frequent use of
mixed diction.'1'
haiya bandar banda riCfaiya sir

/

bandiba barakha ga.ji plr dastaglr
ekdile bandiba dardasta plr

//

/

barakha ga.jire yei karila .jahir

//
H

Out of a total of 19 words in this quotation 13
are of either Perso-Arabic or Hindustani origin.

There are

nouns, some of which bear Bengali inflections, such as dile,
ga.jire; one adverb: .jahir.

H.

■i-.

Translation:
I, the slave of a slave, bow my head
and salute Bapa KHa Gaji who is a great saint. With
sincerity_I salute the saint Dardasta who revealed
Bapakha Gaji.
ftariip, MunshisAbdul (Edited) Satsm Farayaner mithi,
Ba^giya Sahity\Parisat CalcuttaVN-915 > Introduction,
p .2 .

Srlkabi Ballabh of the 2k parganas of West Bengal
wrote Satya Narayaner puthi in 1715*

1*"

He uses mixed

diction in the dialogues involving Satya K'arayan, who is
usually a Hindu deity but is here endowed with certain
Muslim characteristics:
/funaha bemam raja bat kahu tore

/

rakhyacha golam mera kiser khatire

//

sat hajarer marta liyacha bhapaya

/

mahal bhitare riace sat sata nadya

//

han han kat kat kariya fukure /
rudhirer nadl bahe mahal bhitare //
tamam sahare ag lagaiya dila

/

jaru jati mal marfa jvalite lagila //
I
Out of a total of kk words in this passage 17 are
of either Perso-Arabic or Hindustani origin.

These

include nouns, adjectives, pronouns and verbs.

I.

Translation:
Listen, faithless King, to what I have to
say to you. On what charge are you detaining my slave(?)
You misappropriated seven thousand (rupees) from him.
Seven hundred dancing girls dance in your p alace. Slay!
Slay! KillI Kill! He shouts and a river of blood flows
through the palace. He sets fire to the whole city.
Women, property and wealth are caught in the flames,
if Karim, Munshi Abdul (Edited) Satva Hara.vaner puthi.
Bangi.va Sahit.va Pari sat. Calcutta, 1915 $ Introduction,
p.2.

Bharat Candra Ray, an important poet of the late
Middle Bengali period, who lived in the pargana Bhursut
in West Bengal, wDote his most important work Annada
mangal in 1752.^

In this poem he makes frequent use of

mixed diction:

mansimha yophate ah jall bandiya mathe
kahe i~ahap an a selamat
ramjir kudrate

mahim haila fate

kebal tomari keramat
hukum sarian sahi

//

arkichu nahi cahi

jer haila nikakharam
golam go1ami kaila

/

/

galim kayed haila

bahadurl saheber ham

//
J

Out of a total of 3k words in this passage 17 are
of either Perso-Arabic or Hindustani origin.
nouns, adjectives and adverbs.

These include

Some of them bear Bengali

inflections, such as kudrate, saheber.

1.
J.

Bandopadhyay> B.N. and D a s ,S.K.(Edited) Bharat Candra
Granthavail (Second edition) Bangiya Sahitya Parisat,
Calcutta, 1950.
Translation: Mansimha joining his hand together and
raising them above his head said, "Salute, 0 emperorl
By the grace of Ram, the battle has ended in victory,
yours alone is the glory. I desire nothing but your
majesty1s orders. The disloyal enemy has been destroyed.
Your servants have done their duty, your enemy is
imprisoned. Great is the name of the saheb.

In his poem Ann ada Mangal, Bharat Candra makes an
important reference to the mixed diction which in this
chapter has been designated DobhasT.

The passage concerned

is quoted in full:
mansimha
padsar haila ye ban!
•

/

ucit ye farsi arbi hindustani

//

pariachi ye mata barnibare pari

s

/

kintu se sakal loke bujhibare bhari //
ria rabe prasad gun ria habe rasal

/

ata eb kahi bha§a yabani misal //
pracln p and.itgan giyachen kaye

/

ye hok se hok bha§a kabya ras laye //
Translation:

The appropriate languages for a conversation

between Mansimha and the emperor (of Delhi) are Persian,
Arabic and Hindustani.

Since I studied these languages,

I could use them, but they are difficult for people to
understand.

They lack grace and poetic quality.

I have

chosen, therefore, the mixed language of the Muslims.
ancient sages declare *any language may be used.

The

The

important thing is poetic quality1*.
There is much information in this short passage.
It may be analysed as follows.

The court languageain vogue

at the time wtfu,Peislan and Arabic, the language of Islamic
religion and culture and ’Hindustani* ,‘L had gained considerable
1.

It is possible that by Hindustani Bharat Candra means the
language we now know as Urdu.This language was designated
"Moors” by N.B.Halhed who wrote some 20yrs after the death
of Bharat Candra.See Halhed.N.B.A Grammar of the Bengal Lang’
uage.Hoogl.v. Bengal,1778,Preface,p.XIII.

currency at the colloquial level as a popular town language.
Bharat Candra was proficient in all these three languages.
His claim to proficiency can he substantiated from other
sources.

He deliberately avoided the use of any of the

three languages mentioned though it would seem that they
would have been appropriate in the context of his poem,
because ’they are difficult for people to understand’.

He

therefore used a language which he describes as *bha§a
jabani misal’.

The implication of his statement is that

this language was easy for people to understand, and by
people in this respect it is reasonable to presuine that
he meant both Hindu and Muslim.
a Hindu.

Bharat Candra himself was

His poem Annadamangal deals with a subject well

known in the context of Hindu culture.

It is unlikely

therefore that he would have used a language even to the
limited extent to which in fact he used the mixed diction,
if his Hindu readers could not have understood it.

This

subject is treated at greater length in a latter chapter.
But it is necessary at this stage to draw a limited con
clusion.
The situation so far may therefore be summarised
as follows.

Mixed diction, or Dobha^T, is found first in

the works of Hindu poets, many of them Brahmins and'all of
them belonging to the Western part of Bengal.

It seems to

have been developed in its literary aspects by them only.
Contemporary Muslim poets though writing on themes which
belong to the culture of Islam and which are consequently
quite different from the themes developed by Hindu poets,
made no use of Dobhasi•

Their works are written in the

standard Bengali of the period except for a few excursions
into Brajabuli.

Bharat Candra*s statement has a further

importance in its implication that Dobha§T had sufficient
affinity to the language of current speech in his circle
for his listeners - it needs to be understood that his
poem would be listened to more frequently than read from to understand his narrative.

When therefore the Muslim

poets began to write in Dobha§l in the 18th century they
were employing a form of language which had been established
as a literary diction by Hindu poets over a period of some
three hundred years, and which had also in the century in
which they began to adopt it sufficiently strong affinities
with the spoken language for at least a section of the
people to understand it.
It is not irrelevant to note that Bharat Candra*s
second reason for adopting Dobha^T was its literary potential
ity.

Dobhafi was to him a language which had ’poetic quality*•

A

A

The following chart contains a statistical analysis
of the nature of Dobha§T from its earliest period as
illustrated in the passages quoted above*
Statistical analysis of the words in
the passages A to J
------- ,
--------

Date

Total
no.of
words

Passage

PersoArabic Noun
or
iiindustani

-

■.

Before
1600

A

C

20

20

!
f

i
68
38

)
1

20

19

23

11

1

.

6

2

u

2

3

12
18
3

.

1 31
.

26

E

6o

50

15

8

9

P

25

17

9

2

3

G

60

22

15

7

H

19

10

3

I

kk

17

12

J

3k

17

8

D

After

Uo

1

1

B
16001700

j

Word Analysis3
Pronoun j Verb! Adjective
Adverb
etc.

1700

9

2

1

2
•

9

The chart makes it clear that before 1600 the
vocabulary of Dobha§T consisted, with the exception of a
single adjective, of nouns*

After 1600 words other than

nouns begin to be reppesented.

These include pronouns,

verbs, adjectives, adverbs etc* for which, as has been
stated above, Bengali equivalents were available*

The

widest scatter of vocabulary element is to be found in
E where out of a total of 50 Perso-Arabic or Hindustani
words 25 are pronouns, verbs, adjectives etc.

The process

of utilising non-nominal elements does not however continue
to increase after 1700.

Three of the examples quoted contain

no instances of pronouns or verbs, the other comparatively
few*

The reason for this apparent reversal of the trend of

development is not easy to find.

It may however be hazarded

that it was not unaffected by political changes, changes in
the relative status of the languages current in Bengal and
the fact that in the 18th century Muslim poets themselves
had begun to adopt Dobha§T as their own peculiar language
and that therefore as a literary diction it was slowly being
accepted as the preserve of Muslim writers*

CHAPTER IV
The. Adoption, of Dobhagl by Muslim poets.
It has been noted in the previous chapter that Dobhajji
diction was first applied to literary composition by Hindu
poets and that before 1700 there was no evidence of its use
by Muslim poets.

In the 18th century however, Muslim poets

adopted Dobhagi diction as the language of large humber of
poetical works and the practice continued through the 19th
_

century.

It would not be true however, t o ^aUaply that Dobha§i
V

'

»

diction was from this time employed by all Muslim,
their writings.

poets in all

Many of them continued to write in the standard

Bengali of the age and still do.
The first poet to use Dobha§i diction in his poetical
writing wqs Fakir Garibullah.

He has to his credit five completed

works and one incomplete, the latter being completed by another
poet after Garibullah1s death.

Because Garibullah was the

first Muslim poet to write in DobhasI it is necessary to fix
as far as evidence permits, the main dates of his life and
work.
Some of his works contain autobiographical references
from which the following facts emerge:
of Sah Dundi.

He was the eldest son

His Father was a mendicant,

*allar fakir1.

Perhaps the poet inherited his title ‘Fakir* from his father.
It is not uncommon among the Muslims of Bengal for such a
title to be passed down from generation to generation.

Garibullah was an inhabitant of Hafijpur in Bali^a
parganl in the district of Burdwan^ in West Bengal.

The poet

did not mention any date of composition in any of his books,
nor did he give the date of any incident in his life.

Sukumar

Sen has examined this problem variously at different times.
His first conclusion was that Garibullah was still alive some
20 to 25 years before 1792 i.e., between 1767 and 1772.
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He

seems to base this conclusion on the fact that Sai^ad Hamja
completed Garibullah* s unfinished work in 1791*— 95, and that
therefore Sai^ad Ham;)a who was still a young man at the time
could hardly have met Garibullah earlier than some 20 to 25
years before.

The second argument put forward by Sen is to

the effect that certain references made to the political
authorities in India indicate that British rule at the time
of writing had not been firmly established in the country.^
In another place Sen states that Garibullah 11in all probabily
1+
belonged to the early part of the eighteenth century11.
It
is unfortunate that Sen was not able to substantiate his
contention that Garibullah should be assigned to the early
part of the eighteenth century.

1. This part of the district of Burdwan is now in the district
of HugliL _
2. Sen,S. Bangala Sahityer Itihas, Vol.I, second edition,
Calcutta, l^TOj^g.^ig
3 Sen,S. Islami Bangla Sahitva. Burdwan, 1951, p.107
k. Sen,S. History of Bengali Literature, i^ew Delhi, 1960,pl57

.

Muhammad Shahidullah says that one of Garibullah1s
works, Iflchaf Jelekha, was composed sometime after 1765 and
that the poet was born in the early part of the 18th century#1
Muhammad Enamul Haq says that the poet was possibly alive in
the first part of the 17th century,

2

a suggestion which

conflicts not only with opinions of Sukumar Sen and Muhammad
Shahidullah but also with the evidence cited below#
There is a passage in one of Garibullah*s works which
helps us to establish his dates within broad limits. In
Iuchaf JelekhaT the poet refers to the political authorities
in the country at the time*: uMay Allah grant peace and
prosperity to the Emperor and his ministers.

Grant that the

faithful remain steadfast in their faith in thee 0 Allah;
preserve them from the torments of hell.

Grant that the Raja,

his Deoan, Sikdar, Copdar and Ijaradar continue their rule
and reign 11#^
The word badsa refers to the emperor of Delhi.

It

is reasonable to assume that the word deoan, which means chief
revenue officer, refers to an officer of the King of Burdwan.

1# Masik Mohammadi, Da^ca^ Kartik, 1361 B.S. (195^- A.D.)
2. Haq. M.E. Muslim Bangla SahityaT Dacca, 1957, p.221*
3* Text: "AllStSl! chSlamate r3khen_badsare/
Cher chalamate rakhe bad^ar xijire//
do^akh ajiib haite tvarao karatar/
iman bajay_rakhajnamin_sabare//
Bajay chalamat rakha rajar deoane/
sikdar copdar ijaradar jane//11

The poet himself was an inhabitant of Burdwan and could
therefore have been a ten&nt of the ruler*

The deoan is

described in the text as rajar deoan or the deoan of raja.
This description seems significant as the title "Maharaj
Adhiraj Bahadur '1 was bestowed on the ruler of Burdwan by the
Emperor Shah Slam a few years after 1753*^

From that time

the ruler of Burdwan was known locally as the 'raja1.

As at

the time of writing Garibullah knew that the ruler's title
was raja, it may with reason be argued that he was alive and
actually writing Iuchaf-Jelekha

some time after 1753*

The

passage quoted in the footnote canrot be assigned to a date
earlier than that.
Another important evidence of date is found in
another work by Garibullah, Amirhamia.

The poet left this

book in complete and it may therefore be regarded as his last
work, though complete evidence on this point is lacking.

At

the end of his composition Garibullah pays respect to the ruler
of the country in the following words: "Garib pays his deepest
respects to his sovereign lord Saha Nejam and says thus far I
write in accordance with the ketab (bfcok)".

2

ftie.iam is the

1. Peterson, J.C.K. - Bengal District Gazetteers - Burdwan,
Calcutta, 1910, p*31_
2. Text: "garib Kahen saha nejamer pa4
f/_
ivetab mafik etta dure haila sq£//"

Bengali form of JNajmud and refers to ftajmud Daula, son of
*Mlr J'afar 1 who succeeded his father as titular r^ler of
Bengal in 1765*

He reigned for about a year and died in

2
1766,

From this evidence it appears that Garibullah was

aliv>e in 1765-66, and was probably writing Amirham.1a at that
time.

This argument is further strengthened by the fact that

the couplet quoted is the final

couplet in the part of the

book written by Garibullah, the rest of the work being completed
by Sai^ad Hamja who stated that he began composition in 1793
and completed it in 179^.
_
_ _
Recently Golam Sakla^en
found

3
says in an article that he

has

a date of composition for one of Garibullah 1s books,

Sonabhaner puthiT in the following words: 11Fakir wrote in the
afternoon of Monday in the Bengali month of Magh in the year
if
1127" •
The Bengali £ear 1127 in the month of Magh corresponds
to 1721 A #D.
couplet.

I am dubious about the authenticity of this

I have examined 15 printed copies of Sonabhaner put hi

in the British Museum, India Office Library and Cambridge
University.libfary.

The dates of publication of these copies

1. Smith, V.A. The Oxford History of India, Oxford, 1923, p»500
2. Hunter, W.W. A Statistical Account of Bengal. Vol.IX,London,

!§?6,_p.l22

s• Banela EkademI Patrjfta, Vol.V, fto.3*, Dacca, 1962
H-. **
sHler bang la magh mase/
sombar bad achai fakirete bha^e//11
5. There are two copies of Sonabhaner put hi in the British Museum.
Both of them are wrongly catalogued. The first one has been
catalogued under the authorship of *Fakir Al-Din*but in the
title page of the book I found ‘Adhln fakir Kartik biracita 1
i.e. composed by J_AdhIn fakir^ which is used as a short name
of Fakir Garibullah in bhanitas of his works. The second copy
is also wrongly catalogued under the authorship of /cont*d.

range between 18^7 and 192^.

All were published in Calcutta

except the two latest copies which were published in Dacca in
the years 1919 an^ 192^ respectively.

The couplet quoted by

Sakla^en in his article does not occur in any of these copies.
The publication which contains the date quoted is stated by
him to be dated Dacca, 19^1.
this text.

I have not been able to examine

It seems strange however, that Sakla£en*s text

should contain a date whereas none of the other fifteen do.
It must also be taken into consideration that none of
Garibullah*s other texts contain the dates of composition.
This uncorroborated statement cannot be ignored but it would
be dangerous to accept it until we can be sure that the words
quoted are not dn interpolation.

It would also be necessary

to enquire why Garibullah whose practice was not to date his
works should have done so in this single case, and that the
date given should have been preserved in only one*edition.
Though the evidence is scarce and difficult to interpret
with certainty, it does seem to have been established that
Garibullah lived and wrote in the eighteenth century.

If the

dates cited above can be accepted the lower limit of his
literary career is the early 18th century and the upper limit

continuation of footnote....
Abd Al-wasi but in the title page I found the name of *SrI
Abdul Oyachen Munsi* recorded as the corrector and publisher
of the_book.
I compared these two copies with other copies
of Sonabhaner riuthi. I have no doubt that they were composed
by Fakir Garibullah though published by different institutions.
It is. however, not clear how the authorship of the book was
wrongly catalogued.

is 1765 and in view of the possibility he left his work
Imirham.ia incomplete in 1765 it is also possible that he
died in that year or shortly after.

Saiyad Hamja the only

other DobhagI poet in the 18th century wrote with respect of
Garibullah when he started work on the unfinished text of
Garibullah, as his predecessor and !guru! or master .4 Thus
there is every reason to believe that Garibullah is the first
poet in Dobhajjl literature.
Garibullah, therefore, is an innovator to the extent
that he was the first Muslim poet to write in Dobhajji.

The

themes he wrote about however, were those which had been
developed by the earlier Muslim poets who wrote in Bengali.
It is important to note that Garibullaji wrote entirely in
DobhajjI.

The only other 18th century Muslim poet who made

use of Dobha^I wrote first in standard Bengali.
work was the completion of the poem Amir ham .1a
left incomplete by Garibullah.
composition in Dobha§I.
in Dobha^I.

His second
which had been

This is Saj^ad Hamja*s first

His two later works were both written

It appears therefore that the Dobha^I literature

of the 18th century belongs entirely to Garibullah and Saiyad
Hamja.
1. The first book of Hamja is Madhumalater K a t h a . popularly
called Madh uma lat l. A manuscript of the book has been
preserved in the library of the India Office London.^ It
is a story of prince Manohar and princess Madhumalati,

The theme of the work is romantic love story.

The literary vogue thus initiated by these two poets
developed rapidly in the 19th century.

In 1855 the Rev. J.Long,

famous for his translation of Klldar^an, published a catalogue
of DobhasI works written before that date]"

He uses the title

uMusa lma n Bengali Literature 11 to describe the catalogue he

In the introduction to the catalogue he explains

compiled.

that the works listed were composed by Muslim writers and
published from "Musalman presses in Calcutta11.
that they had a "wide circulation",

He ^lso stated

especially among the
*

M u sa lma n population.

His list comprises a total of ^-1 works

w h ic h he called "the principal books in this dialect".
Unfortunately he gives neither the date of composition nor
the date of publication of the works

in his catalogue.

His

only statement on the subject of date is t h a t the works listed
consists of "books and pamphlets which have issued from the
press during the last sixty years",

1855 .

i.e.,

between 1795 and

It is fair to assume that the majority of the works

in L o n g fs catalogue belong to the first half of the 19th
century.

That so many works were published so short a time

bears testimoney to the strength of the vogue initiated by
Ga rib u l l a h and Hamja.

1. Long, J.
1855

A Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali ^orksT Calcutta,

The hi works listed by Long in his catalogue can
be classified in terms of the scheme set cut in Chapter II,
as follows:
(a)

Narrative poems -

22

(b)

Lyric poems

-

1

(c)

Instructive or -

17

Didactic poems
(d)

Elegiac poem
Total

-

1

-

hi

Of the ^1 works listed by Long 2 h are available in
Libraries in England,

In aJLl, 290 such works are held in the

British Museum, the India Office Library, the library of the
University of Cambridge and the library of the School of
Oriental and African Studies, University of London.

The dates

of publication range from 18^6 to 192^ and the places of
publication include principally Calcutta and Dacca.
The 290 works fall into the following categories:
(a) Narrative poems

-

132

(b) Lyric poems

-

9

-

1^-8

(c) Instructive or
Didactic poems
(d) Elegiac poem
Total

- ___ 1
- 290

All these works have been examined but it has not
been considered necessary to make detailed reference to all
of them.

The best known and most representative specimens
i

*

alone have been used as the basis of the detailed examination
of subject matter, style and language contained in later
chapters*

These representative specimens are the twenty-four

works from the Rev. J. Long's catalogue which are available
in England.

CHAPTER V
Dobhagi Literature: Narrative Poetry.
The eighteenth century, so far as Dobha^I literature
written by Muslim poets is concerned, belongs to two poets,
Garibullah and Sai^ad Hamja.

It has been stated that they were

not the first poets to write in Dobha^I, but they were the first
Muslim poets to use that language.

They were also the first
A

poets to use Dobha§I as their principal language.

Poets of the

earlier centuries had made only occasional use of Dobha^I
Garibullah and Hamja made only occasional use of Bengali, except
that Hamja*s first work was in Bengali.
Garibullah has fiv.e completed and one incomplete work
to his credit.

The five completed works are:
(1) Iuchaf - Jelekha
(2) Sonabhaner puthi

Narrative poems

(3) Satyaplrer puthi
*■*
(*+) Iblich nama

jV
)

Didactic poem

(5) Janga nama, Moktal-hochen.)
The incomplete work was 5mirham.1a.

Elegiac poem

To the credit of Sai^ad

Hamja are two individual works, i.e., works which are wholly
*

his, and a partial work^namely the completed portion of
5mirham.ia commenced by Garibullah.

Garibullah wrote in

Dobha^i and only very occasionally in Bengali, but Sai^ad
Hamja wrote one work Madhumalati in standard Bengali.

f

Sai^ad Hamja*s two DobhasI works are;
(1) Jaiguner puthi

)

(2) Hatemtai

)

Narrative poems
All the Dobhas.I writing of Garibullah and Hamja fall
within the category of narrative poem with the exception of
Jang a nama which is to be classified as an elegiac poem, and
n,_ _
Ibliachpma which is didactic. The theme*adopted by these two
poets however, are not new.

All of them had been worked over

to a greater or lesser degree by earlier Muslim poets.
Iuchaf-Jelekha
Garibullah*s Iuchaf-Jelekha is a poetical romance.
It was a very popular and is usually regarded as the finest

1
example of the treatment of its theme in Dobha^I.
in the Bengali metres pafrar and trinadi.

It is composed

The whole work consists

1 . There are eight copies of Iuchaf-Jelekha in the British
Museum and India Office Library. The dates of publication
of these copies range between 1867 and 1880 and they were
published in Calcutta by different institutions. Two copies
of Iuchaf-Jelekha published in Calcutta in 1876 now held in
the India Office library have been wrongly catalogued under
the authorship of 1Fakir Muhammad^.
I compared them_with
other copies and found the bhanita of Fakir Garibullah; the
story, language and style are also the same as in the others.
In the library of the University of Dacca there is a
manuscript of Iuchaf-Jelekha. The date of the scribe of this
manuscript is 1219 ftijra or 1800 A.D. (Hossain, S.S. (Edited)
A__Dascriutive Catalogue of Bengali Manuscript, Dacca,£$.17)
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of approximately two thousand couplets.

The edition

of Iuchaf-Jelekha summarised here is that printed and published
by the Kamala Kania press in Calcutta in the Bengali era 1286,
1879 A.D.
At the beginning of Iuchaf-JelekhaT the poet pays his
respects to Allah, the prophet Mahammad and his chief associates
and also to his spiritual guide BajjakhaGajl.

In different parts

of this poem Garibullah states that he met Gaji who ordered him
to compose the poem.
not clear.

How the order was communicated to him is

It maybe that Gaji appeared to him in a dream but

this information is not given to us. All that we know is that
GajI was a Muslim saint and the spiritual guide of Garibullah.
In Iuchaf-Jelekha the poet does not narrate the story
as from himself, but through the mouth of Badar who himself was

2
venerated as a saint.

Badar tells the love story of' Iuchaf and

Jelekha to Barakha Gaji in order to prove the glory of asceticism,
and to encourage him to be free from worldly illusions, and to
accept the life of a 1fakir 1 or ascetic.

GajI is eager to hear

the story and enthusiastically requests Badar to narrate it.
Then Badar bows his head to Allah and tells the story, the gist
of which is as follows.
1. Iuchaf-Jelekha - pp.52, 56 and 59
2. In Bengal, especially in the East, Badar is still a very
popular saint of rivers. Boatmen when sailing their bests invoke
the name of Badar along with those of Allah.* and_his prophet,
the formula of invocation is: "Allah nabl pac plr badar badar11

Hajrat Iyakub was a rich man who lived in the land of
Kttfian.

He was a prophet of Allah.

He was a pious man and used

to pray to Allah and read the Koran regularly.
and ten sons.

He had two wives

His youngest wife Rahela had no child and was

naturally very eager to have one.

Her husband advisee} her to

lead a pious life and pray to Allah for a child.

She followed

his advice, led a very restrained life and even gave up the
habit of ’pangtt.!1, i.e., eating betel nut, and observed 'roja 1
(fasting) and !namajf (prayer).

Allah became very pleased with

her and decided to award a very beautiful son to her.

His name

was Iuchaf.
Allah took the beauty from his own body and asked the
angel Jibril to call all the creatures of the world so that he
might bestow his beauty on them.

Birds, beasts, fishes,

crocodiles, serpents? and all other creatures of the world rushed
to Allah to receive his gift.

The demons and angels began

fighting over their share of the beauty to be bestowed by Allah.
Allah divided his beauty into six parts of which he gave four
«

.

parts to Iuchaf alone and two parts to the rest of the creatures
of the world.
When Iuchaf was born he appeared so beautiful that
even the sun and the moon became ashamed before him.

Five years

after his birth Rahela gave birth to another son who was named
Emani.

I

/Oo

Iuchaf was very dearly loved by his father.

One night

Iuchaf saw in a dream that eleven stars together with the sun
and the moon were prostrating themselves before him.

Hearing

his dream his father told him that in future he would become a
King and his eleven brothers would be his servants.
asked him not to disclose his dream to his brothers.

He also
But a

servant who heard Iyakub explain the dream told it to the
brothers of Iuchaf.

They became very jealous and one day took

him from his father into a forest.

They beat him cruelly and

cast

him into a dark pit and subsequently sold him to a merchant.

When

they returned home they

tiger had devoured him.

reported to their father that a

Iyakub did not believe his sons and

asked them to bring the tiger to him.

They brought an old tiger

from the forest, and when Iyakub accused the tiger of cruelty
it spoke to him and proved its innocence.
came

to Iyakub and told him

because Iyakub had failed to

Then the angel Jibril

that Iuchaf was alive and safe, but
invoke the name of Allah when he

allowed his sons to take Iuchaf with them, he could not inform
him where his son was.
Jelekha was a young and very beautiful daughter of the
King of Taimuch.
with him.

She saw Iuchaf in a dream and fell in love

She became mad for her lover and refused to marry

any person except him.

When her father wanted to give her in

marriage to 5jij, the prime Minister of the King of Egypt, she

refused.

But Iuchaf asked her in a dream to marry £jij and

- assumed her that he would meet her through him.

The angel

Jibril also appeared before her in a dream and told her that
Allah desired that she should marry 5 i i,), and that Allah would
make him a eunuch so that they uould never live together as
man and wife.

Jelekha married him but when he went in to her

he suddenly became a eunuch.

So he built a new palace for his

wife and allowed her to live separately.
The merchant in the meantime had taken Iuchaf to
Egypt.

When he was on his way he saw his face in a mirror and

was charmed by his own beauty.

Allah became angry with him and

decided to punish him for his pride.

When the merchant reached

Egypt he took Iuchaf to a market place to be sold as a slave.
His wonderful beauty created a sensation in the city.
women of every age rushed to see him.
to see him.

Men and

Jelekha came on an elephant

She recognised him as her lover whom she had met

in her dreams.

She persuaded her husband to buy him, and with the
Kc
help of the angel Jibril^was able to buy him at less than the
highest price that was bid and gave him to his wife as a gift.
Jelekha*s love for Iuchaf was one sided.

She tried

to seduce him and attract him to her in various ways.

But as

she was the wife of his matter, be would not respond.

After

long and persistent efforts Jelekha became angry with Iuchaf,
and accused him to her husband of attempting to violate her.

\oij

Iuchaf proved his innocence through the agency of a child,
who was only six months old.

Iji j realised that his wife was

trying to deceive him.

So he took Iuchaf from her and kept

him in his own palace.

Jelekha found no peace of mind without

Iuchaf.

She got him back from her husband and tried again to

provoke him to love-making.

In the city women were saying that

Jelekha had sought to seduce her slave and was a sinful woman.
When Jelekha heard of the rumours they were circulating about
her, she invited them to a banquet at her palace.

To each she

gave a knife and a lemon and asked them to cut the fruit into
pieces.

When they were about to do so she ordered Iuchaf to

present himself before them, and they were so amazed at his
beauty that they cut their hands instead of the fruit.
Iuchaf1s repeated refusals made Jelekha furious and
at last she had him sent to prison.

Two young men called Chaki

and Baki, were also in goal with Iuchaf.
he interpreted for them.

They saw dreams which

He explained to them that idol worship

was wrong and advised them to accept the religion of Islam.
They were convinced and were converted.
of their dreams came true.

Iuchaf1s interpretations

Baki was hanged, aa Iuchaf said he

would be, and Chaki was released and rewarded by the King.

Seven

years after this incident the King of Egypt also had a dream.
He asked his wise people to explain its meaning, but they were
unable to do so.

Chaki then told the King about Iuchaf and his

power to interpret dreams.

The King called Iuchaf to his court
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and he explained the King!s dream satisfactorily,

Iuchaf

was released and appointed Frime Minister of the Kingdom.
In the course of time Jelekhl!s husband died and she
spent all

her great wealth in an attempt to win Iuchaf, but in

vain.

she grew old she lost her health and with it her

As

beauty and later became blind and insane.

One day while Iuchaf

was going hunting wild beasts, be met the unhappy Jelekha in
the street.

He was moved at the sight of her condition.

He

converted her to Islam, took her from the street, prayed to
Allah for her and all of a sudden she got back her health,
beauty and youth,

Wow Iuchaf fell in love with her, but the

more he was attracted the more Jelekha feigned indifference.
Finally, however, they were married and lived

happily.

Wow there was a severe famine in the country ofKenan
and the brothers of Iuchaf came to buy grain from Egypt.
recognised them.

Iuchaf

He first played a trick on them and imprisoned

them but subsequently he disclosed his identity to them and
persuaded

them to bring his father to Egypt where he later

settled.

After some time Iuchaf became the King of Egypt.

forty

For

long years he lived with Jelekha as herhusband and then

died. She followed him very shortly afterwards.
Garibullah repeatedly says in his poem that he derived
his narrative from 'ketab* i.e., a Persian work.^
1. Iuchaf-Jelekhi - pp.l, 2, 11, 31 etc.,

But he does

loif

not mention the name of the work he followed.
The basis of the story of Iuchaf-Jelekha can be traced
to the legends of the Jews in pre-christian ages.

1

It finds

distinct form in the Bible whence it was taken up in the Koran
in the episode of 'Suratul £usuf* which in the language of the
Koran, is !the most beautiful of stories*.

In the Old Testament

of the Bible, in the first book of Moses commonly called Genesis,
we find a more detailed and systematic history of Joseph and his
predecessors.
Canaan.

Joseph's father Jacob was a very wealthy man in

His youngestwife Rachel bore two

Benjamin.

Joseph saw

dreams which were ofsuch a nature as to

make his ten step-brothers jealous
forest, cast him into
merchant.

sons, Joseph and

of him. They

took him to a

a dark empty pit and later

sold him to a

The merchant took him to Egypt and sold him to Potiphar

•an Officer of Pharaoh, the captain of the guards'.

Jloseph was

'handsome and good looking* and his master's wife attempted to
seduce him, but ho refused her and in consequence he was thrown
into goal.
same prison.

The butler and the baker of Pharaoh were also in the
They e.ach dreamt a dream and Joseph gave them a

true interpretation of their dreams.

The baker was hanged and

the butler was restored to his previous post.

•Jhe butler had

promised to help Joseph to obtain his release from goal, but he

1. Shorter Encyclopaedia of IslamT Leiden, 1953, p p ^ ^ - W
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forgot his promise, and Joseph remained a prisoner.

Two years

later Pharaoh, the King of Egypt also saw a dream which none of
his wise men could explain,

ftow the butler remembered Joseph

and told the Pharaoh about his ability to interpret dreams,
Joseph was summoned to the court, where he interpreted the dream
of the Pharaoh, and he was as a reward appointed to a high post.
After some time Joseph was reunited with his father and brothers
and lived with them happily.
The story of Joseph*s power in Egypt and the famine
which resulted in his bringing his father and his brothers to
live in Egypt is narrated in detail in the Bible,

In the Koran

and the poems based on the romance of Iuchaf-Jelekha this part
of the story is of comparatively minor importance.

In the Bible

Potiphar*s wife finds no mention in the later part of the
history of Joseph; whereas in the romances she is the heroine
of the story and has as full a place in the whole treatment of
the subject as has Joseph himself.

It is significant of the

difference between the Biblical and romantic account that the
woman who attempts to seduce Joseph is given no personal name
in the Bible,

She is referred to only as Potiphar*s wife.

story in the Koran is the shortest of the three accounts.

The
It

is worked out in far less detail than in the Bible and treatment
of it differs essentially from that in the later romantic poems#
In the Bible Joseph is painted as a -handsome man.

In

the Koran greater stress is placed on his physical beauty.
There is in

the Koran

a story not found in the Bible to the

effect that

the women

of Egypt were critical of the wife*s

passion for a slave.

Hearing this rumour the prince*s wife

invited them to her house and gave a knife to each of them and
ordered Iyusuf to appear before them,

w hen they saw him they

were amazed at his beauty and cut their hands instead of the
fruit and exclaimed - l!Allah preserve us!
but a gracious angel !11

This is no mortal

This episode appears in the romantic

poems.
The names of the dramatis personae in the Bible, the
Koran and Garibullah's poem are, subject to linguistic changes,
the same in

all three versions with one exception.

the name of

the captain of the guard is Potiphar, the name which

occurs in the Koran is Ejij meser.

In the

Bible

Garibullah follows the Koran

and uses the name Ijij whom he makes prime Minister of Egypt,
The linguistic affinity between the following sets of names is
obvious: Joseph, Iusuf, Iuchaf*, Jacob, Iyakub $ Rachel, Rahelaj
Benjamin, Emani,
It appears that the story of Joseph in the Bible and
of Iusuf in the Koran were developed as a romantic love story
first in Persian literature,

‘‘This legend 11 observed E.G.Browne,

"greatly expanded and idealised from its original basis, has
always been a favourite subject with the romantic poets of Persia
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and Turkey nor was Firdausi (as Dr. Ethe has pointed out) the
first Persian poet to handle it, Abul Mu*ayyad of Balkh and
Bakhtiari of AhwAz having both, according to one manuscript

1

authority, already made it the subject of a poem 11•

Firdausi

the famous poet of the Persian epic !Sahnamaf wrote a Masnavi
on Iusaf-Jelekha.

The date of his poem is not recorded 11but

the poem is the work of the author fs old age.

He died in **11

(1020-1 A.D.) or, according to others in *fl6 (]025-6 A.D .)11.2
After Firdausi the story was taken up by many Persian poets.
“But of these renderings of the well-known tale Jamifs
deservedly holds the highest place, and on it his reputation
3
largely rests11.
This story was also very popular in the
k

Turkish literature and many poets composed poems on the subject.
Like Jami*s work on Iusaf-Jelekha in the Persian language, the
work of Hamd-Ullah Chelebi was very popular in the Turkish
language.

5
He composed his poem "nine years later than Jami11

i.e., in 1^91-92 A.D.

1. Browne, E.G. - A literary History of Persia, Cambridge
University, 1928, Vol.II, p.l »+6
2. Gibb, E.J.W. - A History of Ottoman Poetry, London, 1902 ,\MX*
3. Browne, E.G. or.cit., Vol. Ill, p. 522
fr•/*+*>
h. Gibb, E.J.W. Ibid., p.lM-S-S*
5.
ibid.. p.’ifo

tot

It has already been stated that the story of Iuchaf
and Jelekha was introduced into Bengali literature some time
between 1389 and 1*+Q9 by Sah Majjammad SagTr.
subject is a romantic love story.

His work on this

The second poet who worked

on this theme in Bengali literature was Ibdul Hakim of the
seventeenth century.

Both of these poets wrote principally in

the traditional middle Bengali language.

Garibullah is, as far

as can be traced, the third poet to take up this theme.

After

him many writers in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries wrote works on the same theme both in prose and

2
poetry.
the time.

These later works are composed in standard Bengali of
Garibullah1s work therefore, is unique in that it is

the only one known to have been written in Dobha^i, though as
3
is pointed out in another place he made occasional use of
Bengali in certain contexts.

1. See chapter II
2. The following principal works are available in the British
Museum and India Office library: (a) Isaf-Jelekha by Harimohan
Karmaker, published in Calcutta in 1855. This is a prose work
of 1^8 pages. In the preface of the work the author has said
that he followed some Persian poem, (b) Jelekha by Abdul Latif,
published in Calcutta in 1876. This is a prose work of 232 page
In the preface the author says thairtie followed the Persian poem
of Jami. (c) Iusaf-Jelekha by Dhirendra nath Mitra, published
in Calcutta in 1912. This is three act drama of 190 pages. In
the introduction the author says that he followed the Persian
poem of Jami. (d) Prem-Sindhu by Munshi Hafejullah Pandit,
published in Rangpur in 191^. This is a poem of 263 pages. The
poet_says in an introduction that he followed the Persian poem
of Jami. The Christian missionaries also wrote tracts with this
story, but they followed the Bible. One such jbract in prose is
noteworthy. It is called Joseoher Itihas, published by the
Bible Translation Society, Calcutta in 1875.
3 * see page<%
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Though Garibullah*s principal aim, as stated in the
beginning of the poem, was to narrate the glory of religious
philosophy and to propagate the idea of asceticism, his work
is certainly not one of religious philospphy, nor can it be
held that the reading is likely to promote thoughts of asceticism*
It is also noteworthy that nothing is said in the poem proper
about asceticism, and none of the characters is an ascetic*
_

As a work of literature Garibullah1s poem
of artistic features and liter#*y merits which call

has a number
for consider-

tion in some detail.
The fatherly affection of Iyakub and his ever trembling
heart for his tiny beloved son Iuchaf have been expressed with a
fine delicacy.

Though the step-brothers are presented as a

group and are not individually differentiated, they are well
presented.

Their jealousy and passion for revenge are handled

dramatically and the arguments they hold with the merchants at
the

time of selling their small brother are lively

and convincing.

The

love of Jelekha, her single-minded devotion to

her lover and

her agony at his refusal to consent to her advances are always
moving.
character.

The poet however, is objective in his depiction of her
He does not raise the moral issue which is involved

in her attitude towards Iuchaf, and at no point does he condemn
her.

He leaves the moral issue to be considered and decided by

Jelekha herself.

At first Jelekha appears in the poem as a

beautiful and charming young girl of a rich and aristocratic

Ilo

family.

She is very passionate by nature and is eager to satisfy

her desires.

Her husband being a eunuch had no charm for her.

The beauty of Iuchaf attracted her and she wanted to gratify
her youthful desires with him.

She employed her wit, wealth

and feminine charm in her many attempts to capture the heart of
her lover*

The repeated refusal of Iuchaf created anger and

heart-burning in her,

and she had him sent to prison on false

charges*

wasin prison she sent food and clothing

But when he

for him and tried in every possible way to give him comfort
there.

The struggle between her desires and her moral sense

is depicted with dramatic quality.

She was unhappy when she

was with Iuchaf because he would not gratify her desires, and
more unhappy when he was separated from her and was sent to
prison because she knew in her heart that he was innocent, and
that she herself was responsible for his sufferings.

The point

is that though much that she did may be considered reprehensible
she was genuinely in love with Iuchaf, and any suffering which
he had to undergo was an even
had to suffer greatly

greater suffering to her.

She

and for a very long time, and one feels

that at the end of her life her love for Iuchaf has been purged
of the sensuality which marked her youthful attitude towards him.
The character of Iuchaf is realistic and beautifully
depicted.

His natural sense of morality, his patience and the

expression of his sympathy towards a devoted woman are

///

convincingly expressed.

Iuchaf however, is not presented as

a mortal without human weakness.

Particularly dramatic is the

scene in which the human in Iuchaf was on the point of
surrendering to the seductive appeals of Jelekha.

He could

resist no longer and would almost certainly have succumbed had
not he been sustained at the last minute by that busy deus ex
machina Jibril.

Iuchaf in the event did not yield to Jelekha*s

entreaties, but the author was able to avoid presenting him as
a prig or in any way as a self-righteous individual.

It is not,

therefore, a question of a conflict between a sensual female
and a male who is above temptation.

The story requires that

Iuchaf be preserved from sin and it is to the credit of the
poet that he was able to accommodate the demands of his material
without presenting Iuchaf as something less than human.
Throughout the poem love is presented as a noble emotion, and
though the interference of divine power is needed at various
stages, one is left with the feeling that sinful though Jelekha
might have been, love in her was much more than mere sensuality.
The real beauty of this poem is expressed where the
poet conjures up the atmosphere of Bengal, his own country.
It is interesting to note that though

the story is of Egyptian

origin and has come into Bengal through Persian and Turkish
sources, the Bengali poet naturalises it in his own locality,
and gives it a local colour.

The country-side is Bengal and

his characters are Bengalis in their beliefs, customs, sense
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of values and dress.

He has described the beauty of Jelekha

in a traditional Bengali manner.

Her face is like the moon,

her hair is like a peacock*s feathers, her eyes flutter like
those of the 'khanjan* bird, her lips are like the petals of
lotus flower, her voice is as sweet as ,amrit*.
are Bengali.

She toilets like Bengali girls*

Her ornaments
She uses *an;jan*

(collyrium) in her eyes and rubs her face with the end of her
*sari* and eats *pangua* (betelnut).
Jelekha*s emotional expressions are like those of
traditional Bengali heroines.

She expressed her feelings

whether of love or resentment, that undefinable mental condition
the poets call either *man* or *abhiman*, in language which
might have been used by Radha herself.

The passage quoted might

easily have found a place in the Vaisijava padabali.
e rup mohan bese

chile tumi kon dese

e rup garila kon jana/
hasiya pagal kara

bhuban bhulate para

berna jiniya kaca sona//
e rup dekhite mati

se ye keman yubati

sange laha kariya cheheli/
citta cor a nara ter

citta curi kaile mor

kul sil sakali majali//^
l.This beauty (of yours) in a charming guise, who created it and
what country have you been living in.Your smile drives me mad.
You can charm the whole universe.Your colour surpasses that of
fine gold.The sight of your beauty allures her and the young
maid is overwrought (and she askes you)to accept her as your
companion.You should be called thief of the heart because you
hlv ^ ^ ° A eii ^ , r ,:i^art,-,and destroyed all that I hold dear, my
obedience to my family and my maidenly innocence.
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Jelekha*s intuitions are also like Bengali women.

When

her husband proved to be a eunuch, he requested her to go back
to her father's house, but she did not agree.

Like Bengali

woman she thought people would blamer her and that neighbours,
friends and relatives would speak ill of her.

She says to her

husband;
amiyaba baper barl §ona diya man/
sethay amake loke karibe ganjan//
kutumba sakkhate dos dlbeka tamim /
eg ana begana sab karibe badnam//'1’
Though she had no love for her husband still she preferred
to live in his house.
The physical beauty of Iuchaf has also been described in
the Bengali traditional way:
mukh niramal yena purnimar §a£l/
bhomar gunjare yena dui cakkhe basi//
bhuru dui yora yena kamer kaman/
sthala padma yena tera duti kan
ati khin maja yena sekari baghini/

1. Translation: Listen to me carefully, if I go to my father1s
house people there will criticise. They will all blame me in
the presence of my family and relatives and strangers alike
will all give me a bad name.

//*

calan khan;) an here bhole sab muni//
sugathan matir mala §arir nirmal/
_

1

_

yubati na bandhe man dite cahe kol//
When Iuchaf was brought to Egypt by the merchant the
women of the city rushed to see him.

They came out in the

stree t in such a hurry that they omitted to complete their
toilets.

Some came with combs in their hands, some had darkened

only one eye with collyrium and their !sindurf (vermilion)
decorations were incomplete, some had a ^ a n k h a 1 in one hand
and were holding golden bracelets in the other, some had put
*nupurf on one leg and^holding the other in their hand.

This

description is very similar to that of the women who rushed to
see the beautiful hero Sundar of Bharat Chandra1s Bidya sundar
poem composed in 1752-53*

2

,

-

The date of composition of Garibullalis

Iuchaf-Jelekha is net known with certainty.
possible to say who followed whom.

So it is not

In this connection it should

be remembered that both the poets belonged to the same district
and were probably men of the same age.

1. Translation: Your face is as bright as the full moon and your
eyes are black as if bees are buzzing round them.Your eye-brows
are like the bow of Kama and your ears are like lotus which
grows on shore.Your waist is as slim as that of a prowling
tigress. Your step is as light as a birdfs and when they see it
e ven sages forget all else.Your body is as perfect as a well
made string of pearls.A maid therefore, cannot control herself
and longs for your embrace.
2. The greatest work of Bharat Chandra is called Annada Mangal
kabva which.is divided_into three parts. The second part is
called Bidya sundar unakhvan or the story of Bidya and Sundar#

//r

When Jelekha failed to attract Iuchaf to her an old
woman came to her and proposed to help her in her love-making
with Iuchaf*
(betelnut)*

She is an old and clever woman.

She eats 'pangua*

She is well dressed and ornamented with the clothing

and jewelry of medieval Bengal, like ‘pater sari 1 (silken sa^I),

1tarbala 1 (golden bangle), fbaju banda* (golden armle t),
‘kacercuri 1 (glass bangle).

She is toileted with ‘sindur*

(vermilion) and ‘kajal 1 (collyrium).
old woman in a lively manner.

The poet has painted the

Throughout

Middle Bengali

literature this type of character plays an important part in
the sports of love.

The earliest one is found in SrikrsnaklrtanT

‘Barai1, and the most popular one is fHiraf, a character in
Bharat Candra's Bidvasundar poem.
In the story of Iuchaf-Jelekha women travel in palanquins.
At the time of marriage the bride Jelekha was beautified like
a Bengali bride.

During the marriage ceremony ‘saringa1, ‘sitar1,

‘miidanga 1 and 'mandira 1 were played.
are peculiar to India.

These musical instruments

The peculiar Bengali food ‘dalbhat 1

were cooked in a pan called 1hara 1 which is also a peculiar
pan of Bengal.

In the marriage festival cannons and guns were

fired for pleasure.

The story of the poem is based on pre-

1
historic legends before gun-powder was invented.

The poet

1. There is no solid and sufficient evidence on which one can pin
down the invention of gunpowder to one man.It is generally
believed that Berthold Schwartz, a German monk invented it
some time in the early l*+th century. 11The first trustworthy
document relative to the use of gunpowder in Europe ’1 is belong
to the February 11, 1326.
cont 1d.....
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belonged to the eighteenth century when the custom of firing
guns and cannons in social ceremonies was perfaaps popular.
he has committed an anachronism in his poem.

Thus

He committed a

similar mistake when he made Iuchaf convert his co-prisoners

1chaki* and *baki! to Islam.
The natural atmosphere painted in this poem is also
Bengali.

When Jelekha went to the forest she saw peacocks

*v
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dancing, heard ,kokils* singing and bees humming on the flowers*
Like Radha her desire for union with her lover increased
tremendously in this environment.
The similes and analogies in this poem are peculiar to
the Bengali literature.

The proverbs used in this poem give

it distinct local colouring.

Some examples may be cited here

- (a) 1bidyay pandit yena sarasvati par* (b) 1bhuru duti jo^a
yena kamer Kamin*

(d) fttanu§ balaha kiba pa§u paksi adi/ yai^ban

na rahe bandha janam abadhi//*

(d) *yeman karibe bhai pabe

apna^/ ropile bablagach bel kotha pa^//1 (e) *jalahln pukur
parase kon jau/ dhanahin puru^er nahi thake man// 1 etc.,
continuation of footnote....
In India fire arms were first used in 1526 in the "decisive battle
of Panipat in whioKIbrahim, Sultan of Delhi was killed and his
army routed by Baber the Mogul, who passessed both great and
small fire arms11. The Encyclopaedia Britanica. Vol.XII, 11th
edition, Cambridge, 1910, pp.723-24.
X
1. The religion of Islam was introduced and preached by prophet
Mahammad (570-632 A.D.) Iuchaf is a character of pre-Islamic
age, and long before the birth of Mahammad and his religion.

Ill

There are certain features of the poem which are
surprising and difficult to account for*

The role of supernatural

agents, their interferance in the action of men and women of tahe
story and the exaggerations of the poet are likely to strain
the imagination of even a sympathetic reader*

The angel

Jibril appears frequently to Iyakub, Iuchaf and even to Jelekha
whenever they face difficult situations.

When the step-brothers

of Iuchaf sold him to a merchant and gave a false statement
to their father that a tiger had devoured him, Jibril came to
Iyakub and told him that Iuchaf was alive and safe*

Iyakub

asked his sons to bring the tiger who had eaten Iuchaf.

They

brought it as if it were a sheep and more surprising, still, the
tiger spoke to Iyakub and proved his innocence.

Jelekha agreed

to marry £jiz, only when Jibril communciated to her the wish
of A}.lah.

Jelekha±s husband -jiz became a eunuch because Allah

did not want his union with Jelekha.

When the step-brothers

of Iuchaf was beating him severely in the forest the sky, the
earth, the sun, the moon, angels and fairies wept for his
suffering.

Iuchaf*s price as a very beautiful slave-boy was

high in the market of the city of Egypt, but 5jlz succeeded
in buying him at a chepper price with the help of Jibril though
the angel did not show himself at the time.

One day due to

Jelekha1s persistent inducement Iuchaf was almost going to submit
to her desire.

At that moment Jibril appeared and made Iuchaf

cautious, but Jelekha neither saw him nor heard his voice.
Iuchaf met old and blind Jelekha in the street and within a
moment she got back her youth, beauty and sight when he prayed
to Allah for her.
The role of Allah is not insignificant in the development
of the plot of ffuchaf-Jelekha.

Though he does not appear as do

the deities of Mangal Kabva, he is in places depicted by the
poet as spiteful and ready to wreak his own temper on human
beings.

The manner in which he is brought into the story is

far from orthodox Muslim belief.

Allah became displeased because

Iyakub forgot to utter his name while he was allowing Iuchaf
to go to the forest with his step-brothers, and for that fault
he lost his beloved son.

Iuchaf was proud of his beauty and

for that reason Allah got displeased with him, and he had to
suffer a lot for that.

Thus Allah in this poem is malevolent

even to his devout worshippers.. The sufferings of Iyakub and
Iuchaf are severe no doubt, but they are pre-arranged by Allah
and for this reason perhaps, they fail to draw the full sympathy
of the reader.

The poet imagined that Allah had a body and he

took away beauty from his body to distribute it among his
creatures.

This can offend Muslims because according to the

conceptions of Islam Allah has no form, no shape or colour,
and to imagine such qualities of Allah is utterly irreligious.
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The story of the poem is pre-Islamic, but the characters
of the story observed the religious duties of Islam.

They

read the Koran regularly, though historically it did not come
into being until the time of prophet Mahammad who lived many
centuries later than the historical counterparts of Iyakub
and Iuchaf.

They perform ’namaj 1 (ritual kneeling in prayer)

and ^ o j a 1 (ritual fasting) which are part of the religious
duties prescribed for Muslims.

This is a natural anachronism.

The poet identified pre-Islamic pious people with pious Muslims.
One striking point of the attitude of the poet is that
he is eager to convert people into Islam and to prove the
falsehood of idol worship.

This attitude of the poet has been

expressed through the characters of his poem.

The hero of

the poem, Iuchaf convinces people of the wrongness of their
idolatry and converts them to Islam whenever he gets the chance.
While he was in prison 'Baki' and Chaki* requested him to
exaplin their dreams, Iuchaf before doing so convinced them of
the falsehood of their idol worship, and converted them to
Islam.

Iuchaf also converted the old and wretched Jelekha

to Islam before he prayed to Allah for the restoration of her
health and beauty.

S a lr tramjag au t.faj,
The story of Imir Hamja is the second important
traditional theme which was handled in DobhasI in the 18th
century.

The Imirham.iar puthiT which is a voluminous work

of some 12,500 couplets, is the work of Fakir Garibullah,
who wrote the first *+,500 couplets approximately, and of
Sai^ad Hamja who completed the poem after the death of Fakir
Garibullah.

The version of tfte poem on which this examination

is based is that published by the Bidylratna Press in Calcutta
in 1878 .1

Garibullah, as was his custom, recorded no date for

1. There are eleven printed copies of Amirham.iar nut hi in the
British Museum and in the India Office library. The dates of
publication of these copies range from 1867 to 1886. They were
published in Calcutta by the different Institutions. There
are two manuscripts of this work in the library of the
University of Dacca, East Pakistan (See A Descriptive
Catalogue of Bengali Manuscripts,(Edited^ by S.S.Hussain.
Dacca, i 960, pp.1* and 10). The second manuscript is written
in Arabic characters. Another manuscript of Amir ham .jar uuthi
copied in Persian characters was exhibited at the monthly
general meeting of the Asiatic Society of Bengal on 2nd
November, 19^5, by Khan Sahib Abdul Wali who woote an article
under the title, fA Bengali Book written in Persian Script1,
which was published in the journal of the Society in the
same year. In this article he said that the manuscript was
probably copied 1some time before the Indian Mutiny of 18571*
(See Journal end Proceedings of the \siatic Society of Bengal,
ftew Series, Vol.XXI, Calcutta, 1925).
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his part of the composition, but Hamjafs part is precisely
dated.

He states in the poem that he had almost completed

work in 1793 (Magh 1199)> but was held up for want of an
original work which he needed to refer to, and that in
consequence he was unable to finish writing until 179*+ (1201
B.S.),

The work consists of series of episodes setting forth

the warlike exploits of the hero, £mir Hamjaj and the gist
of it is as follows,
Abdal Matleb, a pious man of Makka in the country of
Arabia was the predecessor of Mahammad, the prophet of Islam,
He prayed to the Lord for a son, and eventually his prayer
was granted.

The son who was named Amir Hamja was the uncle

of Mahammad, being born before him and in the same branch of
the family.

He became a great warrior and destroyed many

infidels (kafer).

In the beginning of the work after describing

the birth of Hamja, the poet gave a catalogue of the wars he
fought:

Hamja fought, defeated and converted to Islam the

infidel Kings, Makbel Halabi, Manjer Sah of Emen, Hossam and
Ommar Madi.

Hearing of his heroism JMaosera , the King of

Madina sent him an invitation which Hamja accepted.

The

daughter of Kaosera fell in love with him and one day a royal
guard saw him meeting secretly with the princess.

Hamja fled

to his home but his conduct made Naosera his enemy and he was
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subsequently involved in many battles with him.

At this
*0

point the poet presents the history of the family of Naosera.
There was a King in the city of Madina called Kobad.
*

His minister Baktajamal killed his friend Slkas* In course of
time Bojarce Meher, the posthumous son of Slkas became a great
and learned man.

He could describe the secret thoughts of the

human mind, reveal the unknown past and predict the future.

He

developed this capacity by studying a book called Jamasa,
composed by Falatun, a physician.

Once the King had a dream*

All the wise men of his Kingdom failed to interpret it.

Bojarce

Meher promised to give a satisfactory explanation to it if
the King punished the assassin of his father.

The King agreed

and he pointed out Baktajamal as his fatherfs assassin*

The

King sentenced him to death and appointed Bojarce Meher as
minister in his stead.
King and named Kaosera.

After some time a son was born to the
By the order of the King Bojarce Meher

drew up a talenama, a sort of horoscope of the child, in which
he predicted that naosera would be a great warrior and King
of seven countries.

He also prophesied that a great warrior

named Hamja would be born in a city of Arabia who would conquer
Haosera»s Kingdom and would destroy his prestige.

Hearing this

the King ordered him to kill Hamja as soon as he was born*
Bojarce Meher saw in his secret book that Hamja would live
for 198 years and would destroy many infidels.

He had great
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respect for him so he did not kill him but helped his parents
financially so that the child could grow in health and comfort.
After the death of Kobad his son JNiaosera became King of
Madina.

His daughter Mehernegar who was very beautiful fell

in love with Hamja from the accounts of his fame which she
had been told.
One day while Hamja was playing with his friend and
classmate Ommar Ummiya, who knew jugglery, they suddendly came
across a horse ‘as big as a mountain 1 which had previously
belonged to the prophet Ishak.

Hamja, also found two a/ords,

call 1cham cham* and *Kam Kam* respectively, in a magic house
in the garden.

From then on he used this horse and the two

swords in his many battles.

He defeated many kings and warriors

and converted them to his faith, Islam.

Hearing the fame of

his heroism Ommar Madi of Karob city who ruled over half of
■* . :

Arabia invited him to join his army.

•

Hamja, in reply, asked

him to accept Islam and to ‘give-up idol worship*.

Ommar

refused, whereupon Hamja attacked him, defeated him and
converted him to Islam ‘along with his M+ brothers'.
By this time King i\aosera had become thoroughly alarmed
by the stories he had heard of the heroism of Hamja, so he
deemed it politic to invite him to his palace.

Hamja accepted

the invitation and went, but his visit did not open propitiously
for he was insulted by the King's son, Kobad, and one of his

\2sLt
friends.

In the meantime, however, he had met MehernegBr,

Naosera!s daughter, with whom he exchanged rings, though not
until he had converted her to Islam,

One of the royal guard

saw the exchange of rings and immediately informed the King,
Hamja was obliged to flee.

He was pursued by Kobad and the

army of the King; and in the battle that followed he was
entirely successful.

We are told that fifty-two thousand

soldiers of iNiaosera's army were slain.

JUaosera renewed his

invitation to Hamja, and promised him the hand of his daughter
in marriage on condition that he first killed Landor, the
nephew of the King of Sarandip, who was a great warrior and who
was threatening his Kingdom,

Hamja agreed, but before he left

Sarandip he met the sage Bojarce Meher who asked him into his
house.

While he was there, the hero was drugged by Bojarce Meher

who while he was still unconscious injected some substance
known as Jahar mahra into his arm.

The effect of the injection

was to render the hero immune to poison.

This was fortunate

for after passing through many hazards and dangers on the way
to Sarandip, King Gostaham administered poison to him in his
food.

Thus the timely intervention of Bojarce Meher saved

Hamja 1s life, who after he had recovered from the shock
proceeded to defeat Prince Landor and convert him to Islam.
Naosera did not honour his promise as he had in the meanwhile
invited Adich, King of Eunan, to marry his daughter.
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The princess however, was not left resoureeless.

The

prophet Ibrahim appeared to her in a dream and advised her to
write to Hlmja and suggest to him that he whould dig a tunnel
into her apartments innthe palace.

To ensure that the tunnel

was built Allah ordered his angels to go to the assistance of
Hamja and dig the tunnel for him.

It was completed just in

time, for Hamja emerged in the princesses apartments on the
very night fixed for her marriage to Idich.

The couple eloped

together and fled to Hamja1s home where they were married.
Sdich drew out his army and pursued Hamja, but he was
defeated and forcibly converted to Islam.

On his way back

from the field of battle Hamja met a cowherd who was in love
with the daughter of the headman of his village.

She returned

his affection but the father had forbidden the marriage.

Hamja

hearing the story had pity on the young man; whereupon he
converted the cowherd, the headman and his family and all the
village to Islam, and gave the girl to the cowherd in marriage.
A*

Kaos era now feeling that discretion w§s the better part
of valour proceeded to Makka where he paid his respects to
Hamja^

Once he had made his peace Kaosera invited Hamja to

attack the King of Rome.

Accordingly Hamja went Rome, overthrew

the King and converted him to Islam.

On his return Hamja

went by way of Egypt in order to collect certain revenues which
were due to him. . There however, he was captured by the
Egyptian monarch who ordered him to be poisoned.

The report
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that Himja was dead soon spread to Madina to the great joy
of Kaosera and his ministers, and kaosera immediately asked
Jepin Bad§ah to marry his daughter.
The prophet Ibrahim asked Johra, the daughter of the
King of Egypt in a dream to help Hamja and to accept Islam.
She embraced Islam and helped Hamja to be free.

Hamja defeated

the King and asked him to accept Islam.* He refused and was
killed by his daughter JohraJ

Hamja gave the Kingdom to

$achir, younger brother of the King, and at his earnest request
married his daughter.
Hamja returned to home and fought Jepin.

He was wounded

in the fc&ttle field and after his recovery he recilgved help
from a fairy King, Irjak, of the fairy land called Saharasthan.
Tirjak had been suckled by the mother of Hamja in his childhood.
With the help of iirjak he defeated Jepin who fled from the
battlefield.

Soon after this battle the K i n g " I r jak was

dethroned by a demon called Afrit.
demon.

Hamja went to fight the

He was carried by the fairies through the air to

Saharasthn.

He said to his friends that he would return home

after 18 days, but he did not take the name of Allah and for
this fault of his he had to face many difficulties, and to
stay there for 18 years instead of 18 days.
Hamja1s people at home were worried at his long absence.
Bojarce Meher came to know ffrom his secret book 1 the secret
of his delay in Saharasthan.

He advised the people to go to

a fort called Tanja and live there till Hamja returned.
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Hamja at last defeated the demon, recovered the
Kingdom for Arjak who rewarded him with a cap and a whip.
The King had received the cap *from prophet Choleman1.

It

had the wonderful property of making any^body who wore it
invisible.

Hamfiia married Tara, daughter of the King of the

fairy land and lived with her.
Kurchi.

She tore him a daughter named

One day he remembered Mehernegar and spoke about her

to Tara.

She became jealous and rebuked him for allowing

separation from a human

being to cause him pain. Hamja got

angry with her and left

the place for home.

On his way home Hamja met Khoaj Khejer, a saint who
became his spiritual guide.

The saint told him the story of

the prophet Maftammadfs birth and described his glory.

He then

asked him to go to the country df the demons to fight them and
to convert them to Islam.
time.

In ao urse of his

Hamja fought with them for a long
fight he was captured by a demon chief
A giant bird called1chimorg*

who kept him on the top

of a hill.

rescued him from there.

Hamja permitted one of the defeated

demons to marry a fairy who bore a horse to him called Askar.
The horse-son of the demon killed his father when he heard him
conspiring to kill Hamja.
his service.

Askar then went to Hamja to offer

Khoaj shod the horse and told Hamja that he would

die the day the horse lost a shoe.

On his way home Hamja met

Chafa bibi, sister of Khoaj Khejer and a woman saint who helped
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him to cross seven very dangerous rivers.

After 18 long

years he at last came back to his country and met his family
and people in the fort, of Tanja.
When ftaosera heard that Bhmja had come back he became
afraid, because during his absence he had acted with enmity
against his people.
to

His clever minster Baktak advised him

make friendship with the King of the city of Damask, whose

name was Hamum and

whom he declared to be as dangerous as the

.Hire angel of death.

He also commanded a large and powerful

army.
This marks the end cf the part of the poem which was
written

by Fakir Garibullah.

Sai^ad Hamja
At

took up the poem when Garibullah left off.

the beginning of his composition he paid respect and tribute

to his predecessor in the following words; l,He is the friend
of Allah; his name is Garibullah.
Hafejpur.

His heart was enlightened and his tongue was

melliflous in his verses.

Bara Kh^baji helped him.

the book Imir ham.ja in verwe.
imcomplete.

His home is in Baliya

He wrote

The book he was following was

If he had had the complete book, he would have

strung a garland of p<eotry like a string of pearls.

When

people read or hear how far he ts&s strung the garland of poetry,
they are enchanted.

Those who have heard the first part of

the story, are eager to heqr the end of it.
ek> not -know wteot' happened in t her-end.

that they

They say that they do

not know what happened in the end*
Imir Hamja fight?

Where and with whom did

People enquire here and there, but no one

has attempted to complete the tale*

There are plenty of

learned capable and artistic people but none of them has tried
to complete it.

^hen I saw how eager people were for it, I too

wondered how the book could be completed.
insistent.

I could not disappoint them.

poetry came upon me.
anything.

Their request became
A desire to write

I am extremely ignorant.

I do not know

How am I to complete the story in verse?

not, however, disappoint people.

I could

That is why I started to

write verse.

I crave your indulgence for my clumsiness, 0 my

predecessor.

Your forgiveness lends life to my lines.

Saha

Garibullah is the master of verses and my 1plr 1 (admitted
superior), his poetry is much acclaimed.

My poetry is inferior

to his; it conveys only the outline of the tale.

On his part

Saha Garibullah has presented the battles of Amir, henceforward
Hamja, the slave of Hamja, relates the battles of that high-born
man11.
Saitfad Himja began his story with the description of the
physical size and strength of the giant King Hamum.

His body

was 252 feet tall, he wielded a club 56,000 pounds in weight.
Once he stood on two bricks of gold and 40 great warriors caught
hold of one of his legs, then he shook his leg and hurled them
off.

Hamja invited Hamum to accept the religion of prophet

Ibrahim, but he refused.

A furious battle followed.

Ominar

/ Bo
Eunani, a son of Hamja, whom the daughter of the King of
Egypt bore to him, came to help his father and ultimately
Hamum was defeated.

Returning from his victory over Hamum,

Hamja attacked the capital of Jepin, who fled from the field.
His palace was plundered by the men of Hamja, who captured
women they found there and married them.•
Hamja1s campaigns continued for ages.

He defeated

infidel Kings one after another and either converted them to
his faith or killed them if they refused to accept it.

Once

while his men were engaged in a battle Jepin tried to capture
his beloved wife Mehernegar.
and died.
for him.

She resisted him and was wounded

Hamja became mad- with grief.

Life lost all charm

fhe prophet Ibrahim appeared to him in a dream, and

tried to convince him that it was shameful to refuse the call
of life for a woman, but he did not agree and devoted himself
to the service of her grave, and became a mendicant (1fakirf).
His people were very distressed to see his condition, but
Bojarche Meher assured them that Hamja would recover from his
grief and became normal again after ho days.

So it was.

ho days after the death of Mehejpftegar, Hamja returned

to his normal state of mind and resumed his fights with infidel
Kings.

In some of the battles he wqs captured by infidel Kings

but he was always set free by their daughters or sisters who
loved him and whom he married mostly after winning the battle.
He suffered most when he was captured by Ka#cty, King of the city
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of UjanI, because be did not agree to commit adultery with
princess Aurangi who tried to seduce him.
One of his remarkable campaigns was against a woman
warrior called Gilsoar.
of the city of Gilal.
and married him.

She was the daughter of Ganjal, King
After a furious battle she was defeated

Hamja fought another remarkable battle against

a ‘firing! 1 chief called Marjuk.

He was 270 feet tall and had

70 sons and grandsons, each of them being 120 to 150 feet tall.
Hamja defeated them and converted them all to his faithf
King Naosera however, had not forsaken his enmity against
Hamja.

He took refuge in the courts of infidel Kings, one

after another, and when Hamja defeated them he fled to yet
another.

At last he became so distressed that he had to earn

his bread by his own physical labour.
working in a forest.

Once Hamja found him

He took pity on him and brought him to

his tent treated him with respect, and sent him back to his
capital.

The King gave Hamja his younger daughter Meher Afjun

in marriage.
flaosera*s cunning minister Baktak died and Bojarce Meher
was held responsible for his death and sentence^ to lose his
sight,

^ith the help of Hamja Bojarce Meher went to ‘Makka 1

to get a blessing from Mahammad, who at the time was only 40
days old.

Bojarce Meher took the dust from his feet and rubbed

it on h is s e s and prayed to Allah for his sight.

Allah spoke

to the sage in secret and told him that the boon he asked for
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was trivial, and suggested that if he had asked for it all
the dead would be raised to life again.

Nevertheless his

request for the restoration of his sight was granted to him.
Hamja however, still continued his wars of conquest and
conversion.

His next adversary was the man-eating King of

Rokhan, who attacked the hero with his army of tigers.
result was inevitable.

The

The King was defeated and converted.

Thus Hamja fought on till he came to the very ends of the
earth, to that dark place which no human could enter, which
the poet names Kokaf.
return home.
Naosera
dead.

So Hamja being human had perforce* to

When he got there he found that his old enemy

and his old friend Bojarce'Meher were both of them
But by now the prophet was preaching Islam, and, surprisin

though it may seem in view of all that had gone before, Hamja
himself was converted and entered the service of the prophet.
In one of the battles he fought with the enemies of Islam
on behalf of the prophet, he killed an infidel named Borhan,
who was the son of Henda, the daughter of the King of Rome.

In

order to take revenge Henda attacked Madina with a large army.
The battle which ensued was to prove something of a disaster
for Mahammad and fatal for Hamja.

Such was the admiration of

the prophet for the prowess of his uncle Hamja that he boasted
to his followers that however, great the strength of their
enemies, the valour and strength of Hamja would ensure victory.
This boast enraged Allah.

Hamja*s miraculous horse lost a shoe
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and in accordance with the earlier prophecy Hamja had to die.
He fell from the horse into a ditch where Henda herself was
lying in wait.

She struck and killed him, and then proceeded

to cut his body into pieces.

The enemy then commenced to throw

stones at the prophet and broke his teeth, the beauty of which
had apparently also been the subject of an ill-considered boast.
The poem ends hete with a pointing of the moral that all power
rests with Allah, and that to boast of human attributes, even
those of the prophet himself, is sin which must be punished.
So Hamja died and the prophet was taught the lessontof Jaumility.
The long narrative of 5mirhamjar nut hi has very little
foundation in historical fact, but it is not altogether without
it.

There are some historical persons and events in the poem

but they are very much exaggerated and magnified by the poets.
The historical Hamja was the son of 5bu)gl Muttalib and the
uncle and foster brother of prophet Mahammad.

He is very little

known in history but utradition adds in the effort to glorify
this hero of the earliest day of Islam, --

At first, like the

other Hashinus, he adopted a hostile attitude to the new creed.
But revolting aginst the extravagant attitude of Abu Djahl,
he is said to have attached himself to the Prophet two (according
to others six) years after the first revelation.

He migrated

with him to Medina and at first led an obscure and miserable
existence there11.

He was a valiant soldier.

nThis quality won

him the title of *Lion of God and his Prophet1, which soon
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found a place in poetry. ---

His fame as a soldier is

particularly associated with the battle of Badar, where he
and *Ali shared the hon ou rs .

He met his fate at the battle

of Uhud where he wrought wonders of valour.

The negro WahshI

pierced him with a javelin, tore his breast open and brought
his still beating heart to Hind, the Mother of M u !awiya v/ho
buried her teeth in it.“^
The battle of Uhud occurred in the 3rd Hijra i.e., 625
A.D. and was disastrous for the prophet Mahammad and his
followers.

Mahammad1s teeth were broken and a rumour spread

that he had fallen.

Fortunately he was 11saved from the worst

but he had to lament the loss of many of his followers including

2
his uncle Hamza, a loss which he felt particularly 11•
The battlefield of Uhud where Hamja and other martyrs
were buried became a holy place and the death of Hamja lingered
on in tradition.

Every year after the battle “the Prophet went

to Uhud to visit his and the other graves and the early caliphs
did so also.

Muhammad is said to have ordered that the women

in lamenting the death of every Ansarl should begin with a
lawjovb
lemftt for Hamza.
In this way Uhud became one of the most
prominent places of pilgrimage of the Muhammadans.
was built over Hamza*s tomb“

1.
2.
3.

A mosque

The people of Medina in

Encyclopaedia of I s l a m ? Vol.II, London, 1927, pp.25^-55
Ibid., Vol.Ill, p. 971
Ibid., Vol.Ill, p.971
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particular visited Uhud regularly and it became a custom to
vow to slaughter a sheep in honour of Hamja if they recovered
from illness.

They still hold a fair in Uhud once a year.

nThe inhabitants flock thither in crowds and remain for three
days, as if they were the feast days of the saint"
Both the poets of Amirham,iar

p u thi

say that they composed

it according to !Ketab’i^. a Persian book.

Saiyad Hamja says

at the beginning of his composition that his predecessor
Garibullah was unable to procure the whole book and for that
reason could not complete his composition.

At the end of his

own portion he says that he had to stop his writing for about
a year for want of the book he was following, and after a hard
effort he procured it and then was able to complete his task.
It is, therefore, certain that their egeuec was some Persian
text but neither of them recorded the name of it.
The adventures of Imir Hamja were a popular subject in
Persian literature but, curiously enough, the authorship of them
in that language is a matter of controversy.

"There exists

in Persian a voluminous work called Qissa-i-Amir Hamza, written
by whom, cannot definitely be said.

Popularly it is supposed

1. Encyclopaedia of Islam, Vol.Ill, p.971

that it was written by Faizi for Akbar --- But its authorship
is otherwise ascribed to Mulla Jalal Balkhi.

The romance

exists in various forms and recensions, some bulky, some small
in size*
Hamza.

It is called Qissa, Dastan or Janganama of Amir
Manuscripts of the story are very rate. It was printed

many years ago, I understand, in 31e hr an, Bombay and Lucknow,
but now these editions are unobtainable.
1
Urdu translation is available now11.

Munshi i\ewal Keshore

In the earlier period of Middle Bengali literature a
Muslim poet introduced the story of Amir Hamja into the
language by composing a bulky poem of 80 cantos.
said in his poem that

2

The poet

he was following a Persian work;

uThe

story of Amir Hamja is in Persian and people are distressed
because they cannot understand it.

That is why I decided to

adapt it in Bengali so that they can understand it".

This

earlier writer did not name his source either.
Amirhamjar puthi is a curious mixture of legends and
some history.

It presents in typical form many of the

mythological stories cultivated by Muslim poets.

It narrates

the glory of spiritual leaders and gives an account of their

1. Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
fiiew series, Vol.XXIA Calcutta, 192!?. p. 193* The article on
the works of Amir Hamja was written T&fj'Khan Sahib M.A. Wali
under the title 1A Bengali Book written in Persian Script1.
2. See Chapter IIA p *^5
^ Nabi. A. Amirhamja (a manuscript of 168^) quoted in M.E.Haq
J Muslim Banla Sihltva. p.217
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religious preachings together with descriptions of their
heroism and romances.

It is a large volume like other ancient

epics of the East, Mahabharat or Sahnama, and is crowded by
so many events that at times it is difficult to follow.

There

are almost innumerable characters, men, women, fairies and
demons.

Some of them are not alive during the time of action

but they play a considerable part in the story and theli
Spiritual presence is frequently felt.

Here we shall first

discuss the features of main characters and then the attitudes
of the poets as reflected in the way they tell the story.
The hero

of the poem is Hamja whose title is ftmir.

is the central figure of the long story.
who does not appear to

age with the

young age he fought King Bahram

who

He is a great warrior

passage of time.In his
brandished a clubweighing

kO^QOO pounds and shouted like a mad elephant.

him from his horse and

defeated him

He

Hamja hurled

completely.

other rivals ifcere alsoincredibly p$&erful physically.

Someof his*
King

Tilkum threw his club of 56,000 pounds at him but when it struck
his shield it broke into pieces,

Hamja struck the elephant of

his rival with his club and broke its back.

He shouted like

thunder and fire used to come out of his mouth.
demons with giant trees.

He fought

He killed thousands of his enemies

single handed - 1ek cote chepai mare hajare hajar1, and created
rivers of blood in the field of action - ‘lahu nadi ba^ai^a
calila dui k ul1.

On one occasion he fought twelve'days and
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nights continually without taking food - fbaradin bara rat
amir hamjay/ laren kufar sathe kichu nahi khay//1 ‘Wot to
speak of his rivals who were demons,^move4,like mountains,
those who were human possessed giant bodies of 270 feet.
One possible source of Hamja1s might is his dress and arms
which had previously belonged to the prophets of Allah,

When

he prepared for action he put on the shirt ^pirhan1) of the
prophet Ismail, the hat (1taj1) of the prophet Hud, the belt
(komarband1) of the prophet Echhak and carried the club Ogorja1)
of the prophet Sam Wurman,
Hamja was capable of kindness and affection.

He did not

kill the brother of his beloved MeheiPihegar in spite of his
bitter enmity towards him.
harassed him so much.

He liberated the demons who had

He loved his sons and grandsons very

dearly, and wept like a child when they were killed by the
enemy.

He became mad with grief, when his beloved wife Meher

Wegar was killed, and devoted himself to the service of her
grave.

The prophet Ibrahim asked him nob to belreak on account

of a woman, but he did not heed his advice, though he was
always a devoted follower of the prophets of Allah.

This was

the first time that he disobeyed the prophet Ibrahim, perhaps
because he valued his love more than his faith.

He was a

dangerous enemy to infidels but he honoured and loved them when
they accepted his faith.
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Hamja!s morals and behaviour generally were conditioned
by his faith.

He did not accept a sweet drink from Meher

He loved her ^ery

Wegar till

she had embraced his faith.

dearly but

did not seek physical union with her, hot did he

touch her till they were married.
not commit

He was a polygamist but did

adultery even when his life was in danger.

When

princess ^urangi of the Kingdom of Ujani came to him in the
prison house and suggested that he should commit adultery with
her.he said - UI would rather be killed than agree to your
proposal11.

He was a proud and at times cruel warrior but very

humble towards

his religious leaders and spiritual guide.

He

bowed at the feet of Khoaj Khejer and took the dust of his feet*
He had great respect for learning and honoured Bojar3.ce Meher
for his learning.

He was a pious man and was guarded by Allah

and the saint Khoaj Khejer who helped him whenever he faced any
difficulty.

He is depicted as ajealous Muslim and one of the

principal aims of his wars was to convert infidels to his faith.
He did not think it immoral to kill the enemy who refused to
accept his faith.

He was a faithful follower of the ritual

practices of Islam but
living.
dancing.

at the same time he enjoyed good

He drank wine frequently and enjoyed music, song and
He was apassionate lover and married a number of

beautiful wives.

He was prepared to ignore low social status

in a woman when he was attracted by her beauty.

When Gostaham

*

It-io

arranged a party of music and wine in his honour, two slave
girls were playing sweet music and Hamja was attracted by
them - 'asak haila dekhe sei dui aorat*.
JNaoserq, the King of Madina was the main rival of
Hqmja^

He was alarmed by the fame of Hamjq as a warrior but

his enmity really began when he was informed of his daughter
Meher ftegar's love for him; and to the end of his life he tried
to destroy Hamja.

His two ministers, Bojarce Meher, the old,

wise and faithful follower of Hamja, and Baktak, the clever,
cunning and bitter enemy of Hamja, advised him in diverse ways.
He was always hesitant to take action against Hamja.

He

realised his power and sometimes he was moved by his greatness
and nobleness and attempted to make peace with him.

But his

vanity, as a great Ring, his sense of family prestige and
unbelief in the faith of his rival continually urged him to
hostile action.

Bojarce Meher advised him to be frieddly with

Hamja but Baktqk incited him to seek help from the infidel
Rings of different kingdoms and fight him.

His personality

was weak in the sense that whenever he was defeated he realised
he was wrong, and blamed Baktak for his bad advice.
Hamja*s intimate friend and associate Ummar Ummiya is
a character of an entirely different type.

He was shrewd and

always helpful to his friend, but he was also a magiciaiii.and
possessed supernatural powers.

His principal role however,

%

was to provide some measure of comic relief.

He dressed like

a jester, and frequently played the part of one.

When he

visited the courts of infidel Kings as Hamja's messenger he |
responded to their insults with teasing, kicks, blows, in the
manner of somewhat coarse comedy.

He played a comparatively

small part in the story as a whole, but it was a welcome
diversion from the long tale of battles and improbable deeds
of violence.
The poets were more successful in the creation of minor
characters.

Their role is short but they are made to lighten

the whole like sparks of reality in the monotonous description
of mir&jculous wars.

When Hamja was planning the tunnel from

his house to the palace of Kaosera, in order to meet his
beloved, Allah sent a group of angels to help him. . They
appeared before him like ordinary labourers.

Their leader was

Kabel Chardar, a very common name among Bengali Muslims.

He

stated his intention and the nature of the profession of his
party:

,fthere is no employment for us in our country, so we

have come here to find work.

We do earthworks, dig tunnels,

ponds, prepare dams and various ground works.

We do what we

are ordered to do by our employers, my^name is Kabel Chardar'1•
We can meet this Kabel Chardar and his party with axe and spade
in their hand ('Rural Kodali hate') in any village in Bengal.

Oil,

Once in a grazing field Hamja met a shepherd boy who
told him about his disappointment in love*

His beloved was

a beautiful daughter of Sirupal, the Chief (fKandal!) of a
village called Chirupur.

Hamja took him to that village and

gave the girl in marriage to him*

The Bengali poet created

the typical Bengali viallage of Chirupur and met the 'mandal1
of the village, Chirupal in the deserts of Arabia*

The

atmosphere, setting and characters breath an air of reality,
and are a welcome change from the improbabilities of most of
the story.
Hlmja's rival kings are almost all type characters*
They appear in the battlefield like roaring giants, fight
vigorously, and when defeated submit to Hamja, accept his
faith and preach Islam, perhaps more zealously than Hamja.
Only a few of them have peculiarities of their own.
King of the city of Torak, was treacherous.

Jepin,

He accepted

Islam when defeated but was not faithful to his creed, and
struck at Hamja from behind with his sword.

Alkum, a tribal

chief, had the courage to re^in faithful to his own faith.
Hamja asked him to accept Islam but he refused and said HI
1

will not be a Muslim even if I lose my life11.

1. Text: 11jiu jay tabu nai mochalman habo/11

3
The portrayal of the spiritual leaders also lacks reality
and individual differentiation.

They helped Hamja and his

followers whene ver they faced difficulty.

A n 0 f them

possessed miraculous power and could do impossible things.
In fact nothing was impossible to them.

The prophet Ibrahim

himself converted many infidels to Islam.
The principal woman character is Meher Kegar.
shy and amiable like a Bengali woman.

She was

When her father asked

her opinion about her marriage with Hamja she bowed her head
and remained silent.

She was brought to Makka but Hamja=did

not approach her till he

married her.

During that time she

suffered greatly on account of her separation from her lover.
She expressed her mental agony to herself but concealed it
from others.

But she was also a warrior.

She held a sword

when her husband required help or to protect her own honour.
She was jealous of her co-wife.
the idea of a co-wife,

In fact she could not tolerate

^hen she came to know that Hamja had

a wife and a son she rebuked him for breaking his promise to
her:

"When I first fell in love with you, you promised that

you would not marry any other woman.

Therefore association

with another woman is forbidden to you.

But you lied to me

and now none can trust you"•
The other woman characters have no individuality of
their own.

Ail of them are very beautiful and some of them

/U l i

are great warriors.

The daughter of the King of fairyland

Tara is one of the many wives of Hamja, but she is different
from the other only in her contempt for her human co-wives
and her anger that Hamja could continue to love them after
marrying her.
The attitudes of the two poets in their respective parts
of "mirhamjar puthi

are identical.

of composition as a holy task.

Both described their work

Garibullah1s introduction bore

resemblances to the works of the poets of the Mangalkabva.
He si^d that he composed his poem on the orders of his
spiritual guide Gaji and said that whoever read his poem would
go to heaven when he died, as did martyrs, and whoever heard
it would destroy his enemies - "amirer bat jei Sune ek dele/
sahid haiya jay maoter kale//11 and "janga nama amirer jei
jan Sune^ dusman kharab tar haibe jahane//1'

The poet Sai^ad

Hamja requested his readers and those who heard his poem, to
bless him so that he might not face difficulty on the day of
judgement - "Ye keha amar Kabi paribe Sunibe/akbate bhale ha^
ei doa dibe//u .

Hamja however, did not pay tribute to Gaji

but he stated that his predecessor was favoured by him.

Unlike

Garibullah he was inspired by the people who «ere eager to
know the story of Amirhamja and not by any spiritual guide.
Hamja had deep feeling for the hero in his poem - Amir ham .iar
puthi.

Like the Bengali epic poet Michael Madhusudan Datta,

who said in connection with the death of the hero of his poem

IhS"

Meghanad badh Klbva, 11It cost me many a tear to kill Indrajit11^
Saiyad Hamja expressed deep emotion at the beginning of the
passage in which he described the fate of his hero,
Hqmja begs forgiveness of the prophet.

“Saiyad

How am I to write

2

the martyrdom of Amir“ .

Both poets committed themselves without reservation or
restraint to the fantastic and miraculous elements in the
stories they told.
of improbability.

At no point do they raise the question
They painted with every semblance of

complete acceptance warriors like giants of unbelievable size,
fairies, angels, and a variety of demons.

A fairy girl gave

birth to a horse; the giant bird Chimorg carried Hamja down
from the summit of a mountain to the earth below; one of
Hamja1s wives conceived without intercourse, merely through
the miraculous power of Hamjals turban; Hamja could become
invisible whenever he put on a certain cap; the shoe, which
the prophet gave him, made it possible for him to jump ai^y
distance or upt to any height; and the whole future was known
to the sage Bojarce Meher.

This is fairy t&le stuff, but there

is no apparent embarrassment that it has to be mingled with
other material of historical quality or religious significance.

1. Letter to a friand by Michael Madhusudan Dutta, quoted in
fKabi SrJ Madhusudagt_by M.L.Majumdar, Howra, 19^7* P*90
2. C*saiad hamja kahe pana rachuler/ Ki rupe likhiba ami sahid
amirer//11)

Both Fakir Garibullah and Saiyad Hamja being Muslims
identified themselves entirely with all the deeds performed
by the hero in the name af Islam.

They spoke of what he did

with sympathy and approved and referred to his enemies as
Kafer (infidel), Ham.1at (low-born), lanati (cursed by Allah),
haram.iat (bastard) etc., all terms of contempt for people
who do not believe in Hamja*s faith.

When any defeated foe

refused conversion Hamja slew him, and the poets commented
that he would go to hell where fire would burn him.

Religious

faith was presented as the highest of all considerations.

Even

acts of parricide committed in its name, as for instance when
the princess Johra and the horse Askar killed their fathers
because in the one case he would not acc ept Islam, or because
in the other he was plotting aginst its hero, carried no
disapproval.

The hero1s main objective throughout the poem

was shown by both poets to be the destruction of idols and
idolaters and the conversion of infidels to Islam: “Sfatek murati
chila debmurti turila muchalman Bamane kariya/11

They endowed

him also with two dither characteristics, a passion for beauty
and the satisfaction of physical desire.

In the course of his

campaigns Hamja married many wives, as did his adherents.
Women were considered to be a form of chattel, and when a place
was plundered they were taken over as part of its wealth.
In handling their historical material the poets are
involved in anachronism.

Iiamja preached, and made converts
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to, Islam long before the birth of Mahammad.

Indeed, as has

been pointed out earlier, he was initially hostile to the
prophet and became attached to him only some few years after
the first revelation.

One takes note here of the discrepancy

in the length of the hero's life: the historical Hamjq died
K 1
at the age of 57 to 59> but in the poem he lived for 198
years.

The faith he propagated is said by Saiyad Hamja in

2
two places

in

the poem to havebeen received from

the prophet

Ibrahim, though it is invariably referred to as Islam.

A

similar anachronism has been observed in the poem Iuchaf-Jelekha
by Fakir Garibullah.
In the course of the poem some light is thrown' on the
attitude of Hindus to Muslims.

The infidels regularly refer

to Hamja as turuk and nere, the former being an unexceptionable
term based on his place of origin, but the latter which means
bald-headed is

a term of abuse, earlier applied by Hindus to

Buddhist monks

and nuns (nera, nerl), but later used for

Muslims.

term was current

poets.

This

after the lives of the two

It appears in some of the novels of Bsnkim Chandra

Chatterji who wrote in the second half of the 19th century,
and the contexts in which he used it leave no doubt of its
abusive implications.

1* Encyclopaedia of Islam. Vol.II, p.255
2. AmjrhSmjar puthi. pp.93 and 120

Fate is regarded as being determined by Allah.

Hamja*s

life was safe until the pre-determined hour of his death
arrived with the loss of his horse’s shoe.

Destiny is

irrevocable because it is fixed by Allah having regard to
m a n ’s actions.

As a man sows so he will reap.

Both poets

are orthodox in their attitude towards fate, which is
described by Garibullah in the following words; “As you sow,
so you reap.

He who does evil can not expect good return

(from his deed).
mango fruit.

Who has heard that a wood apple tree produces
1
As you sow, so you reap”.
The poets taught that

human pride is the main cause of man’s suffering and that one
should be humble to Allah.

Even the prophet of Allah cannot

escape disaster when he expressed his pride.

The poet Hamja

stated that the cause of Hamja*s death at the hand of a woman
and the injury suffered by Mahammad was pride.
4*

*

*

In this poem as in Iuchaf-Jelekha the role of Allah is
significant.
earth.

He is no lofty spectator of m a n ’s doings on

He rendered important assistance to Hamja in his

campaigns.

He sent his agents, usually angels, to help him

whenever he was in heed.

The digging of the tunnel whereby

Hamja was able to penetrate into the chamber of his beloved

1. (”^ei jaha^rope gach seiffial jiJlale/ badi kaile neki nahi
hay__kona kale// keba kabe suniyache bel gache am/ jei
jaha kare taha pay parinam//11)

I

is one example, but there are many others.

Allah was also

quick to punish any error, particularly the sin of omitting
to mention his name at the beginning of any enterprise.

Hamja

was obliged to spend 18 years instead of 18 days in the land
of the fairies and the demons simply because he forgot to
invoke the name of ^llah when he was leaving his own country.
The prophet himself was punished too for a similar sin of
omission.

The battle in which Hamja met his deqth was lost

because Mahammad omitted to call upon Allah and boasted of the
prowess of Hamja, which he said was sufficient to ensure
victory.

There seems more than a suspicion fcf pettiness in

the incident in which Mahammad was punished by the loss of his
te^th,

but the sin which led up to the loss was firstly pride

in his own teeth and secondly omission to regard their beauty
as a gift from Allah.
The poets make comparisons with scenes and incidents
from various sources.

When Meher Negar met Hamj~a for the

first time she became attracted to him and the poet compares
her condition of mind with Jelekha - 11Iuchaf lagiya bibi
jelekha yeman11.

When Ummar Umiiini^a was teasing Landhar, he

compared him with •hanUman*
!R aban!.

(monkey) who fought aglinst

The fort of Tanja was compared with the fort of

.-1

’Raban1 in 'lanka.

There is also ^influence of the story of

1. References to_!Raban*,
the epic ’Ramayan’.*

’hanuman1, ’lanka’ are obviously from

ISo

1Arabian Mght*1•

Like Sindbadj the sailor, Ham;)a was harassed

by demons in an island who were like old men and mounted on
his shoulder.
5mirham.iar puthi reveals, as did Iuchaf-JelekhaT that
the poets were Bengalis.

Customs and festivals are frequently

such as were common in Bengal. Women1s toilet and the
countryside are similarly Bengali; but there is on the whole
less of the Bengali atmosphere here than in the earlier poem,
because the drums and pipes of battle are more prominent here
and take up a far larger proportion of the whole.

There is

far less opportunity to watch the peacock dance or listen to
the song of the ^ o k i l 1*
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Chapter

VI

DobhasT Literature : Elegiac Poetry.
Jaftga nama* Moktal hochen
The Marsi^a (Elegiac) theme was first introduced
into Bengali literature in the 16th century, and was taken
up by subsequent writers until well into the present century*
The earlier and later versions on this theme are in Bengali*
The only version in DobhasT is that by Fakir Garibull'ah in
the 18th century*

It carried the title Jaftganama. MoktsTl

Hochen*

Garibullah1s work gained a great popularity, and
1
was printed many times in the 19th century*
The theme
is part narrative and part elegiac, being based on the events
which culminated in the deaths of ifaclian and Hochen and
the mourning among the faithful when their deaths became
known*
Janganstma. Moktsfl hochen

is a long poem of some

4,700 couplets, written in the traditional pajHTr and tripadT
metres*

The edition on which the present study is that

printed and published by the Mortajlabi press, Calcutta, in
1877.

1*

There are fourteen printed copies of Janganama-Moktalhochen
in the British Museum and in the India Office Library*
The dates of their publication range between 1867 and
1881, and they were published in Calcutta by the different
institutions* There is one manuscript of this work of
Garibullah in the Dacca University library*(§ee Descriptive
Catalogue of Bengali Manuscripts edited by S*S.Hussain,
Dacca, I960, p.153)

l!>Z

There are differences of opinion regarding the authorship
of thiB poem# 3Tbdul Gafur Siddiki maintains that it was
composed by Munsi Maharamad I^akub of 24 parganas (West
1
Bengal) in the year 1694#
S.K. Chatterji followed
Siddiki i n his book The O r ig in and Development of the
Bengali Language*

Sukumar Sen however rejected this

theory and said that I ^ k u b was only the scribe of the
3
work which was composed by Fakir Garibullah#
M#Shahi dullahfs opinion also confirms the theory of Sen#

He

remarks that the bhanitas of i j ^ u b are a kind of later
corruption intentionally made by the publisher who also
published the name of I^akub as author of the poem# Once
the I^akub theory of authorship won currency, other pub
lishers without examining the bhanit'as

of the poem
4
published the name of the author as Ij^kub.

1#
2.

4#

S'ahitya parisat Patrik'a, Calcutta, Vol#XXlll, No.II,1916,
also Vol.XXlV, No.II, 1918.
Chatterji, S.K. The Origin and Development of the
Bengali Language^ Vol.I . Calcutta University.1926. p#212
Sen,S. Baftgala Sahityer Itihsfs. Vol.I, Second edition,
Calcutta,^ 1 9 4 8 • pp#915-l£_
I^asik Mohammadi. Dacca, Kartik, 1361 Bs. (1954 AD.)
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M.E.Haq thinks differently# He says that the first part
of the poem was composed by Garibull'ah and the rest
1
(major portion) was composed by ijakub.
I have examined fourteen printed copies of
Jang a nama,

Mokt*al hochen in the British Museum and in the

India office library, six in the British Museum and eight
in the India office library#

All the copies are catalogued

under the authorship of Munsi I^akub, except one in the
2
India office library#
The weight of the evidence appears
to me to be in favour of Garibullah1s authorship. His
b ha nit's

(signature couplet) occurs throughout the poem,

whereas that of I^akub occurs only sporadically.

In some

editions ifakub’s bhanitas are found only in the first part
of the poem, in others in the middle part, and in others
towards the end; and in none to the exclusion of Garibullah*s
bhanitsis, which occurs throughout the poem in all the editions
I have been able to examine#
•

Haq.M.E. Muslim B singla S*ahitya, Dacca, 1957,P#224
2. This copy of the poem was published in Calcutta in the
year 1877* It is wrongly catalogued in the India office
library# It has been Catalogued under the authorship of
Shafi!al-Din. But in the titW, page I found the name of
KsTji SafinddTn is recorded as the publisher of the poem.
I compared it with other copies of the poem and found
that it is the same work, composed by Garibullah and like
other copies it also contains the bhanitas of Garibullah
and I^akub.

1.

15ii
Moreover the language, style and manner of invocations
used in Jangariama, Moktalhochen. are markedly similar to
those in other works known to have been composed by
Garibull'ah.

Here too are similar praises of his spiritual

guide, and the same processes of naturalising a foreign
theme in a Bengali setting.
The poem commences with a long invocation and
tributes to the author’s spiritual guide, Bara Kba G"aji and
three other saints, who are popular in different localities,
Saha Sarfuddin of Alati, Dafar Khan of TjubenT and S'ahsufi
of Peru's. The poet says in different places in his poem
that he met G*aji secretly and was instructed by him to
1
compose the poem Jangariamla. Moktalhochen.
Though the main object of the poem is to describe
the battle of Karbala in which Imam Hochen was killed and
the subsequent war initiated by his followers to avenge
his death, it contains many episodes and descriptions of
many battles.

Here we shall state the main incidents of

the poem.
One day while the prophet Maharanad was relaxing with
his companions, the

1.

.
angel Jibfil

came to him and informed him

Jangariama. Moktalhochen. Calcutta, 1877, pp.7,8,11,16,
19,21 and 29
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that his beloved grand son

Imam Hacbiaii and Imam Hochen

would be killed by the son of Majabija, one of his
companions.

Majabija was then a bachelor. When he heard

this prediction he decided not to marry. But after some
time he was compelled to marry to get himself cured of
some disease. In order to avoid the prediction of the
.
angel Jibtil he married an old woman who was past the age
of child-bearing. But after his marriage the old woman
suddenly became young, and bore him a son who was named
E jid.
In the course of time Ma$abi$a became the Caliph
of the Muslim empire. When Ejid grew into a young man he
cast his eyes upon Ja^nab, a beautiful wife of Jabbar, an
inhabitant of Madina. He played a trick on Jabb’ar and
persuaded him to divorce his wife; but after the divorce
Ja^nab refused to marry Ejid and married Imam ifacbam, the

tk*,

eldest grand son of^prophet Mahamnad instead.

This disap

pointment created enmity between Ejid and Hachan.

After

the death of Majabija, Ejid became Caliph and sent his
man to Madina to kill Hachan. Enid’s man found a clever
old woman called Ma$muna whom he employed as a procuress.
After long and persistent effort she succeeded in getting
Hachan poisoned by Kad Banu, one of his wives.

ISi

After the death of his elder brother Hochen found
himself helpless in Madina and decided to go to Kufa in
the Country of Iraq where he had many followers. When he
was advancing towards Kupa with his family and a small
band of followers, he was surrounded by the soldiers of
*

Ejid at K'arblila by the side of the river Forat. Hochen and
his party was not allowed to take water from the river
which was the only source of water in that desert# The
army of Ejid asked Hochen to surrender to them# But he
refused to submit to a force sent by the despot Ejid whom
he did not acknowledge as the legitimate Caliph, because
he had not been elected according to the method introduced
by the prophet Mahammad#

Battle ensued and Hochen and his

party fought heroically but in the end all the male members
of the party, except a young son of Hochen, died on the
battlefield#
Xbu rfanifa, the step-brother of Hochen, was at
the time King of the City of Ambaj. When he heard of this
tragic incident he united all the followers and sympathisers
of Hochen into a large army and waged a campaign against
Ejid which lasted for thirty years# Eventually ifanifsT
defeated and killed Ejid, and went on to exact his revenge
on his supporters# Ja^nal iTbedin, the sole surviving son
of Hochen, became Caliph of the Muslim Kingdom#

H'anifa

'5*7
was still engaged in a wholesale massacre when Allah
decreed that he should be confined to the battlefield
and surrounded by ’walls of gold and pearls1•
The story as told in Garibullah1s poem has little
historical support. After the death of Xli, the fourth
Caliph of Islam and father of Imam tiacham and Hochen,
M u ’*awiyah was proclaimed Caliph in 661.

He gave a

Jkjv*

magnificent subsidy and pension’

to H^achan who was lead

ing ’a life of ease and pleasure’ 1 in Medina and **died
at the age of forty-five (669), possibly poisoned because
1
of some harem intrigue.”
M u ’awiyah founded the Umaiyad dynasty and a
hereditary Kingship and nominated his son Ejid as the
Caliph of the dynasty* Ejid succeeded his father in April
2
680 and after a short rule he died in November,683.
Hlachian’s younger brother Hochen lived in retire
ment at Medina throughout the reign of M u ’Htwiyah. But after
his death he refused to acknowledge Ejid as Caliph and
” in response to the urgent and reiterated appeals of the
Iraqis, who had declared him the legitimate Caliph after

1* Hitti,P.K. History of the Arabs, fifth edition,
London, 1951, PP*lo9-90
2. Encyclopaedia of Islam Vol.IV, part II, L0ndon,1913,
p*1162.

al-Hasan and All, started at the head of a weak escort
of relatives, (including his harem and devoted followers)
for al-Kufah* Ubaydullah, whose father Ziyad had been
conveniently acknowledged by M u f,awiyah as his brother,
was now the Umayyad governor of IrTq and had established
out posts on all the roads leading from al-Hijaz to alIraq. On the tenth of Muharram, A.H.61 (October ,10,680)
Umar, son of the distinguished general Safd ibn-abiWaqq*as, in cornnand of 4000 troops, surrounded al-Hasayn
with his insignificaat band of some two hundred souls at
Karbala, about twenty-five miles north-west of al-kufah,
and upon their refusal to surrender cut them d>wn*

The

grand son of the Prophet fell dead with many wounds and
1
his head was sent to yazid in Damascus*"
The death of Hochen in the field of K'arb'ala gave
rise to ShT* ite church. "Prom now on the imamship in Alifs
progeny became as much of a dogma in the ShT 1 ite creed as
that of the prophet hood of Muhammad in Islam* Yawra (the
day of Karbala) gave the ShT 1 ah a battle-cry summed up in

1. Hitti,P.K.

Op*cit. p.190

I5<1
the formula ’Vengence for al-Husayn*, which ultimately
proved one of the factors that undermined the Umayyad
1
dynasty.”
The ShTfahs respect both Hactian and Hochen as
great martyrs.

The death of Hacfatan was considered by them

as a murderous act on the part of F-Mu’<awyah and they
"thus made al-Hasan a sahTd (martyr), in fact the sayyid

2
(Lord) of all martyrs.”

In memory of Hochen they "have

established the practice of annually observing the first
ten days of Muharram as days of lamentation, and have
developed a passion play stressing his ’heroic* struggle
3
and sufferix^g*"
Fakir Garibullah wrote in his poem that in
4
composing it he followed a Persian work named Moktal Hochen,
but he did not give the name of the author.

1. Hitti ,P.K. op.cit• p.191
2. Hitti,P.K. Ibid,
p.190
3. Hitti,P^K. Ibid,_ pp.190-91
4. Jaftga nama, Moktal hoc hen, Calcutta ,_1877, P.4, ^the
poet says: ^farc hi Ketab chila raoktalhocheiy' taha
dekhi kabi ami Karinu racan//”
(There was a book in Persian called Moktal hochen.
I composed my poem following thatbook.)

! 6o
'From its meagre historical basis as given by
TabarT and the earlier Arab historians

the tragedy of

KfitrbsTla grew by accretion in Persian literature 11to the
elaborate romance into which it has finally developed in
the tafziyas and rauza-Khawans. But the romantic element
appears early, even in the narrative of Abu Miknaf Lfit
ibn yahya, who flourished in the first half of the second
century of the hijra (circa A.D. 750)tf
In commemoration of ifacbSn and Hochen's martyrdom
a

special type of passion play, which is known as Ta'ziya

was developed* "Among the ShT'is it means in the first
place the lamentation for the martyred imams, which is
held at their graves and also at home*

In particular,

however, it is mourning for Husain. The tabut. a copy of
the tomb at Karbala, in popular language is also called
ta'ziya*

It is a model kept in the house, often very

richly executed. Ta* ziya however means particularly the
mystery play itself. The time for performances of it is
the first third of the month of Muharram especially the
10th Roz-i-Katl, the day of the murder of Husain

In a

, wider sense the plays include the street processions such
as the cavalcade with Husains horse, the marriage procession

1. Browne, E «G« A Literary history of Persia . Vol. IV,
Cambridge University, 1928, p.188
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of Husain’s son al-Kasim with Hasan’s daughter Fatima*—
Lastly ta’ziya means the actual performance of the passion
play itself.—

The commonest are Persian hut they also

exist in Arabic and Turkish.”
The Muharram Ceremony and the ta’ziya procession
are popular in different places of India and Pakistan.
In the Bengali speaking regions of India and Pakistan,
especially in the districts of Dacca, Rajshahi, Malda,
Mursidabad and Hugli, they are very popular among the
urban population.

The ta* ziya is built like the rath

of the Hindu festival and the procession with ta fziya
might have some influence from the rath-jatrla. ”It is
probable that ancient rites of earlier mythological fes
tivals like the Tamuz and Adonis cults have survived in
the subsidiary plays which in India have been adapted by
some SunnTs and even Hindus.

But the passion play

itself is the popular expression of that religious feeling
2
which has its roots in the historic fact of Karbala.”
The Muharram festival and ta’zia procession are
mainly organised by ShTah Muslims and though Sunni Muslims

1. Encyclopaedia of Islam. Vol.IV, part II, p.711
2.
Ibid,
”
”
p.712
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of Bengal participate in them it is often the occasion
of a ShTah-Sunni clash in different places in the Indo-Pak
subcontinent.

The Sunni Muslims justified the action of

Ejid even at the time of his reign. They "argued that
/azid was defacto ruler and that to question his authority
constituted a treason punishable with death. They insisted
1
that the ShT*ites should not view the facts otherwise."
In Bengal the tragic incident of Klarbala provokes the
sympathy of the Muslims of both the ShTah and Sunni sects.
One of the most popular types of literature on
this subject in the Persian language is called Rauzakhwani.
It is "said to derive this name from one of the earliest
and best known books of this kind, the RawgLatu [Rauzatu] 1
Sh-Shuhada (’Garden of the martyrs) of Husayn waz-i-K^shifi"

2
who "died in 910/1504-5 A.D."
One form that writings on the Ksrbfiila incidents
took in Persian is that known as’Marthiya* or elegy. Here

3
the emphasis is on the sadness of the death.

1.
2.
3.

The most

Hitti, P.K. op.cit. p.191.
Browne, E.G. ibid, pp.181-82
’Marthiya1 is " a poem in Arabic (and other languages
following Arabic tradition) in memory of a deceased
person.— This tradition has been followed by Arabic
poets from the times of paganism to the present date
and the quantity of poems produced for example upon
the death of the Egyptian statesman Zaglul PsTshla proves
the taste for them has not abated" See The Encyclopaedia
of Islam. Vol.Ill, London,1936, p.306. In Bengali Litera
ture the tradition of ’Meirthiya* is however confined to
the tragic death of Hlachan and Hochen.The word 'Marthiya
has been adopted in Bengali as Margiffa.

I<>1
eminent Persian poet of this school was Muhtasham of
Kashani, who died in 1588 A.D. Many poets followed him and
1 in a comparatively short time some fifty or sixty such
1
poems’ were produced. One of the meritorious works was pro
duced by a modern Persian poet Qa ’lani who died in

1853

These poems reveal ” some thing of that deep emotion which
the memory of the unforgettable tragedy of Karbala never
fails to rouse in the breast of even the least devout and

2
serious-minded Persian” *
We have seen in Chapter 2 of the present work that
in Bengali literature this theme was first introduced by

a Muslim poet in the sixteenth century and thereby created
a new stream which was current throughout the whole middle
Bengali period. It was cultivated also by many poets and
writers in the eighteenth and the nineteenth century.
The most noteworthy works are GUlJare sahadat of Khan
Bahadur hamidullah, Sahid-i-Karbalsf by Sad 3Tli and Xbdul

.

Ohab, Jange Karb'ala by Kaji ifminul Haq, and Dastane Sahidi-Karhala by Ishakuddin. After the development of prose
as a literary medium in Bengal in the 19th century, prose
versions on the MargiJ^ theme began to appear, the most
popular of which is Bissfd Sindhu of Mir Mosharraf Hossain

1. Bowne, E.G. op.cit. PP.172-73
2. 11
”
Ibid,
p.177

I6lf
(first published in 1884). The book is a big volume. It
is a work of fiction on the theme of the tragedy of
Ifachan and Hochen, and it is still very popular in East
Pakistan and West Bengal. It has been published more than
40 times since its first publication. The theme was also
cultivated in the early part of the present century both
in prose and in verse. Works worthy of mention are
Karb'al'a by TTbdul B*ari, published in 1913 in verse and
Emam gasan-O-Hosafo by Girish Chandra Sen, published in
1911 in prose. Sen stated in the title page of his work
that "it is chiefly based on the well-known and old Persian
work Raoj'atoS Sobiad!a or the garden of martyrs".
Thus the sufferings and misfortunes of Hachan and
Hochen inspired a copious literature in the Persian and
Bengali languages. In Bengal it even evoked the emotion of
non-Muslim writers. The story of the tragedy of the Imam
brothers, especially that of Hochen touched the heart of
many distinguished writers of non-Islamic faith. Gibbon
observed: "In a distant age and climate the tragic scene
of the death of Hosen will awaken the sympathy of the
1
coldest reader."

1. Bury,J.B. The Decline and Fall, London, 1898, Vol.V
p.391. (The author quotes Gibbon in a foot note.)

US’
Sir Lewis Pelly commented on the tragedy of the
tafzia play in the following words: "If the success of a
drama is to be measured by the effects which it produces
upon the audience before whom it is represented no play
has ever surpassed the tragedy known in the Mussulman
1
world as that of Hasan and Husain."
It appears that Garibullah was moved to compose
his poem by deep and genuine emotion. In one place he
expresses his feeling in the following words: " I can not
describe the sufferings of the members of the family of
Hochen after his death, because when I start writing my

2
eyes become filled with tears and I cannot see."
•

Garibullah* s Janganama. Mokt'al hochen is a
collection of stories of human sorrows, sufferings and
heroism.

The poet has given many accounts of battle in

this poem. High imagination and exaggeration are very
frequent in his descriptions of the battle of ifanifsi
after the death of Hochen. He painted the warriors and
their fight in a manner which is not always credible.
Some warriors had a body of 126 or 141 feet high but whan

1. Pelly, The Miracle
Vol.I Preface.
2. The poet says:Jfse
2jukhe likhile achu
akher pstnite/ ehar

play Hasan and Husain, London,1879,
sabdu^her kath'a likhite na pUri/het
alse akh puri// dekhite na pai saha
Kafane sab na pari likhite//"
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they fought with the faithful followers of Hochen they
were mowed down like grass, tfaniffii, the leader of the
followers of Hochen who fought against the army of Ejid
to take revenge for the death of Hochen, killed his enemies
so recklessly that the battlefield was flooded with blood
and his horse was obliged to swim to save him from 1the
ocean of blood*• The technique which produced the exagger
ations already marked in Xmir ham .far puthi. was clearly
in operation in this work too.
In the battles warriors used cannons and elephants
who fought with clubs held in their trunl^. The time of the
battle is in the last part of the seventh century before
gunpowder was invented. The place of action of the poem
is the middle-east where elephants were not used in battle.
But the poet being a man of the 18th century, and an
inhabitant of India was influenced by his environment and
age while describing the battles of a distant age and
region.
The influence of the nature of Bengal is obvious
also in the descriptions in this poem. The poet employed
similes from his own environment. The warriors cutting
the enemies like banana trees, their war-cry is like
thunder from the clouds, they rush upon their enemies as
water flows in the rainy season and they crush them as
mad elephants crush lotuses in a pond.

When the elephants

Un
of Ejidfs army encircled tfanifa the poet describes it
as the clouds encircling a mountain and when he fell
down from his horse it was described as the fall of the
moon from the sky. When the defeated soldiers fled from
the battle field the poet describes them as fishes float
ing in the stream.
The festivals are Bengali. In the marriage cere
mony dancing girls dance and sing, people throw coloured
water at each other and carry sandal-paste, (frandan) for
decoration.
In one place in the poem, the influence of the
Mahabharat is apparent. A s the clothing of DraupadT was
\

multiplied endlessly when Durjadhan tried to take it
away from her, so the clothing of Umme ch'alma were
increased endlessly when the soldiers of Ejid tried to
take it away from her after she was captured in the battle
field of K'arb'ala.
The picture of the sufferings of Hochen and his
companions in the desert of K.'arbal'a is presented with
emotion and sincere sympathy. The sufferings of thirsty
men, women and children in Karb'ala in particular touch
the heart of the reader. The imagery at times is very
beautiful. When Hochen fell down in the battle field of
Karb'ala and raised his blood-stained hand to pray to Allah,

/6S
the blood flowed from his hand into the sky and where
it became a red cloud on the horizon* So the red cloud
at the time of the sun-set became associated with the
1
blood of Hochen. When Hochen was beheaded by a soldier
of the array of Ejid, the throne of .Allah, all heaven and
hell trembled as did the sky, the earth, the mountains,
the gardens, and the field of Karbala. All the beasts,
birds and animals wept, and children and animal cubs
refused to drink milk from their mother’s breast and bees
2
stopped their humming.
It is interesting to observe how Bengali many of
the characters in this poem become, a feature which was
previously noted in the other works of Fakir G-aribull'ah.
Even the prophet himself, his daughter J^tiraa and her

1. Text:- 11 lahu bhara dui h*at emam uca Kare / emsTmer
ljahu gela 'achman upare // lachman_upare lahn chitki^a
lsigila /sinduri^a^raegh ha£e ‘achm'ane rahila // "ajitak
sei megh Uthe ye sTchmane /hoohener sahider lahu jana
sarbajane //
Text:- " ara^ koras laoha.jsakal sahite ^ behes^a doj^kh
adi lagila KapjLte_/^ achraan jaminjadi pahap bagan/ Kapifa
asthir haila^Karbala madden// "aft*ab maht'ab t'ara^Kala’
haij^a g£la/jano*ar harim pakhi K*andite l'agila//b‘alak
sakal majer^dugdha haite/na ommed rahe sabe imam sogete/
b1[g btialu Kande *ar mahis gandar/ baccla Ke na de^ dudh
K^nde^jare jar/ g'ai nahi^dud de£ imam lagij^a/ bachur
na Kh*a£_kichu dele sog p'aij^ // raaumachi bhomrla Kiande
mukhe riai raau/
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husband Ali, and other leaders of Islam, would on many
occasions not have seemed out of place in a Bengali
household. This is especially true of Fatima, who in
many places is very much of the soil from which the
author sprung. One remembers how jealous she was of her
stepson, and how she berated her father when he showed
affection for him. This is a very natural and homely
scene; and there are others.
In the same way too

Garibullah could not

refrain from allowing the supernatural powers from playing
their part in the development of the story. The angels
Jibril and Ajrail were wery busy. After the death of
Hochen the angels arranged a Jana.isi. a ritual prayer fcr
the dead, on the battle field. The ceremony was attended
in person by all the prophets from Adam to Mahammad,
together with Hochen*s dead parents and many other relatives
who likewise were deceased. More than once during the
course of events Mahammad appeared to advise the faithful;
and when at one stage Hnnif'a lost an arm, Mahammad told
him how it could be restored to him. The garb of the
prophet on these occasions was that of a traditional fakir.
He wore wooden sandals (Kharam) and a long scarf (dubb*a)
1

and carried a stick (asa) in his hand.

Such pictures

1. Text: " tabe ratre rachul nekjat/kharam dukhani pa£
asa ^li^a hat//gala£ hajer jubb'a ghire pare g'aj/hanif‘ar
chirane basi sapan deknaj//
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naturally raise the question of orthodoxy, for it is con
sidered by many that it is a sin to write or paint or
even imagine any such image of the prophet or of his
companions.
Garibullah*s poem has serious artistic defects,
but in spite of them he achieved a liveliness of action
and evoked the imagination and sympathy of his readers
to such an extent that his work became very popular.
This is evident from the number of editions of his poem
which were published; and it should be remembered that
his was the only work on the theme to be written in
Dohh'agT, and that a number of later writers were prompted
to take up the same subject. His poem is widely read and
listened to today, especially by Muslims, who celebrate
the martyrdom of H'ach'an and Hochen with much emotion and
enthusiasm every year.
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CHAPTER VII
DobhaqI literature - Didactic poetry.
It has been noted that Muslim poets introduced into
Bengali literature a new stream which has been called
1
Instructive or Didactic poetry.
The number of such poems
is very large.

In the classification of Longfs catalogue

of Dobha^i literature in Chapter IV,' it has been seen that
out of a total of *+1 principal works, 17 belong to this
categroy.

Of the 290 Dobha^I works available in the U.K.,

1^8 are Didactic.
Bedarelgafelin.
This type of composition consists Seieyof Islamic
teaching oh moral, social and religious subjects generally.
It was addressed by Muslins to Muslims, and it is not therefore
surprising that little is known of it outside
for whom it was and is intended.

the community

The contents of the numerous

poems in this category are more or less stereotyped.

There is

little scope for originality of presentation} and from the
point of view of style there is little to choose between one
work and another.

For this reason it is necessary only to

examine a single work.

1. See Chapter II, p .57

The one chosenis Bedarelgafelin by

/It,

Sekh Munsi ChamLraddin.

It has been chosen be cause of its

great popularity within the Muslim community of Bengal.

The

edition on which the following synopsis is based is that
printed and published by the nhmadi Press of Calcutta in the
Bengali year 1255 (l8*+8 A.D.).

It cons ists of approximately

2,600 couplets, and like the works examined above is written
entirely in the Bengali payar and tripadi metres.
Bedarelgafelin contains some autobiographical references,
from which the following facts emerge.

Chamiraddin was an

inhabitant of the village Baman para in the Baliya pargana
in the district of Hugli.
Akel was a pious man.

His father whose name was Mahammad

In the course of composition the poet

said that he had lost both his father and mother.
however, mention the date of their

demise.

He did not

His spiritual

master, Khondkar Lrjatula, , was also an inhabitant of the
poetfs village.

The poet received help from Munsi Mahammad

Pana, Maniraddi, Sekh Jitu, Bhitu and Bhikhu in the printing
of his work.

l\o date of composition is mentioned in the poem,

1. There are eight copies of Bedarelgafelin in the Cambridge
University Library, Libfcry of the School of Oriental and
African Studies, British Museum and India Office Library.
The dates of publication of these copies range between
iQbQ and 1880 and all were published in Calcutta by
different institutions.
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nor is any incident in his life dated.
therefore to ascertain the date.

It is difficult

The earliest publication,

so far as we can trace, is that of 18^8 A.D. Long mentions
this book in his catalogue in 1855.
published his poem in Calcutta.

The poet says that he

Since commercial publication

was not established in Calcutta until the 19th century, it
may be assumed that the work was composed in the early part
of the 19th century and certainly before l8*+8.
Bedarelgafelin presents the whole range of the Islamic
teaching and practice which was considered necessary for the
guidance of the Muslims of Bengal.

It expatiates on the being

and the worship of Allah, describes the life and teachings of
the prophe t Mahammad and the nature and activity of Iblich,
the embodiment of evtl known also as Satan.

It lays down a

code for human behaviour, both personal and social, together
with an account of rewards and punishments, together with a
description of heaven and hell.

There are hundreds of tules

concerning moral behaviour and ritual observances.

It can most

simply be analysed under four heads, as follows:
A

(a)

Doctrine: the being of Allah; the life and teachings

of Mahammad and other religious leaders; the activity of
Satan; the description of heaven and hell; and the definition
of religious terms in common use.

17 H

(b) Rituali daily observations, together with
particular and occasional onservances, both private and
corporate.
(c) Moral duties: these include duties required of one
Muslim in his dealings with another; the duties of man to man.,
of man to woman, marriage, divorce, adultery etc.; the duties
of parents to children and vice versa; and the rules which
control the relations of Muslims towards people of other
creeds.
(d) Heterodox practices: i.e., the religious, moral
and social beliefs and practices which the author considers
to be un-Islamic and therefore irreligious.

This section of

the poem has considerable sociological importance, as most of
the heterodox practices listed can be ascribed to the influence
of Hinduism on the day to day life of the Muslims in Bengal.
Doctrine.
First, Allah, whom all should praise.
be worshipped.

He alone is to

He is the lord and creator of the Universe

and of all the creatures in it.
present and future.

He holds knowledge of past,

He has neither form nor colour, and may

not therefore be represented by any image.
and all-pervading; invisible but all-seeing.
call upon him or mention His name.
(re.iek) for all living beings.

He is incomparable
He hears all who

He provides livelihood

He can bestow life at will,
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or end it.

He is above sin.

can punish or reward.

He is the supreme judge.

He

His qualities are beyond number and

none can describe them fully.
It was Allah who first created Mahmmad from his own
light (nur): and from the nur of Mahammad he created all
living beings.
for Mahammad.

He created the foautteen worlds (cauda bhuban)
Allah himself describes the glories of Mahammad

in the Koran, in the verse known as I^achin (Ivachin churay).
On the day of judgement Allah will judge the actions
of all men, bestowing heaven on the pious and hell on the
sinner.

The man who worships any god other then Allah or

believes

in any supernatural

power other than himis an infidel

and will

be consigned to the

fires of Hell.

Mahammad is the beloved of Allah.

There would have been

no sky, no earth, no creation if he had not been created.

He

is so noble that Allah himself describes his qualities in the
Koran.

The Koran was preserved in the seat of Allah (aras).

It was delivered to Mahammad gradually over a period of 23
years.

Mahammad was alone when he started preaching Islam.

He slowly gained ground and gathered followers.
against infidels.
life.

He fought

The poet gives a short sketch of Mahammad^

He lost his father before his birth and his mother died

when he was only six years old.

He received the order to preach

religion

(nabuat) from Allah

at the age of forty. He married

fourteen

wives and had three

sons and four daughters. He lived

7

.*
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in Mad^ina for^last ten years of his life and died at the age
of sixty three.

He was very kind and affectionate.

He gives

affection (djdar) to his followers and pleads for them to allah
on the day of judgement.
Mahammad's chief associates $sahaba) are four in number:
Abu Bakar, Omar, Osman and Sli,
sons-in-law.

Ehe latter two were his

It was Osman who compiled the Koran.

daughter Fatima had two sons Hachan and Hochen.

Mahammad's

Hochen died

in the field of Karbala and became a great martyr of Islam.
Iblich (satan) was in the beginning a great and learned
teacher of the angels (feresta); but when he refused to bow
down before fidam, the first man created by Allah, he was cursed
by Allah and became Satan, the embodiment of evil.
portrayed as a cheat and a thief.

He is

It was he who incited Kabil,

the elder son of Adam, to murder his younger brotherHabil.
It is not wealth that he steals but the religious faith of
men and women.

He sits at the centre of the human heart, where

he creates uncertainty and doubt and seduces man to sin.
Unbelief is Satan's work, for by turning men

into infidels

he is able to ensure their final consignment to hell.
not work alone however.

He does

His associates are depibted as being

even meaner and more treacherous then he is.

They are false

teachers, priests, who do not themselves follow the true path
of Islam and encourage men to observe un-Islamic practices.
The poet whites that the army of Satan is m^de up of the ignorant

in

for ignorance like false knowledge is the fruit of sin.
The poet perhaps indicates the animal instinct of man as
Satan when he says - “Satan does not grow in trees, he grows
in all parts of life.

Every one has good and bad instincts11.^

The poet describes seven frightful hells which he calls
Jahannanu Jahim, Chirach. Kartar? MathiT Hotma and Habiva.
CL

He also gives^aescrlption of the beauties

of the heavens,

but they have no name and are without humber.

He says that

sinful Muslims will be allowed to live in heaven after the
completion of the term of their stay in hell which will be
determined according to the gravity of the sins committed
by them in the earth.

But infidels CKafer), polytheists (mosrek)

and heretics (monafek) are doomed to live in hell for ever.
The poet defines certain religious terms.
(a)

Iman.

It is faith in Islam, and involves the readin

of Kalema taivbT i.e., the invocation which says “there is no
God but Allah and Mahammad is his prophet11, and which must believed
Iman has seven parts: (i) the sense of shame, (ii) education,
(iii) to speak the truth, (iv) to guard ones1 self from the
act of embezzlement,

(v) to believe/ the Koran, the forkan,

the in.i il and the t a.nr it as the books of Allah, (vi) to

1. Text: "saytan ki gache hay, sakali tar ike hay, bhala bura
sakaler thai/“
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believe in the final destruction of the Universe and the day
of judgement, (vii) to believe that there are heaven ahd hell.
(b) Faraj: religious duties which are enforced by Allah
fo.i.a (pasting), nama.i (ritual prayer) etc.,

He who

neglects these duties will go to hell and he who refuses to
do them will become an infidel.
(c) Qa.ieb: religious duties which are enforced by
scriptures indirectly.

He who neglects these duties will be

a s inner•
(d) Sunnat: religious and moral duties and daily
observances which were practised by prophet Mahammad.

He

who neglects them will be a sinner and will be deprived of
the prophet*s affection.
(e) Halals food, drink, work etc., which are permitted
by Allah.

He who follows them will gather virtue.

He who

neglects them will be a sinner.
(f) Haram; opposite to halal.
which are forbidden by Allah.

Food, drink, work etc.,

He who does not follow the

injunction of Allah will be an infidel.
(g) Makru; food, drink, work etc., which are neither
permitted nor forbidden by Allah but which were avoided by
the prophet and other religious teachers.

He who avoids them

will gather virtue.
The poet concludes his teaching about the doctrine of
Islam by presenting to the reader a series of images which

can be used as the basis for mystical and devotional exercises*
The human body is likened unto a house which has been supplied
with everything that it can need or desire,

“First know your1

self, and then you will come to know Allah11,
the image of the ocean of Allah's love.

Then comes

Whoever immerses

himself in the ocean of Allah will understand the divine love
and be assured of eternal joy.

Life however, is transient.

It is as ephemeral as 11a drop of water on the leaf of a

2
lotus"•

Another image, not unknown in other schools of
ihjL

thought, is that of^river of life.

Man has to cross its

troubled waters, and to make sure of reaching the further
shore he must hold firmly to the rudder of his boat.

Elsewhere

the world is depicted as a market in which man has come to do
business.

It is set in a strange and foreign land.

Man must

buy and sell carefully, for he is surrounded by thieves and
cheats who are on the look-out to ruin his business.

He may

be summoned at any moment to render an account of his transactions
to Allah, so it hehoves him to keep himself free from the
deceitful practices of the world.

1. “apnay cinile pare Allake cinibe/11
2. "padma pater pani eycha t^lmal kare/11

tic
It is interesting to note also that the poet
recommends the emplyment of a spiritual guide.

To be

succeasful in the spiritual life one must learn to meditate,
and that is possible only with the help of a teacher*
Ritual*
The rites laid down for the faithful Muslim cover
the whol range of human activity from the cradle to the grave*
They relate to daily and seasonal observances, and embrace
different forms of worship both individual and corporate* In
no aspect of his life, however trivial or apparently mundane,
is man left without some form of ritual guide*

Wo brief

summary can include all that is prescribed, but the following
is sufficient to provide a picture of what the poet as teacher
lays down for his readers*
Prayer (namaj[)‘Muslims are required to pray five times
a day (namaj) *

He who prays regularly is free from sin*

.Mamaj is a shield against hell.
in prayer all his sins teave him.

When a Muslim bows his head
The performance of nama.1

five times a day is called fara.i* Mamai consists of a regular
series of postures, including the kneeling posture, and prayers*
One series is known as a rekat.

The namaj of the afternoon

(achar) consists of eight rekatsT which are believed to open
the eight gates of the 'sight heavens.

Wight prayer consists

of seven rekats, which close the seven gates of the seven hells*

1*1
Early morning prayer consists of two rekats which absolve
a man from all sins committed during the previous twenty-four
The poet explains that when a man comes to cross the

hours*

bridge which is placed between heaven and hell, (polserat)
on the day of judgement the regular namajy he has performed
will stand on the bridge like a torch, for without light no
one can cross.
point.

He also uses another image to enforce his

The day of judgement is depicted as a day of great

heat and regular nama.i which a man has performed will be to
him like a sunshade.
Corporate prayer is considered more efficacious'than
individual prayer.

To perform nama.i in iamat (an assembly of

worshippers) is considered to be 27 times more efficacious
than to pray alone.
leader) is required.

To lead naaa.i in iamat an i,mam (prayerHe must be a pious man tn whom his

fellow Muslims have Confidence.
a stern warning.
punished.

This section concludes with

A Muslim who neglects namaj will be severely

The omission of one of the five daily prayers

carries as its punishment confinement in hell for 80 hokbay
one hokba being equal to 80 years.
Weekly prayer is also enjoined.

The weekly namaj ( iumma^

is to be performed in iamat at noon-every Friday, and in a
mosque.

There are also important annual festivals, idulfetar

and 4dul.iohat during which nama.i is performed in iamat under
the leadership of an imam.

There are also special performances

of namaj at times of solar eclipse (KaSuf) . and lunar eclipse

izz,

(Kha§uf).
alone.

The former is performed in .iamat* the latter

At times of serious drought there is a special

nama.i in jamat, called eChtechka, in the earnest expectation
that Allah will send rain.

This namaj has to be performed

on three consecutive days and in an open field.

It is held

to be efficacious unless there is an infidel in the praying
company.

The name ianaia is given to the nama.i which is

performed in .Iamat before committing a dead body to the ground
in burial.
Fasting (roia^ In the ABabic month of Rami an Muslims
must observe fasting (roia) for the whole lunar month.
month of Rami an is holy.
Mahammad in this month.

The

The Koran began to be committed to
On the 20th day of this month the

book of Allah iabbur was committed to the prophet DaWd, on
the 21st day the prophet Choleman was born on the 22nd day
the prophet Mucha was born; on the 23rd day prophet Icha was
born; on the 2^-th day Allah met Mucha in the mountain called
Ko.ht.uf-: on the 25th day Mucha crossed the river Kile with his
followers and Feraun (the King of Egypt) with his army sank
and died in that river; on the 26th day Allah showed his light
to Mucha; on the 27th day Allah sent the prophet Iuchaf in the
stomach of a fish.

In one of the days of the last part of the

month of Rami an } angels bring Allah’s blessings to his creatures
in the earth and on one of the nights of that period all the
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objects of the world, animate
Allah*

and inanimate, bow down to

In this month angels put Satan into chains sd that

he cannot mislead the Muslims who observe ro.ia*

It is a

great virtue to give food and drink to a Muslim who observes
ro.ia.
The period of ro.ia ends with a great festival called
Idul fetar*

It is observed on the

1st day of the month of

chaoal, the Arabic month after rami an*On that day the head
of the family must distribute food among the poor at the rate
of one seer (two pounds) of wheat or flour or the price of it
per head of the members of his family*
The second great festival of the year is called Idul.ioha*
It is observed in the Arabic month of .ielhal*

Muslims should

offer cows, buffaloes, camels, goats or sheep on that day.
The animal for the offering should
Sabebarat is an annual night

not be old or sick*
of festival.

the 15th of the Arabic month of saban*

It occurs on

This is a very holy

night and Muslims should pray nama.i and read the Koran for the
whole night if possible.

They should give food and alms to

the poor and orphans and pay respect to their teachers and
l e a d e d persons and should visit sick neighbours*
A Sura is a holy day.
month of Mahram*

It is on the 10th of the Arabic

On this day Hochen, the grandson of the

prophet Mahammad was killed in the field of Karbala. It is

a great virtue to observe ro.ia on the day of a sura. On this
day Muslims shoud pay respect to their parents, teachers and
superiors.

If there are any conflicts or quarrel between

Muslims they should try to reach agreement on this holy day.
The month of mahran (an Arabic month)

is a holy month.

Allah bestowed nabuat (the authority to preach the religion
of Allah) on ten thousand prophets in this month.

Muslims

should practise abstinence in this month, especially during
the f irst ten days of the month.
When a child is born to a Muslim he should give an
animal offering (akika).

This should be observed either on

the 7th, l*+th or 21st day after birth,

akika should be given

at the rate of one goat or sheep for a daughter and two for
a son.

On the day of akikaT the head of the child should be

shaved, and the hair should be weighed against gold or silver
and the value of it should be distributed among the poor.

On

the day of akika a feast must be given to relatives, teachers
and pious people with the meat of the animal offered as akika.
When the child learns to speak teach him to say kalema taivb.
The practice of ritual charity is associated with
certain major festivals and involves prayer and some form of
fasting or abstinence.

The Muslims who possess at least 7%

tola'*' of gold or 52% tola of silver should pay a tax called

1. Tola is a measurement for weight. One tola is less than
ha3_f an ounce.

nsr

iakat at the rate of

of his total wealth.

The woman

who possesses ornamanets and does not give iakat will be
thrown into hell and her ornaments will turn to serpents
and will bite her.

The Muslims who possess live-stock should

also give _iakat at the rate of one cow or buffalo for every
30 and one sheep or goat for every *40.

Jakat should be

distributed among the poor, either relatives or neighbours.
To give iakat is fara.1 T i.e., compulsory for Muslims.
Muslims should begin their meal by saying bismilla
(with the name of ^llah) and after finishing their food they
should say alhamdolillah (all praise to Allah.)
Moral Duties.
The duties imposed on the pious by their religion are
set forth as series of commandments.

The series can be

separated as follows: the duty of man to man; fodd and drink;
parents and children; respect for the teacher; man and wife;
neighbours, being Muslims; neighbours, being Ridels.

The

different categories can be seen as different, though there
is some overlapping, and occasionally some repetition.
Do not lie.

A liar will be changed to a pig on the

day of judgement and cast into hell.

He will never receive

the blessings of Allah or the favour of the prophet or saint.
Do not kill.
Do not envy.

Do not steal.

Do not commit oppression.

He who envies is a sinner and will go to hell.

Live at peace with your neighbours.

Respect your parents,

■
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teachers, learned men and pious men.

Give charity to the poor

and to orphans, and treat them with kindness.
(gibat)

Do not slander

He who commits gibat will lose the love of the

prophet Mahammad, and the merit he has won will go to the
victim of

his gibat. It is a great sin to make a

wealth or

to boast of it.

and makes

a parade of it before her neighbours is

Give food

to the hungry and clothes

parade of

The woman who boasts of her jewellery

and listen only to that which is good.

a sinner.

to the naked.Speak justly
Forget the good you

have done and remember only the evil. Think of yourself as
sinner and of your neighbour as a good man.
others with kindness.

a

Be meek and address

Wherever there is suffering relieve it.

The rich should not hesitate to pray in iamat with the poor.
If he avoids doing so he will^to hell.

He who respects the

poor and the pious respects Allah, but he who hates them hates
Allah.too.
Seek after knowledge.
; sheep.

Ignorant men C.iahel) are like

They follow the practices of their forefathers, and

speak without under standing,

•‘•‘he prophet says that there are

six categories of men who will certainly go to hells

the King

who oppresses his subjects, the man who steals from'another,
the man who boasts of his ownwsalth or power, the man who is
proud of his ignorance, the teacher who leads men astray, the
bogus mendicant.
1. The uoet explains the term gibat in the following words: He
who fcannot Speak ill in the presence of a person but speaks_
ill behind is called gibat.t!(11sumukhe kahite nare piche bura
baijV £ahake g i ba. kahe janibe sakale//11)

«?

Do not eat pork.
adultery.

Do not drink wine.

Do not lend money an

usury 'or involve yourself

in business which rests on usury.
a great virtue.

Do not commit

Practice patience: it is

When you are happy, be grateful to Allah;

when you are in distress endure it with patience and pray to
Allah for his help.
Obey your parents, unless they order you to transgress
your religion.

If they observe irreligious prajstices or

behave like infidels try to convince them of the truth of
Islam respectfully and with courtesy.

If they do not follow

the path of Islam do not abuse them or treat them with disrespect
but rather keep yourself aloof from them.

You should not

speak to them harshly and should never be angry with them.
Always try to help them in every possible way.

Give them food

and clothes if they need them.
Always respect your teacher, even if he happens to be
your teacher for only one week.
him.

Talk to him courteously.

your teacher.sits down.
needs your help.

Salute him whenever you meet
Do not take your seat before

Try to help him if he at any time

Always remain grateful to him because he

gave you the light by which you know things, whether they
are good or bad.
Give your children good and religious names.
your maler* children.
education.

Circumcise

Give them good, especially religious,

It is your sacred duty to give them education.
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If you fail to give them education you will be held
responsible for the sins they will commit out of ignorance.
When they are adult give them in marriage to good and religious
persons*
Keep your wife in peace and comfort.

You should teach

her religious, moral and social duties and obligations.

If she

refuses to learn or to follow them try patiently to convince
her.

But if she still does not follow good teachings stop

talking with her and sleep in a separate bed.

If then she

does not change her ways beat her, but do not inflict any
injury.

If after all these measures she remains unchanged

then divoce her.

You should be kind and considerate to her.

If you cannot live with her in peace through her fault, do
not insult or torture her rather divorce her.

It is better

to have one wife but if you marry more than one yoy must do
equal justice to them all.

If one wife is poor and another

wife is rich you' should respect and love both equally and
not hate or insult the poor one and respect and love the rich
one.

You should not abuse your wife or her parents or her

relatives.

You should respect her parents.

from your home bring some gift and souvenit*

If you go away
for her when you

return home.
Remember that^husband is your master.

Try to give him

satisfaction and pleasure, both physical and mental.

You

should not lend anything (money or domestic articles) to any
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person without the permission of your husband.

You should

not observe optional fasting (r.oda) without his permission.
You should not disclose his weakness to others.

You should

not press him for money beyond the basic needs of the family.
You should be happy at the happiness of your husband and sorry
at his sorrows.

You should not insult or rebuke him.

You

should beautify yourself so that your husband can find pleasure
in you.

You should not curse your children.

Duty to Muslim neighbours.
You should visit your neighbours as frequently as
possible.
sorrows.

You should be with them in their happiness and
If they ask help from you, you should try your best

to help them.

If any one is ill you should go to see him

frequently and help him in every possible way.

If any one

is away from his hoije leaving hehind his family at home you
should take care of them and protect their lives and property
if they are in danger. You should not quarrel with them.
Duty to infidel neighbours.
Always try to do good to them.
them

or to their property.

Do not do

Do not insult them.

any harm to
Muslims are

nowadays mixing with the Hindus and some are addressing them
as father or brother.
that

This is wrong.

your religion, custom and

those of the Hindus.

You must

be conscious

manners are verydifferent from

But at the same time live with them

harmoniously.
If any body oppresses them you should try to
help them in all possible ways.

no

The poet writes in terms of serious condemnation of
certain practices whiah were prevalent in the Muslim
community, most of which had been taken over at one time or
other from Hinduism.

He calls such practices un-Islamic.

The list he gives shows the extent to which certain Muslims
had moved from the orthodox position in respect of both their
worship and social procedures and organisation.
Muslims worship at the graves of holy men, offering
sweets and lighting candles.
known as nabanna.

They observe the harvest rite

On certain festival occasions they put

clay pitchers (gha^) and fly flags at the doors of their
houses.

They observe the last day of the Bengali month of

y a n g (pau^ sankranti).

They take part with Hindus in the

celebration of the Holi and Difrali

festivals, and join in the

pujas known as bhajfo^a and garuparab (cow festival).

They

worship satvapirT the snake goddess manasa and the pox goddess
sitala to whom they pray for relief from disease or other
misfortune and for the fulfilment of their desires.

They burn

clay lamps in their houses in the evening and invoke kalema.
They even go so far as to beg blessings from Brahmins, plaster
their floors with cowdung and discard earthenware pots whenever
death or birth occurs in their houses.
Muslims had apparently also taken over many superstitions
current among Hindus.

They consider it an ill omen to see

an empty pitcher, to hear a sneeze, or to hear someone call

from behind at the time of departure from home.

They refuse

to give their neighbours cowdung from their sheds in the early
morning for fear it will harm their own live-stock.

They will

not give or accept loans on the Laksmibary the day of Lak§ml,
the goddess of wealth, because there is a superstition to the
effect that to do so would displease the goddess and result in
financial loss.

This list of borrowed superstitions are

followed by a short homily on the subject.

Muslims are

required to believe that Allah is the Master of Life, death,
livelihood, wealth and property.
evil to man.

He alone can bring good or

It is utterly against the teachings of Islam to

believe that there is any other divine power, god or goddess
or saint, who has control of good or evil.

Anyone who believes

in any other divine power will surely go to hell.
Certain aspects of behaviour and social practice have
clearly been influenced by the caste system as it is operated
by the Hindus.

Some Muslims, says the poet, claim to be

aristocratic by virtue of their birth.
status.

They claim upper class

They call themselves asraf and despise those of

so-called lowly birth whom they refer to as atraf.

There is

no caste system in orthodox Islam, and those who call themselves
E s r af are irreligious and guilty of betraying their faith.

Many Muslims show a regard for their ancestors that is
tantamount to ancester-worship.

They refuse the r ight of a

widow to re-marry, and when it is suggested to them that there

is nothing in Islamic doctrine to prevent a widow from
re-marrying, they lapse into a sort of bastard Urdu known
_ 1
as Khotlja.
It is utterly cruel, says the poet, and against
their religion to deny widows this right, which has been
sanctioned by Allah and was practised at the time of Mahammad
who himself married widows and gave his own widowed daughters
in marriage.
times.

His grand-daughter Umme Kulcham married four

The poet ends with a strong denunciation:

practice of caste is utterly false.
which is important.

"The

It is a m a n !s character

He who follows in the steps of the

2
prophet is a true Muslim".
Other practices also call for condemnation.

It often

happens that during a marriage ceremony the bridgegroom sits
among his relatives with the bride on his knee, and the two
of them eat milk and rice together, while the women-folk
sing vulgar songs.
faith.)

This practice is beiman (contrary to the

Allah has laid down that a sense of shame is part

1. The poet describes the language and attitude of !a§rafs' in
the following words. "If_anyone speaks to them cn the subject
they reply in the !K h o ^ a ! language and say *we are of a high
born daste, there is no such custom among us, if we are low
caste people we should give our widows in marriage, but high
castfe people do not_behave in this_way^.
(*Kaile_Kay Khotya bat,_hamchab asraf jat, merachabka nehi
eycha cal/ kamjat kamina hoga, beoyajanka neka dega,
agrafoka_nehi e^cha hal//'^)
2. T e x t j a t pat sab jhuta asal tarik/ je cale nabir mate
sei jati ^hik//11
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of the true faith.

Muslims also dr ink country-made liquors,

eat opium and smoke hemp, whereas they ought to know that all
forms of intoxication are forbidden (haram).
at cards and with dice.
hair of their head long.

They also gamble,

They shave their beards and grow the
If anyone tells them that it is wrong

to smoke tobacco (hckka)T they quote Persian verses in support
of smoking.

They desecreate the festival of Mahram by riotous

reading of the margffta poems on the death of the martyrs and
by joining in unseemly processions, dancing and beating drums,
during the performance of the memorial obsequies.

Mahram is

a sad occasion for all tlue Muslims, but they mark the occasion
by banquets and riotous living.

The sad thing is that many

so-called religious teachers also participate in these
unseemly frivolities.
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Chapter - VIII
Critical comments on DobbiagT Diction
and Literature
Though writing in DobhasT is without question
part of Bengali literature, no exhaustive critical study
of it has yet been made*
critics have from time

Historians of literature and other
to time made reference to DobtiagT

literature but none has given his full attention to it.
All we have are a few passing comments inserted into general
reviews which are principally concerned with other aspects
of the literature.

In this chapter it is proposed to set

forth the comments so far made on DobhagT literature by the
scholars who have referred to it.
DobliagT diction and works in it were first brought
to public notice by an English scholar, the Rev. J.Long,

as early as 1855«

He named it ’Musalman Bengali literature.1

In his work A Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali Works he
observed:

ft

The Musalmans have always been noted for the

tenacity with which they have clung to their own ideas and
language, and for the obstinacy with which they have resisted
foreign influence*

The Persian, their great prop, has been

shorn of its honours in India, and the Musalmans are lOiverse
to learn the Vernaculars; hence, as the Urdu has been formed
a

by a mixture

of Persian and Hindi, so the Musalmans have

formed in Bengal a kind of lingua franca, a mixture of
Bengali and Urdu, called the b o a t m a n ’s language*

This

must eventually give way to the overwhelming influence of
the Bengali but in the meantime, as illustrative of the
phases of min d of the people, is appended a list of the
principal books in this dialect, printed at Musulraan presses
in Calcutta, which have a wide circulation and particularly
among boatmen and the Musalman population of Dacca*

They

are cheifly translations from the Persian or Urdu.1*
W*W.Hunter in his book Indian M u sal man * published in
Calcutta in 1871 wrote the following while explaining the
influence of Islam in lower Bengal: ”To this day the peasantry
of the delta is Muhaninedan. So firmly did Islam take hold of
lower Bengal, that it has developed a religious literature
and a popular dialect of

its own. The patois known as

Musalman Bengali is as distinct from the Urdu of upper India,
as the Urdu of North India is different from the Persian of
Herat*11 ^ *
3bdul Gafur Siddiki read a paper on the contributions
of Muslims to Bengali literature in the 9th session of the
"Baftgi^a sahitya sammelan.** It was published in Sahitya

1* Hunter, W.W.

Indian Musalman.

Calcutta, 1871, p.152

1%

parisat patrika.

Vol. XX111 No. II in 1916. In this

article he estimated that 8325 works had been composed
by different poets in DobhasT diction, and that 4446 works
were still current. He also claimed that DobtiagT was the
real Bengali and he accused Hindu scholars of eradicating
Arabic, Persian and Urdu vocabulary elements* from the
Bengali language, and substituting difficult Sanskrit words
in their place. In the course of his observations on DobhasT
literature, which he called baj talar p u t h i , he strongly
condemned the suggestion that the vernacular of the Muslims
of Bengal was Urdu and not Bengali. It appears from his
article that there was a strong controversy on the question
of the vernacular of Bengali Muslims in his

time, and that

a section of the Muslim community of Bengal was propagating
the idea that the vernacular of the Muslims in Bengal was
Urdu, and that Bengali was the vernacular of Hindus only.
Xh s a n Ull'ah published a booklet called Bang a bhasa
0 Musalman Sahitya i.e. Bengali language a n d Muslim litera
ture, in Calcutta in 1918. He read it to the conference of
"YaSohatt- - Khulna - Siddiki^a S'ahitya Samiti." He observes:
f,The battala press disseminated many Musalman puthi in the
early part of the 18th Century. The most noteworthy of these
were amir ham .1a . lafllamalun. s o n ab han , iffchaf .iolekha ,koLclOlclM-
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sTmbi^a

etc.

One notes the use of Arabic and Persian

words in these books in large quantities.

They are

neglected by the Hindu Community because the language
in which they were written was hardly influenced by
Sanskrit. Nevertheless the puthis put out by battal*a
press undoubtedly form part of the Corpus of Bengali

1
literature.”
Islam dargan

was one of the most influential monthly

journals in Bengal during the early part of the 20th
Century.

It was run by Muslim writers and social workers.

The editor of the journal, Mahammed Abdul rfakim was an
able writer.

He wrote a long article on the contributions

of the Muslims to Bengali literature in '’IslUm darSan” in

2
1921. The title of the article was ”Banga Slahitye Musalman.”
In the last part of the article he discussed the growth
and importance of DobbSTgT literature under the sub-title
” islamT bstngla ba puthi'sahitya.”

According to Hakim

islamT bahgia was developed by Muslim writers as a rival
language to the Sanskritised language of the Hindu pandits

1.

Ullah, A. Banga bhasa 0 Musalman S a h i t y a , Calcutta ,1918,
P.3.

2.

The article was continued in Islam darSan in the Vol.I,
N o . 9# 11 and 12, Calcutta, 1921.
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who flourished before the establishment of the present
day 'lucid1 style was founded by the persistent efforts
of Bidya Sagar, Baikinj Michael and Hemchandra.
wrote his article in the 'lucid'

Hakim

style. He said also that

he had written four poetical works in islamT b'ahgl'a. ^
He praised the literary qualities of some of t h e DobhagX
works and expressed the opinion that they are the national
literature of the Muslims of Bengal and urged his readers
to gather inspiration from them.

He praised the style of

Bidya Sagar, Bankim and Michael as being the standard
literary style, but he strongly condemned those Hindu
writers who jealously excluded Perso-Arabic words, and
imported difficult and unfamiliar Sanskrit words into the
language.
.‘V

”

. r

Dinesh Chandra Sen also supported the use of PersoArabic vocabulary elements on many occasions and strongly
condemned the Hindu writers who avoided them "as an orthodox

l.TkJollowing two works of Hakim ^available in the India
office library, (a) Eske golj'ar was composed in 1909 and
was published in Calcutta in 1913* This is a large work
in 3 volumes on the romance of a prince of Delhi. In a
preface the author says that he composed the work to
improve the style of DobbagT diction and the literature
in it. (b) Eskejahar was composed in 1913 and was published
in the same year from Calcutta.
The language of both the
works is not DobhagT. It is standard Bengali with some
Perso-Arabic w h i c h are employed with conscious effort.
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1
Brahmin avoids the touch of a Muhammadan.11
on DohhagT literature were however brief#

His comments
In the introduc

tion to the English edition of Eastern Bengal Ballads he
observed: "The Baftala works of Muhammadan writers, written
in what is called the fMusalmail

Bangala* , are so full of

Urdu words that the literature created by them has become
as exclusive as the Sanskrit Bengali of the Pundits of

2
Port William College."

Suniti Kumar Chatterji in his work The Origin and
development of the Bengali language

Vol.I, Calcutta

University, 1926, examines various aspects of DobhagT
literature in more detail than previous scholars had done#
He observes: "Within the last century has been established,
in the hands of some Urdu-Knowing MaulavTs, a form of Bengali
which is known as fMusalraanx B e n g a l i 1 in which a considerable
literature consisting of adaptions of Moslem and Persian
stories and romances and religious works and tracts has
grown up#

*The MusalmacTBengali1 employed in these

works, however, is often too much Persianised; but the metres
are Bengali, and a large percentage of Sanskrit words are
retained, cheek by Jowl with the Perso-Arabic importations#

1. Sen, D.C. Eastern Bengal Balladsf Vol.I, part I, Calcutta
University, 1923, Introduction p. Xlll
2. Ibid, p.2.UCIV
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It is the MaulavT's reply to the Pandit's sadhubhaga of
the early and middle part of the 19th century. The percent
age of Persian words in a typical 'Musalman B e n g a l i 1 work--is about 3 1 « 7 4 .

One of the features of 'Musalman Bengali',

which demonstrates its rather artificial character, is the
frequent use of Hindostan! words and f o r m s

which have

no existence in the Bengali as spoken by the Musalmans in
the villages within the different dialectal areas.
'Musalmanl Bengali'

thus savours of the m i xe d Bengali-

Hindostani- A wad hT jargon which is heard in the bazaars of
Calcutta among Mohammedan working classes, cabmen, petty
traders a n d others, who speak Calcutta Bengali and Hindostai3
equally badly, and unlike the Mohammedan masses in the
country have no proper dialect.

Books in 'MusalmanlBengali'

begin from the right side, following the way of a Arabic or
Persian book, although the alphabet is Bengali.

The litera

ture in MusalmlTnlBengali has no merit, and some of the death
less tales of pre-Moslem Persia, as in the 'Sh'ah-namah1 ,
and of early Islam, have been ruined by the k ack versifiers

1
of Calcutta and Chittagong in rendering them in this jargon".

1*

Chatterji, S.K.
The origin and Development of .the Bengali
L a n g u a g e . Vol.I, Calcutta University, 1926, pp.210-12.
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Sukumar Sen expressed various opinions regarding
DobhiasT diction in his works.

In his book Bangala Ssihityer

Itihas he says:

"The cultivation and appreciation of so

called *Islami*

literature greatly increased in the later

part of the 18th century among the little educated Muslim
society*

It is not true that the persons who used to write

Musalmanl

beech's*

had a poor knowledge of Bengali; but

the

original Urdu, Persian or Hindi works which they adapted in
Bengali were responsible for the excessive use of Arabic,
Persian and Hindi words in their language*

The ordinary

readers could not appreciate their literature due to their
mixture of languages and as a result their works were
banished from the literary field of Bengal."

In another

book called Isl*ami B*angla Sahitya. Sen observes:

"What we

nowadays understand by the term 1islsimi b'angl'a1 was created
in the last part of the 19th century. Before its creation
the Muslim writers used s'adhubh'aga in their works with a
sprinkling of Perso-Arabic words* Some of the Perso-Arabic
words they used were well-known only to the Muslim population
and others were the common property of the work-a-day

2
language of both Hindus a n d Muslims."

1.

Sen, S* Baftgala Sahityer I t i h a s . Vol.I (2nd edition),
Calcutta, 1948, p.915
2. Sen, S. Isllami Bafigla S a h i t y a . Burdwan, 1951# P*183

In his third book, History of Bengali Literature
observes:

he

11 B y the beginning of the eighteenth century

a literary and cultural centre of the West Bengal Muslims
was established in the Bhursut (ancient Bhurifiregjhi)
region on the lower reaches of the Damodar. The m i d - e i g h t 
eenth century poet Bh*arat Candra Raj belonged to this region
and his highly Persianized style of poetry reflects the
influence of the style of the popular Muslim writers of that
locality.

-----

The early nineteenth century Muslim writers

of this region are not worth mention here. They wrote mainly
for the consumption of the illiterate people residing in
Calcutta, and they drew largely from Persian, Hindi and
Urdu popular romance.

Their language was so much saturated

with Perso-Arabic and Hindi words that it was often
unintelligible to persons not acquainted with those tongues.
This jargon was known as Muslim Bengali.

It was a creation

by the West Bengal Muslim writers and was taken up by their
North and East Bengal brethren only towards the close of

1
Tine nineteenth century.”
•

Bangia Sahityer Itibritta. a book written jointly
by Muh a m m a d Abdul Hai and Saijdd Ali A h s a n and was published
by the University of Dacca in 1956. In this book the authors

1. Sen,S.
History of Bengali L i t e r a t u r e , New Delhi, I960,
pp.157-53

expressed the opinion that after the death of Bharat
Candra

(1760), the Kabiofalas and DobhagT puthi writers

carried the cultural life of Bengal up to 1800 A.D. ^
Regarding the development of DobhasT literature they
observed 11 We hove named this (literature) DobhagT puthi
because in it Perso-Arabic words were used in large numbers
along with Bengali.

Some of these puthis were composed in

Calcutta but most of them were composed in the country
villages.

In the cities people from different parts of

India used to assemble for many purposes. Some as soldiers,
some for carrying on business and trade or for some temporary
purpose.

It is not unlikely that Dobh'agT puthis were

written in a mixe d language to entertain them. Apart from
this the subject matter of these puthis were romantic and
mysterious love-stories and their main object was to give
pleasure to the readers. The use of Perso-Arabic words in
Bengali is not new in Bengali poems. Throughout the middle
Bengali literature Perso-Arabic words were used to create
particular situation or to make the society, customs or

2
behaviour of Muslims lively,11

.
1.
2.

Hai,M*A« and Ahsan,S.A.
Bangla Sahitver Itibritta.
Dacca University, 1956, p.20.
Ibid, pp*22-23.
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Muhammad Enamul Haq wrote his book Muslim

Bangla Sahitya

in 1957* In this book he observes;

•

•

"DobhHTgT Bang let1 or 'MusalmanV bangia is a creation of the
British period.

It was the dialect of little-educated and

illiterate Muslims of lower Bengal who were influenced by

the OtiabT movement.

TitumTr (1831) and Dudhu raia (1847)

were residents of this area.

Their movements for religious

reform called the Oh*abT and E*ara£ejT movements respectively
influenced this area. E v e n before this influence the Hindus
took lead in the cultivation of Modern Bengali literature.
The continued Hindu hostility to Muslims resulted in a
recrudescence of Muslim consciousness of their separate
identity and the muslims especially of lower Bengal, filled
their language with more a n d more Persian and Urdu words.
This language gained popularity through the OhabT and
Para^ejT movements and a good deal of religious literature
was produced in it. Muslims of Hawra, Hugli and the 24
parganas did a brisk trade in printing and publishing these

_1
books in the bajtala presses of Calcutta.

Until much later,

high-brow Bengali Muslims contemptuously called this
literature 'bajtalar puthi'. Even today the term is used

2
to express opprobrium.11

1. The word b attala means 'under the banyan' ie.out-of-doors.
The battala press was a type of chief printing press in
Calcutta in the 19th century.
2. Haq,M.E.
Muslim Baftgla sthitva. Dacca, 1 9 5 7 ,PP.277-9
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It is noteworthy that all these comments are
brief and very general. The majority of critics have made
no attempt to analyse the language.

The passing analyses

made by S.K. Chatterji and S.Sen are not sufficient to
explain the nature and character of DobbiagT diction.
Ho critic has made a detailed examination of the Dobh!agT
texts or constructed the history of the literature in
that diction.

A n attempt to do so is made in the

following chapters.

Aoi

CHAPTER

IX

The problems of Nomenclature
and Origin
A variety of names have during the past century
"been applied to the diction we have known as Dobha^T and
the literature in which it is used, hut though the term
Dobhasi has now achieved a certain currency it is not
certain that the issue is yet settled.

It is not surprising

that it was late in the history of DobhasT that it was found
necessary to apply a name to it, or that the need to do so
was first felt by a foreign scholar.

The history of census

returns contains much evidence of people not knowing or
feeling the need to use a name for their own language.
In the introductory note referred to above the
Rev.J.Long applied the name Musalman Bengali Literature to
the texts he was cataloguing.

This, as far as can be

traced, is the first application of a name to this branch
of Bengali literature.

Hunter followed Long*s lead and

called the diction itself Museaman Bengali.

It is import

ant to note that Long’s catalogue, dated 1855 A.D., is about
a hundred years later than the work of Garibullah and Bharat
Candra Ray.

The latter*s phrase bhaga yabani misal is

clearly a description and not a title.
Prom then on a variety of terms were coined.

Some

critics followed Long, but others employed quite different
terms*

Siddiki named the literature battalar puthi*

The

word puthi is derived from Sanskrit pustaka (book), and
though in other contexts it has the meaning manuscript it
was used by Siddiki to connote printed books in this part
icular diction.

The phrase battalar. a nominal phrase in

the genitive case, means literally under the banyan with
the implication that the books in question were printed in
cheap presses, and not in established printing houses.

It

is hard to resist the feeling that it had for a time at any
rate a derogatory significance.

Ahsan Ullah made a compro

mise in the term Musalmani puthi. Hakim named the diction
Isiami bangla, and the literature written in it puthi sahitya.
D.C.Sen adopted Long*s nomenclature with a slight variation.
He added the Bengali suffix -i and arrived at the term
Musalmani Bengali.

S.K.Chatterji also employed this title.

S.Sen invented yet further term.

He used the term Muslim

Bengali for the diction.

Hai and Ahsan was the first to

employ the term Dobhasi♦

They call works in the diction

Dobhasi puthi.

E. Haq uses two terms Dobhasi b~angla and

Musalmani bangla.
There is no documentary evidence to show how Hai
and Ahsan arrived at the term Dobhasi, but as the word
has wide currency in the speech of the people of East
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Pakistan and Vest Bengal, it can be assumed that this was
its source*

There are two names for the literature in

current usage Dobhasi puthi sahitya and puthi sahitya*
The word Dobhasi had been a popular term long before Hai
and Ahsan employed it, and there is no doubt that they were
wise to follow popular usage*

The use of the term in this

work is based on that assumption*
The word Dobhasi obviously means derived from two
languages* and is therefore an over-simplification, as the
language contains elements from more than two languages,
namely Bengali, Arabic, Persian and Hindustani*
less it has a logical justification.

Neverthe

The three languages

Arabic, Persian and Hindustani all came into Bengal as part
of Muslim culture, and can therefore be regarded as forming
one group, bound together by certain characteristics which
differentiate them from the indigenous language Bengali with
which they became mixed*

The term therefore can be inter

preted as meaning Bengali and Islamic, if that word may be
coined to cover the group of languages which came into Bengal
with Islamic culture*
The word puthi or puthi is now established in popular
and scholastic use to cover works written or printed in
Dobhasi*

It has been defined as a word which "connotes a

work which is either a narrative or a treatise in verse,

written during or after the 18th century in a mixed diction
characterised hy the fusion of Arabic, Persian and Bengali
words."1

The longer term battalar puthi arose naturally

by association with the cheap printing presses, battala.
which were used for the publication of this type of
literature from the early decades of the 19th century.
Battalar puthis are different in form from other books
printed in Bengal.

The fount of type used was larger than

that used in other publications.

In time this larger type

later became established as peculiar to the puthis, and
printing presses in other parts of Bengal adopted it ex
clusively.
on sight.

The puthi books can therefore be recognised
One other feature which distinguishes them is

that though they are printed in the Bengali character and
from left to right on the page, they are bound in such a way
as to begin like works in Arabic and Persian from the end
of the book.
Scholars have advanced different opinions regarding
the origin and development of Dobha§T diction, and as they
differ quite significantly it is requisite to state them in
order.
Long maintained that the Muslims of Bengal created

1.

Hussain, S.S. (edited), A Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali
Manuscripts. Dacca, I960, Introduction, p.XVIII.
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a mixed diction as fa kind of lingua franca*, because as
he says they were ’averse to learning the vernaculars’»
He pointed out also that the Muslims had an affection for
the Persian language and that they were inclined to resist
’foreign influence* by which he seems to have meant the
influence of English,

Hunter observed that Dobha§T owed

its origin to the influence of Islam in lower Bengal.

He

drew attention to the close association between the Islamic
religion and the Arabic and Persian languages, which with the
spread of the religion in certain areas began to exert an
influence on the local language.
Siddiki*s view is quite different.

He claimed that

the diction was a natural growth in Bengal in view of the
mixture of races and languages which had been taking place
there since the Muslim invasion in the 13th century.
The opinion of Ffakim, which is supported by both
D.C.Sen and S.K.Chatterji, is that Dobhasi diction was
developed by the Muslims as a rival language as against the
Sanskritised Bengali created by the Hindu pandits.

Sen

described Dobhasi as one of the two extremes of Bengali
style: the one extreme being the ’Urduised’ style of the
Muslims, the other the ’Sanskritised* style of the pandits.
S.K.Chatterji concurred with this view.

He said that

Dobha§T was the creation of ’Urdu-knowing Maulavis* and that
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it was the ’Maulavis* reply to the Pandits’ sadhu-bha§a
of the early and middle part of the 19th century.1
Sukumar Sen’s views vary.

He first stated that

Dobha§I literature ’flourished among the little educated
Muslim community from the last decade of the 18th century.1
In another place he says that Dobhasi diction and literature
were ’created in the last part of the 19th century.*

His

third view is that the Muslim poets of 7/est Bengal founded
a centre of Dobhasi literature in Bhursut about the beginning
of the 18th century.

.-Vith regard to causes he thought that

it was the nature of the literature cultivated in this diction
which was responsible for the excessive use of ’Arabic,
Persian and Hindi words’ in it.

He also said that the

saturation of Perso-Arabic and Hindi words made this literature
’unintelligible to the common readers’, who ’banished them
from the field of literature.’
Hai and Ahsan assumed that Dobhasi diction and
literature were created for the pleasure of the people of
cities who had assembled from different parts of India to
live there;

though elsewhere they state that the greater

part of this literature was created in villages.
Hag has concluded that Dobhasi diction was the
colloquial language of the Muslims of lower Bengal, and that
its later development was influenced by the religious reform

movements in the first half of the 19th century.

He also

said that the reform movements helped this literature to
flourish as a reaction against the political and cultural
influence on Bengali literature which was beginning to be
exerted by Hindu writers.
At this point all that need be said by way of comment
*

is that none of these critics mention the fact that the
Dobhasi diction was first used by Hindu poets in the 15th
century and more v/idely in the 16th and 17th centuries;

and

that during this period Muslim poets employed only the standard
Bengali of the time,
Siddiki's claim that Dobha§i was a natural growth,
Haq!s suggestion that it was the colloquial language of
the Muslims of lower Bengal, the views of H"akim, D,C,Sen
and Chatterji that it was deliberately invented by orthodox
Muslims as a counterblast to the language which was being
developed by the Hindu pandits, or the opinion advanced by
Hai and Ahsan that it came into existence in the villages
and was later supplied to the cities for the delectation of
the urban population who spoke other languages, are matters
which require detailed examination.

This is attempted later,

but comment may be made here on Sukumar Sen* s contention
that it was the adoption by poets of subjects from Arabic,
Persian and Urdu literature which was responsible for the

importation of a large number of exotic words.

This

does not seem reasonable in view of the fact, stated above,
that though Muslim poets in the medieval period did in fact
adopt themes from the literature Sen mentioned, they never
theless wrote them in standard Bengali not in Dobhasi,
poet Alaol may be cited against Sen's view.

The

He wrote on

imported themes in the indigenous language, indeed he went
further, as D.C.Sen says,

"Alaol is the first of the

poets who aimed at word-painting and at that finished
Sanskritic expression which is the forte of the Bengali
literature of the 18th century."1

It may also be observed

that some Muslim poets continued to write on imported themes
in the standard language during the 18th and 19th centuries
_

after Dobha§i literature had begun to flourish.

1.
2.

p

Sen,D.C.History of Bengali Language and Literature,Calcutta,
(University, 1911 > p.62k.
Haq, M,E. op.cit. , Chapter V,

CHAPTER

X

The Influence of Arabic, Persian
and Hindustani*
Arabic, the language of the religion of Islaw,
and Persian, the language of Muslim culture and administra
tion, started exerting their influence in Bengal from the
beginning of the 13th century, when Muslims from outside
India conquered Bengal.

The Muslim rule in Bengal ljasted

for over 500 years and during this long period a large
number of words and some grammatical forms were imported
into the Bengali language from Arabic and Persian and, later
from Hindustani.1
Muslim rule in Bengal can broadly be divided into
two periods, identified with two racial dynasties, Phthan and
Moghal.

The Pathan period ran from the 13th century to the

last quarter of the 16th century; the Moghal period from the
last quarter of the 16th century, when Akbar annexed Bengal
to the Moghal empire of India, to 176k when the East India
Company took over the political control of Bengal.

1.

But

Chatterji, S.K. The Origin and Development of the Bengali
Language, Vol.I, Calcutta University, 1926, p.2C>6 also Vol.II,
Chapter - Morphology, Formative Affixes. Chatterji estimated
that some 2500 words from Perso-Arabic and Hindustani lang
uages have fcome to Bengali 1as a permanent addition to the
vocabulary* of the Bengali language. See also, Bangla
Bhasar Itibritta by M.Sahidullah,Dacca University,I960,pp•
8-10 .
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Persian as the language of the law court and of administra
tion continued until 1835> when it was abolished by the
Company’s government.

During the Pathan period the rulers

were independent and Bengal was more or less isolated from
the rest of India.

In the Moghal period Bengal was ruled

by the central authority of Delhi and was exposed to a much
greater degree than before to influences from outside.
Contact with the Muslims in the Pathan period "brought
in a number of Persian words into Bengali during the early
period of Mohammadan rule.

Many of the practices of the

Sultan* s darbar at Gour were adopted by the petty chiefs of
Bengal, and engrafted on the old Hindu court customs and
etiquette."1

Hindus studied Persian, and even Brahmins used

to read it, perhaps to obtain positions in the government. It
is not surprising that there was some opposition to the
changes that were being effected.

"In the middle of the 16th

century, Jayananda in his *Caitanya-mangala* makes Caitanya
describe the evils of Kali age, among which are the wearing
of a beard by Brahmans, their reading Persian, putting on
high boots, holding a stick and a bow, and reciting masnavi."

1.
2.

Chatterji, S.K. Op.cit.♦ p.203.
Chatterji, S . K . ,ibid., p.20U*

2

Administrative, judicial and military terms from the
Persian language, and Arabic and Persian names of important
Muslim personalities and classes began to enter the Bengali
language from the earliest period of Muslim rule.

"In all

these ways, quite a number of Persian words came in by the
end of the 16th century, as it is attested from literature •"'L
During the Moghal period the influence of the Persian
language increased.

During Pathan rule "the Persian borrow

ings were confined to essential words and therefore limited
in number."

p

But from the emergence of Moghal rule in the

later part of the 16th century "there remained no longer any
barrier to the flow of such foreign words into the Bengali
■5
vocabulary."^
In the Moghal period "Persian reigned supreme
not only in the court but almost in every walk of life.
There is hardly a single Arabic inscription dating from the

1.

2.

Chatterji, S.K. Qp.Cit.. pp.203-^U In this connection the
author has given the following 1rough figures1 which "will
give some idea of the rate of admission of Persian words
into Bengali, in the course of the several centuries.
Fourth quarter of the lij.th century: *SrT-Ky^a-KIrtan* , about
9500 lines, only 4 Persian words; fourth quarter of the 15th
century: Vijaya Gupta’s ’Padmapuran’, some 18000 lines, about
125 words,#...middle of the 16th century, Iffanik Ganguli’s
’Dharma-mangal*, about 17000 lines, over 225 words; fourth
quarter of the 16th century, Mukunda Ram Cakravarti’s ’CandTKavya1, some 20,000 lines, between 200 and 210 words."
Sen.S.History of Bengali Literature, New Delhi,1960,p.6*

3.

Sen.S.TT b i d . .p.6.
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Moghal period.
classes;

Persian was the language of the cultured

it was inscribed in the mosques and on coins,

spoken in the court and written in revenue records etc.,etc.
The social and educational status of a man was judged from
his knowledge of Persian.

It was the best recommendation

for service of the crown.

Hence the Hindus and the Muslims

all laboured to learn Persian."^

K£§$aram Das, a 17th century

Bengali poet describes the study of Persian by Ur- students
and Kayastha Hindus.

'(The hero) soon reached in the city

of the King (and saw) boys were having lessons in Persian
from the teachers.

The Kayasthas, who were learned in Persian

works, were writing (Persian) with golden pens behind their
ears and ink-pots in front of them."
a

The dominance of the Persian language and its import
ance grew more and more and "in the 18th century the importance
of it in the country was like that of English at the present

day.

HindostanT, BiharT and Bengali MunshTs taught Persian

to the sons of rich people, and there were Maktabs and
Madrasahs frequented both by Hindus and Musalmans."^

1.
2.

3.

Haq, M.3. op.cit., p.l3U*
Bhattacharji,S.K.Kabi Krsnaram daser Kranthabali,Calcutta
University, 1 9 5 8 Introduction, p.i+1 (Text: irabilainbe uttarila
rajar nagare / bllake farsT pare akhon hujure // sonar kalam
kane doyati sammukhe / kitabat’nipun kaysthaga$*
Chatterji, S.K. op.cit. p.205*
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The emergence of the Hindustani language as a
lingua franca in India in the 17th century made the way more
open for the importation of Perso-Arabic vocabulary elements
into Bengali.

"Hindostanl made itself the inheritor and

propagator of the Persian and Moslem spirit in India, from
the 17th and 18th century;

and it came to Bengal, and Persian^

words which formerly were brought into Bengali mostly directly,
now began to be admitted in larger numbers through Hindosfahi
into Bengali and the various other vernaculars of the land.
The result of it all was that towards the end of the 18th
century, the Bengali speech of the upper classes, even among
Hindus, was highly Persianised."
It was in these circumstances that Halhed observed
in 1778 that the knowledge in Persian was an "indispensable
qualification for those who were to manage the extensive
p

affairs of the East India(£bmpany."

He found the Bengali of

his time largely mixed up with Persian words, so much so that
he named it 1the modern jargon* and expressed his doubt re
garding the feasibility of compiling 'a grammar of the pure
Bengali dialect1, in which it could be "expected to convey
a thorough idea of the modern jargon of the Kingdom."^

1.
2.

Chatterji,S.K. Op.cit.. p.205*
Halhed,N.B.A Grammar of the Bengal Language, Hoogly,1778,
Preface,pp.viii-ix.
3 . Halhed, N.B. Ibid., Preface, p.xx.
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He quoted a petition in prose, dated 1778, which he called
’debased Bengali*, because of the excessive use in it of
Persian words.

This petition contains 61 words of which

26 are Perso-Arabic and Hindustani.

The language of this

petition which was the current language

of such Bengali

prose as (tnooe--hac probably remained in

more or less the

same form until the establishment of literary prose in the
19th century.
The occurrence of Perso-Arabic and Hindustani words
in such Bengali prose as has survived is a fact
noticed by all the important critics of

which hasbeen

Bengali languageand

literature from Halhed to the present time.

In line with

Halhed* s remark in his grammar, «V.Carey comments on this
subject in the following ivords, though he is referring more
specifically to the spoken language:

“multitudes of words,

originally Persian or Arabic, are constantly employed in common
conversati n, which perhaps ought to be considered as enriching
rather than corrupting the language.’1^

Carey had experience

of the language used by different classes of people of Bengal
which he recorded in his book, Dialogues, in 1801.

In this

book he recorded a dialogue between a Khansama who was a Muslim

1.

Carey, tf. A Grammar of the Bengali Language. Serampore,1801,
Preface, p.III.

3sA/0
and an European.'1'

In the preface of the book he observed

that this class of person while ’’talking to an European*
generally intermixes his language with words derived from the
Arabic or Persian, and some few corrupted English and Portuguese
words.”

Another important critic of the early 19th century

the Rev.W.Yates, remarked in his work, Introduction to the
Bengali Language, while considering the different styles of
the Bengali language, ’’another kind of style may be called
the impure style, because it borrows too largely from the
Kindi and Hindustani and partly also from the English.

This

is used by almost all Muhammadans who speak Bengali, by most
persons in the employ of "uropeans; and by those who are
engaged in commerce and in judicial matters.

It would be

pedantry to proscribe all foreign words from the Bengali
language;

because in many cases they are the only terms which

exist or which are likely to be understood.”^
It would appear therefore that up to the beginning
of the 19th century words of Perso-Arabic and Hindustani
origin had found their way into the vocabulary of Bengali in
a manner that was natural in the circumstances of a mixed

1.
2.

The language of this dialogue has been analysed in the
Chart No. III.
Carey, N• Dialogues. 2nd edition,Serampore,I806,Preface,
p.v.

3*

Yates.W.Introduction to the Bengali Language, Vol.I,
Calcutta, 181|7, p.121.
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culture, and that so far there had been no objection to
the process from either community.

Carey*s statement

above quoted makes it clear that spoken Bengali was ‘inter
larded with words borrowed from Muslim sources.

It does

not follow that such words necessarily displaced words of
Sanskritic origin but that they were received into the
language to enable speakers (f it^operate situations which
a mixed culture and Muslim overlordship had created.

These

words were necessary if the ordinary people were to operate
the situations of their ordinary life.

Written Bengali

drew on the same type of mixed vocabulary.
of Bharat Candra Ray, quoted above

The statement

is proof of this.

His

remakk that if what was written was to be understood by
ordinary readers and hearers it had to be written in the
language they were accustomed to, and that this language
was bha^a yabani misal, is confirmation beyond question.
Both Carey and Bharat Candra Ra$ make it clear that in
their opinion the language was richer for this inter-mixture
of elements from different sources.
After Carey’s time however opinion changed, and
criticism of the mixed vocabulary began to be expressed.
In the Calcutta Review of 1850 a long unsigned article
entitled ’Early Bengali literature and newspapers’^indicated
1.

The Calcutta Review, Vol.XIII,January-June,1850.

iM/3*

a new trend.
was Long.1

It has been alleged that the anonymous author
The article makes reference to Ram Ram Basu1s

Raiapratapadityacaritra. which was written in 1801 under
Carey’s general supervision.

The author describes its

style as fa kind of mosaic, half Persian and half Bengali.’
He goes on to say that it ’indicates the pernicious *
influence which the Muhammadans had exercised over the
Sanskrit derived languages of India.1

Long elsewhere

speaks of Basu’s book as written in a style which was a
kind of mosaic and which “shewed how much the unjust
ascendancy of the Persian language had in that day corrupted
the Bengali.”

Whether these opinions were formed by Long

j^a study of the text is not known, though it is doubtful
that he would have formed such a judgement had he known
the text well.

It is incredible however that Harapras“ad

Sastrl should have echoed the same point of view some twenty
years later, or that it should have become generally accepted
by some later critics as a fair estimate of Basu’s book*
SastrT called Rajapratapadityacaritra ’unreadable and ugly’
because of the Persian influence on its language.

1.
2.
3.

"5 "

The

De.S.K.History of Bengali Literature.Calcutta University,
1919,p .TSS7
Long.J.A Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali Works.(this cata^
logue has been reproduced in full in D.C.Sen^s work.B"angla
Bhasa o Sahitya. 8th ed..Calcutta,19U9),p.421.
Bangadarsan.Vol.VII and VIII.Calcutta,1880-81.
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facts are quite the reverse.

S.K.Das in a recent

dissertation has made a count of the Persian content
of the vocabulary of this work, and has shown that it
is very low, lower in fact than the Persian occurrences
in the work of -fee orthodox Hindu contemporary Mrtyunjay
Bidyalankar.^

More important however from our point of

view than these judgements on Basufs style is the evidence
they reveal of the growing attitude of Hindu critics and
others towards a style of language which retained the
Persian elements which had previously been received into
the Bengali vocabulary.

That a book could be dubbed un

readable and ugly because it contained some words derived
from Persian is symptomatic of the trend of opinion in
certain scholarly quarters in the 19th century.

D.C.Sen

confirms this con<3usion when he writes of Hindu pandits who
tried scrupulously "to avoid Arabic and fersian words in
written Bengali, which they made as exclusive as a Hindu
temple".

These pandits not only attempted to prune Bengali

prose of Perso-Arabic words but they also gav6 it "a
ridiculous air of so called dignity by Imitating Sanskrit
•Z
phrases and idioms and importing them into our vernacular."^
1.
2.
3.

Das.S.I .Early Bengali Prose,Carey to Vidyasagar.unpublished
thesis for Ph.D.in the University of London,1963> sp.171-2.
Sen,D.C.Eastern Bengal Ballads.Vol.I.part I,Calcutta Univer
sity, 1923 y Introduction, p.lxiii#.
Sen,D.C.Bengali Prose Style.Calcutta University,1921>p»73*

Thus a Bengali prose style was developed in the 19th century,^
which was, to quote Sen again "a fantastic thing, unintelligible,
p
foolish and full of unmeaning vain pedantry."
That this
style did not gain more ground than it did is due to Carey
and other European scholars.

It has been observed in the

previous pages that Carey thought that Perso-Arabic words
enrich rather than corrupt the language.

He sincerely

"wanted that the people’s language should be popularised
in literature for the purpose of the spread of knowledge in
the province.^

It has also been observed that Yates,

another European scholar, thought it "pedantry to proscribe
all foreign words".

He however strongly advocated the

acceptance of ’indigenous terms’ which have "every prospect
of being as plain and intelligible as the exotic words now
in common use."^

In fact Carey and Yates tried to make

the language easy and to keep the exotic vocabulary for the
purpose of a popular and intelligible style without prejudice
to the classical languages, Arabic, Persian and Sanskrit.
D.C.Sen summarised this effort of the European scholars in

1.
2.
3.
U.

Sen.D.C.Bengali Prose Style. Calcutta University, 1921, p.73»
Sen.D.C.. op.cit..p.62.
Sen,D.C., ibid..p.72.
Yates,</• op.cit, p.121.

the following words.

"The European scholars tried to

make our vernacular style simple, direct and to the point,
so that the masses could "be enlightened in modern science
and literature."'1'

Fortunately too there arose in Bengal

in the last four decades of the century writers of genius,
including principally Rabindranath, who would have none
of this nonsense.
results:

The movement however had two important

it created for the time being a wide gap between

the language of the tongue and that of the pen, and between
the Muslim writers who continued to operate the mixed voca
bulary which was the inheritance of both communities and the
pandits who continued to overload their prose with ’unintell
igible1 Sanskrit words and phrases.
The standard prose which developed in certain schools
towards the middle of the 19th century and which became the
vehicle of much though not all modern Bengali prose literature
retained far fewer Perso-Arabic words than had been current
in earlier generations.

Such was the influence of these

schools that a number of Muslim writers also wrote in Sadhubhasa, as this Sanskritised prose style was called.
It is unfortunate that a battle of the styles should
have come to be associated with the two religious communities.
There is evidence too that certain Christian missionaries

1L.

Sen,D.C.

Qp.cit.. p.86.
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contributed to this movement apart.

It is possible that

the spoken language of some Muslims in the 19th century
did contain a slightly higher proportion of Perso-Arabic
words than that of the Hindus;

but this can hardly

justify the judgement of Yates that this was an ’impure
style* of Bengali used by ’all Muhammadans who speak Bengali’;
and still less the misleading statement which appeared in
the Calcutta Review in 185U.1

This article mas seeking to

justify the publication of tracts in ’Musalman Bengali*
by the Calcutta Bible Society and contained the argument
that they were intended for the ’use of Musalmans who cannot
read pure Bengali, but who can understand a language half
Urdu half Bengali’•
The impression that Perso-Arabic element in the
Bengali vocabulary actually debased the language has continued
into this century.

Even so distinguished a scholar as S.K.De

has had a hand in continuing it.
context as follows.

He quoted Halhed out of

"At present those persons are thought

to speak this compound idiom (Bengali) with the greatest
elegance who mix with pure Indian verbs the greatest number
p
of Persian and Arabic nouns."
This quotation was used to
support an argument that the Perso-Arabic content of 18th

1.
2.

The Calcutta Review. Vol.XXIII,July - December,1854.
De, 3.K. Qp.cit..pp.282-85.
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century Bengali was excessive*

De makes his point 'by-

inserting the word Bengali in Brackets in Halhed's text.,
g*•

*

The word is De's not Halhedfs.

But that is not all.

Halhed was not writing of Bengali but of 'Hindostanie* as
the whole of his passage on this subject makes clear.

"The

grammatical principles of the original Hindostanie, and the
ancient forms of conjugation and inflexion remained the same;
and whilst the primitive substantives were excluded or ex
changed, the verbs maintained both their inflexions and their
regimen.

They still subsist in their pristine state;

and

at present those persons are thought to speak this compound
idiom with the most elegance, who mix with pure Indian verbs
the greatest number of Persian and Arabic nouns.

Such

of the Hindoos as have been connected with the Mussalman
courts, or admitted to any offices under that government have
generally complimented their masters by a compliance with
these literary innovations."

It is impossible to Justify

Be's lapse of scholarship in this respect, or that later critics
should have quoted D e fs quotation of Halhed with the word
Bengali erroneously inserted, and ascribe to Halhed1s views
2
he did not hold.

1.
2.

Halhed,N.B. 0£JLcit.,Preface,pp. Xi-Eii.
We have been able to find out the following works where the
critics followed S.K.De' s quotation of Halhed: (a)Bengali
Prose Style by D.C.Sen,p.6; (b) Bangla o Urdu, an article by
M.Shahidullah oublished in the Journal Iv^ahe Nao.Dacca.August,
195U, p.98; (c) Bangla Sahit.yer Itibritta by M.A.Hai and
S.A.Ahsan, p.23*

CHAPTER

XI

Muslim Society and its Language
Problems
The veneration of the Hindu pandits for Sanskrit
and their openly expressed contempt for Bengali as a
literary language are now established historical facts.
It appears that there was from the very early days a similar
attitude to Bengali in Muslim society, matched by a similar
high regard for Arabic and Persian.

The two latter languages

were the recognised vehicles of religious and literary com
position, and the attempts of Muslim poets to use the local
language for these purposes were viewed with disfavour.
This is apparent from the fact that a number of writers who
did work through the medium of Bengali found it necessary
to justify their doing so#
The earliest known Muslim poet Sah Mahammad Saglr
says in his poem Ichuf-.1a1 ikha (1389-1409) in connection
with the language of his work: "Now I am going to talk about
the language of the manuscript.

I wish to be firm while at

the same time avoiding sin, fear and shame.

People get

pleasure from the language used in various poems, and what
ever a man is attached to will make his mind happy.

People

are afraid to write Ketabs (i.e. books based on Arabic and
Persian originals) in Bengali.

Everyone will blame me but

it is not right that they should.

I have thought about

this subject and I have come to realise that such fears are
false.

If what is written is true, it does not matter what

language it is written in.

I have heard wise men say that

one’s mother tongue is the most precious jewel in the
treasury of wealth.1,1

It is interesting to note that the

mother tongue of this early Muslim writer was Bengali.
Saiyad Sultan, a Muslim poet of the 16th century
who wrote several works, says: "Whatever language God
created for a man that language is his greatest treasure....
The people who cannot understand their own language criticise
me and say that what I have written is like the poetzy of the
Hindus.

When they read my book they call me a traitor
o
because I have Hinduised the language of Ketabs."
The poet Af jal Ali hits back strongly against the
1.

2.

Text: "caturthe kahimu kichu_pothar kathan / pap bha^e^i
laj darba kari^man / / nana kabya katha rase maje naragap. /
yar yei £radha^ santo§ kare man / na lekhe ketab katha
mane bha£_pae / do§iba sakal tak eh a na jjuyae // gunjfa
dekhilujp amhi eha bhay micha / na hay b h a ^ a y kichu h a y
katha_saca / £uniyachi mahajane kahite kathan / ratan
bhapdar madhye bacan se dhan //" quoted in M.E.Haq* s
’Muslim^Bangla Sahi t y a 1, p.59#
Text: yare yei bha§e prabhu karila srijan / sei bha§ tahar
amulya ratan //. •. .ye_sabe apna bol na pare bujhite /
paflcall racilup kari achae do§ite / monafek bale more
kitabeta pari / kitaber katha dilum hiduyanT kari //" quoted
b y M.E.Haq in his article, Kabi Saiyd S u l t a n , published in
Sahitya parisat n a t r i k a . Calcutta, 19U1> Vol.i+l#' N o . 2#
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people who looked down upon him for writing in Bengali*
In his didactic poem, Nasihat nama (1532-33) he says:
"The geople who ridicule me for writing scriptures (in
Bengali) are themselves traitors."^*
Another 16th century poet Haji Mahammad advises his
readers not to despise the Bengali language because of its
association with the Hindus but to regard it as a most
valuable thing:

"Do not despise what I have written

because it is in the 'hinduani1 character*
value in the Bengali language.

There is great

So why should we despise

it?"2
The poet Sekh Muttalib of the 16th century fears that
he has committed sin by writing scriptures in Bengali but
he consoles himself with the thought that he has done good
to faithful Muslims:

"I am sure that I have committed a

great sin in that I have written the Muslim scriptures in
Bengali.

But this I am sure of in my inner heart that the

faithful will understand my book and bless me.

1.

Text: "upahasya kare buli monafekgap / a£et__hadich lekhiyachi t e k a r a p //" quoted in Haq*s 1Muslim Bangla S a h i t y a *.

P-75*
2.

There will

_

_

y ..

Text: "hinduani ak§ar dekhi na karia hela / / bangala
ak§ar pare afiji mohadhan / bake hela karibek kiser k arap / /
quoted in S.S.Hu s a i n ’s fA Descriptive Catalogue of Bengali
M a n u s c r i p t s 1. p.271.

2*1

be great virtue in the blessings of the faithful and
Allah will surely forgive me my sins.”1
The same type of fear was expressed by the poet
Abdun Nabi of the 17th century in his book, Amirh.am.1a
(l68i|.).

He says:

"I am afraid in my heart that God will

be angry with me because I have written the Muslim scriptures
in Bengali.

But I reject that fear in order to do good to
p
the common people m
Perhaps the most strongly worded argument in favour
of the Bengali language is that of Abdul Hakim of the 16th
century.

He says:

"Whatever language God has given to

man in any country God understands that language.

God

understands all languages whether they be the language of the
Hindus or the Vernacular language of Bengal or anything else...*
The people who being born in Bengal despise the Bengali
language cast doubt on their own birth.

The people who

do not like the language and learning of their own country
should leave it, and go and live somewhere else.
generations our ancestors have lived in Bengal.

1.

2.

For
Instruction

Text: "muchalmani £astra katha bangala karilum / bahu
pap_haila mor niscae janilum // kintu matra bharasa achae
manantare / bujfa mumine doa kariba amare // muminer
asirbade puya haibek / abasya gafur alia do§ khemibek //"
quoted in S.S.Husain’s Qbidit.. p.6l.
Textj: "muchalmani katha dekhi maneha darai / rachile
bangala bhase kope ki g«sai // lok upakar hetu teji sei
bhae / dara bhabe rachibare iSchilum hridae //" quoted
in S.S.Husain*s Ibid..n.3»

in the language of the country is good for the mind*
In spite of the opposition of certain classes of
Muslims in Bengal against the writing of Bengali a large
number of Muslim poets cultivated Bengali literature through2
out the medieval period.
They introduced different new
o
themes into Middle Bengali most of which were taken from
Arabic, Persian or Hindi works.

Yet there is not a single

known instance in which they overloaded their language with
Perso-Arabic or Hindi words or employed Dobhafi diction.
Their language was always standard Bengali of the time.
It is clear too from what they wrote that they were all
Bengali Muslims, and that Bengali was their mother tongue.
It is true that they had to use certain terms of
Perso-Arabic origin when indigenous equivalents were not
available, and that as exotic elements began to find a
regular place in the Bengali vocabulary they used them too.
It would have been unnatural not to do so.

Nevertheless

the proportion of such words is small, and in no case is it
large enough to point out the Muslim origin of the poet.

1.

2.

Text: *yei dese yei baksa kahe naragap. / sei bak§a bujhe
prabhu ap nirafljan / sarba baksa bujhe prabhu kiba
hinduyani / banga desi baksa kiba data iti bani / / .... je
sabe bangeta darmi-^i hiipse’banga bani / se sab kahar darmma
nirnae_na dani / desi bhasa bidya dar mane na yuyae / /% nid
des tyagi kena bidese na jae / mat a pitamoho kramebangeta
basati / desi bhasa upades man hit yati //" quoted in
S.S.Husain’s on.cit.. p.23U*
See Chapter !!•
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Hindu and Muslim poets of the medieval period can be
distinguished by their subjects but not by their vocabulary*
When in the 18th century Muslim poets began to
compose in Dobha§T they utilised the same subjects which had
been introduced into Bengali by their earlier co-religionists
who wrote in Bengali not in Dobha§T*

This would seem to

dispose of the argument that Dobha^l diction owed its origin
to the adoption in Bengali of exotic Islamic themes*

Dobha§l

had been used as an occasional literary language for centuries
before the advent of Garibullah*
The Muslims of Bengal have always had great respect
for the Arabic and Persian languages*

They consider them

selves bound by sacred ties of religion with the people of
Arabia and Persia*

They studied literature, law, theology

and philosophy in these languages.

The Muslims of Bengal

were and still are, obliged to read or hear their scriptures
in Arabic and Persian and in this way they have become
familiar with these languages*

The Arabic language and its

characters are considered holy and are greatly respected*
The same Abdul Hakim who very strongly supported the Bengali
language and learning in Bengali also expressed his great
respect for the Arabic and Persian languages, and called
Arabic learning the master of all learning and Persian
learning as second only to Arabic:

"The early period of

(human) life is the best time for acquiring education.
The person who does not obtain education at that period of
his life, remains ignorant•

An ignorant person is like a

dark house without lamp......Learn Arabic and through Arabic
study religious scriptures.
learning.

Arabic education is best of all

If you cannot learn Arabic then learn Persian and

through it good things.

If you cannot learn Persian you

should study scriptures through your Vernacular..... Arabic
is the best of all learning and Persian is its son."^
The Muslims of Bengal therefore resolved the conflict
between Arabic and Bengali by a compromise similar to that
which the Hindus reached in the solution of their conflict
between Sanskrit and Bengali:

they venerated Arabic, and to
language of
a lesser extent Persian, and used it as the/religion, but

they spoke and wrote in Bengali.

Brahmins like Mukundaram

in the 16th century and Mrityunjay Bidyalankar in the 19th
had the utmost respect for Sanskrit, but they wrote in their

1.

Textj^ "pratham ba^ase hena uttam samay / hena kale
bidyahln jeba murkha hae // jehena pradlp hln griha
andhakar / tehena janiba bidyahln je kumar // ••••
arbi pa^iya bujha Sastrer bacan / jatek elem_maidhye
arbi pradhan // arbi payite yadi na para kadacit_/ far chi
pariya bujha parinam hit // farchi papite ja&i na para
kaaacit / nij_desl bhase sastra payite ucit // ... jatek
elem maidhye arbi bakhani // farchi elem hae arbi tanae /"
quoted in S.S.Husain’s on.cit.. p.250.
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native Bengali.
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It is probable however that the conflict

was not as severe during the medieval period as it was
later when

political and communal passions began to develop

in the 19th century.
By tradition a Muslim child begins his education
with Arabic by hearing and reciting verses from the Koran
in that language, while a Hindu child begins his in Bengali
by worshipping SarasvatT, the goddess of learning.1

Perhaps

this respect for the Arabic language and its alphabet was
responsible for the later practice of writing Bengali manu
scripts in Arabic characters.

1.

There are about 50 such

W.Adam in his "Second Report on the State of Education in
Bengal", (Calcutta, I836;, gives the following description:
"It is expressly prescribed by the authorities of Hindu
law that children should be initiated in writing and read
ing in their fifth year; or, if this should have been
neglected, then in the seventh, ninth or any subsequent
year being an odd number. Certain months of the year, and
certain days of the month and week, are also prescribed
as propitious to such a purpose; and on the day fixed, a
religious service is performed in the family by the familypriest, consisting principally of the worship of Saraswati,
the goddess of learning, after which the hand of.the child
is guided by the priest to form the letters of the (Bengali)
alphabet, and he is also then taught, for the first time, to
pronounce them." p.11.
"Like the Hindus,
however, the Musalmans formally initiate their children into
the study of letters. When a child, whether a boy or a girl,
is four years, four months, and four days old, the friends ot
the family assemble, and the child is dressed in his best
clothes, brought in to the company, and seated on a cushion
in the presence of all. The alphabet, the form of letters
used for computation, the Introduction to the Koran,some
verses of Chapter LV.,and the whole of Chapter LXXXVII, are
placed before him, and he is taught to pronounce them in
succession. If the child is self-willed, and refuses to reac
he is made to pronounce the Bismillah,which answers every
purpose, and from the day his education is deemed to have
commenced." p*24*

manuscripts

in the collection of Abdul Karim SahityabiSarad1

but they are all of a fairly late date and may be due to more
recent political and social developments.

They are supposed
2
to have been copied during the 19th century*.
The earliest

evidence of Arabic transliteration of Bengali is the Munayat
by Mahammad Fasih.,

He is assumed to have been a poet of

the 17th century.-'

He gave a transliteration list in which

the Bengali alphabet and the Arabic transcription were set
down together.

The language of his book is the standard

Bengali of Middle Bengali literature*^
It appears that the practice of writing Bengali works
in Arabic characters lingered even up to the first part of
the present century, when certain works were also printed in
Arabic*

5

But in all cases the process was one of trans

literation only;
style of the work.

it had nothing to do with the language and
Many works of the Middle Bengali period,

which were written in standard Bengali, were later transcribed

1.

2.
3*
5*

Hundreds of manuscripts of Middle Bengali Muslim writers were
collected by Sahityabisarad of Chittagong who died in 1953*
His collections are now preserved in the library of the
University of Dacca. A Descriptive Catalogue of his manuscri
pt collections was published by the University of Dacca in
Bengali in 1958 9 and an English edition of that Catalogue was
published by the Asiatic Society of Pakistan,ed.S.S.Husain
in I960*
Husain.S.S.op.cit. ,pp.lO,37»UO,14j.,45»64-5*etc.
Haq.M.E..op.cit..p.222.
Ibid.p.222.
There is a Bengali work in the British Museum called
Ihsan al Mumenln by M.Rahman,printed in Arabic characters
in Calcutta, 1904*

in A r a b i c T h i s practice might have developed at the
hands of Arabic-knowing Bengali Muslims who at a later
period advocated the adoption of the Arabic script for the
Bengali language*

This movement however was strongly

opposed and ultimately rejected by the literate Muslim
2
community,
and as a result of it now there remains only a
trace of the practice of Arabic transliteration*

In other

parts of the Indo-Pak subcontinent Muslims have accepted and
standardised "the use of the Arabic character*

The chief

of these are Urdu, Sindh!, Punjab!, Tamil and Kashmiri*
The adoption of the Arabic characters for Bengali was rejected
possibly as a result of some sort of love for their own
language and its original form on the part of the people
of Bengali speaking regions of India and Pakistan irrespective
of religious faith.**
It is extremely difficult to establish precisely the
relationship between Dobha§! dcition and the spoken dialects
of the Muslims of Bengal, because there is no extant example

1*
2*
3*
U*

Husain>S*S*op.cit.jPP*lUi--5*280>288* Works like Nabibamsa
of Sultan and Padmabat! of Alaol was transcribed into
Arabic in the 19th century*
Islam Parian, Vol.I,No*IV,Calcutta,1916*
Titus,M.T. Indian I si am > London, 1930 ,p*2h0 •
In this connection the language movement of East Pakistan
can be taken into account* There was a great public movement
in East Pakistan for the acceptance of Bengali as one of the
two state languages of Pakistan after the partition of India
until Bengali was accepted as one of the two state languages
of Pakistan in the Constitution of Pakistan.
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of the colloquial language of Muslims, nor is any reference

made to it during the Middle Bengali period when Dobha§T
was growing as a peculiar diction in the works of Hindu poets*
The first reference to the current languageoof Bengal
is that made in the grammar of Halhed in 1778, but it is a
reference only not a description*

Halhed called Modern

Bengali, i.e., the Bengali current during his time, a ’jargon*,
because of the intermixture of Perso-Arabic vocabulary elements*.
The petition he quoted as an example of *jargon* is a piece
of work-a-day prose.

It can be assumed that its language

is nearer to the colloquial than to the literary form*
Carey gives an example of the dialect of a Muslim
KhaHsama who "intermixes his language with words derived
p
from the Arabic or Persian*"
This cannot be taken as a
fully authentic example of the colloquial language, but it is
the nearest approximation to it we have.
Yates comments that ’almost all Muhammadans who
speak Bengali* use a language of ’impure style* which "borrows
too largely from the Hindi and Hindustani"*^

1*
2*
3*

He did not,

Halhed, N.B.op.cit..Preface.p.xx*
Carey,W*Dialogues, 2nd edition,Serampore,l806,Preface,p*V*
The book was first published in 1801*
Yates, W. op.cit* p.121*
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however quote any example of the ’impure style’ of the
Muslims.
Another comment on the dialect of Muslims was made
in ’The Calcutta Review’ in 185U*

It is in a review of a

Christian missionary book especially written for Muslims.
It says that the Muslims ’cannot read pure Bengali’ but they
’’can understand a language half Urdu half Bengali.”*
1

The

book under reference was one published by the Calcutta Bible
Society which had been publishing books of this type for
many years.

An examination of the language the Society

employed in their publications fbf Muslims reveals that it is
not ’half Urdu half Bengali’.

It is Bengali with an adp
mixture of Perso-A>rabic and Hindustani words.
It is probable that the comments of the above-

mentioned scholars were based on the language spoken by some
of the Muslims of Calcutta and the area adjacent to it.

The

references however are expressed in general terms which make
it impossible to deduce the proportion of non-Bengali to
Bengali words.

Yates uses the word ’largely', from which

it may be gathered that the proportion was fairly high.

It

was certainly high enough for the speech of the Muslims to
be distinguished as a separate dialect, or ’jargon’ as Halhed

1.
2.

The Calcutta.Review« vol.XXIII,July-December,l85U.
See Chart III*
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calls it*

One must be cautious however because the use

of a few exotic words in significant places could be
sufficient to give a distinctive colour to the whole*
The opinions of Halhed, Carey and Yates cannot
be taken as valid for the speech of the millions of Muslims
who lived in the countryside of Bengal or for the language
of the Muslims who established centres of literary activity
in the eastern part of Bengal, where they constituted a vast
majority of the population.

The nature of their language

we possibly can infer from the comments of Adam who in the
course of his extensive survey of the indigenous educational
system of Bengal came into contact with a cross section of
the Muslims in the interior of Bengal*

He found that 11the

rural Musalman population speak Bengali, attend, indiscriminately
with Hindus, Bengali schools; and read, write correspond and
keep accounts in that language.1,1

He also found that many

’Musalman teachers of Bengali schools1 were teaching ’Hindu
as well as Musalman scholars’, and that there were hundreds
of ’Musalman scholars in Bengali schools* who with the Hindu
scholars ’’assemble in the same school house, receive the same
p
instructions from the same teacher*”

1*

Adam,W*Third Report on the State of Education in Bengal.

2*

Calcutta, 1$38, p.214*Ibid* .-p.UO*
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These remarks of Adam suggest that the speech
of the Muslims in the areas he visited differed little
from that of the Hindus who lived in the same districts.
It is improbable that children sitting in the same class
room at the feet of the same teacher of language would
continue to speak different dialects for long, even if
their mother tongues were somewhat different, and we have
no evidence that they were#
It is certain however, that there was a difference
between the language used by Muslims in Calcutta and that
used by their co-religionists in the country areas of
Bengal#

This is probably due to the fact that the Muslim

population of Calcutta included a fairly large proportion of
immigrants from other parts of northern India whose mother
tongue was still or had been Hindustani#
some light on this difference#

W#W#Hunter throws

He observed that the' Muslim

students of Calcutta Madrasah who came from the interior
parts of Bengal and who ’at home were engaged in ploughing
their little fields or plying their boats speak the rude
peasant dialect* which was "unintelligible to the Calcutta
Musalman#
Further evidence of the Calcutta Muslim dialect is

1.

Hunter,W#W#The Indian Musalmans# London,1371>p#200#

*+*

found in the novel 5ilaler gharer dulal (1858),

j

The novel

contains a Muslim character called Thak Caca (cheat uncle),
who can be described as an urban tout.

His dialect is

characterised by a high proportion of Perso-Arabic or
Hindustani words.

He also employs some Hindustani verbal

forms and Hindustani roots (dhatu) alongside Bengali corres
ponding forms, together with some hybrid formations.

Chart

IV shows that such words are approximately UO per cent of the
vocabulary, but as Thak Caca is presented for satirical
purposes, it is just to assume that his linguistic peculiar
ities were intentionally exaggerated.
The earliest examples of the dialect of the Muslims
of rural Bengal are recorded in the work of Grierson.^

These

dialects represent the Bengali speech of the Muslims of

j

interior Bengal during the last part of the 19th century,
because though the work was published in 1903> the survey
was made a number of years before the actual date of publica-

2

tion.

Two Muslim dialects one from Mymensingh district and

one from the Noakhali district were examined.^

j

They are

simple Bengali and have no similarity with Dobha§I diction

1.
2*
3«

Grierson.G.A.Linguistic Survey of India. Vol.V,part I,
Calcutta, 1903*
Ibid,p.206. In some places of his work Grierson gives
date of collection of the dialects he quotes, e.g., the
dialect of Dacca district was collected in 1898#.
See Chart IV.

A
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or the dialect of 'fhak Caca of Calcutta*

The Perso-

Arabic or Hindustani words in these dialects are far fewer
in number than those found in Dobha§l, or in the dialect
of £hak Caca, or in the petitions of the 18th and 19th
centuries, or in the books of Christian Missionaries especially
written for the Muslims.

But it is also true that even the

rural Muslims employed a larger nukber of Perso-Arabic and
Hindustani words in their dialect than the rural Hindus.

A

comparative study of the dialects of rural Muslims and Hindus
will make this fact clear.^
The percentage of Perso-Arabic and Hindustani words
used by Muslims in the Bengali they spoke varies, therefore
from place to place and even in some cases from family to
family.

It is probable that in some areas^ particularly in

Calcutta and Hugli, the language spoken was Hindustani and
not Bengali at all.

Controversy on this subject has cono
tinued until our own generation. Hindustani as Halhed

observed, was ’utterly unintelligible to the villagers and
peasants’ of Bengal but it was used ’in large town frequented
by Mahometans’^. Carey observed that Urdu was spoken ’by the

1.
2.
3*

See Chart IV*
Halhed called the language as Moors.
It is also called
Hindustani.
In this work we have used the word Hindustani
to mean Urdu*.
Halhed,N.B.op.cit. Preface, p.xiv.

higher class of Muslamans' and in 'the large cities, where
the Musalman princes keep their courts - - - but in places
remote from courts and camps it is scarcely known.'1

Adam

observed that 'the Hindustani or Urdu is the current spoken
p
language of the educated Musalmans of Bengal#'
By the
phrase 'educated Musalmans of Bengal' Adam seems to mean
those resident in the Western cities of the province*

As

far as is known he did not visit the eastern areas of Bengal#
In 1882, the government of India appointed an education
commission under the Chairmanship of W.W.Hunter to suggest
the measures necessary for the development of the education
of the people of India.

This commission gave special attention

to the problems of the Muslims of India#

The commission

asked the opinion of Nawab Abdul Luteef, an influential Muslim
of Calcutta and the Secretary of the 'Mahomedan Literary
Society of Calcutta' established in 1863» regarding the
vernacular of the Muslims of Bengal.

Luteef said that

the vernacular of the Upper and Middle class Muslims was Urdu,
because these two classes came into Bengal from Arabic, Persia
and Central Asian countries and settled permanently.

1.
2.

The

Carey, W. A Dictionary of the Bengali Language, Vol.I*
Serampore, 1815, Preface, Ju vi*.
Adam, W. op.clt..p.76»
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vernacular of the lower class of Muslims who were ethnically
the same as Hindus, was Bengali.

He recommended Persianised

Bengali which was current in the courts of Bengal as the
medium of instruction for lower class of Muslims of Bengal.^
About ten years before this recommendation was made
*

the government of Bengal rejected the idea that the verna
cular of Muslims was Urdu.

It said:

"His Honour has come

to the decided conclusion that however it may be in Behar,
in Bengal it would not be desirable to encourage the
Mahomedans to look to oriental languages for higher education.
Their vernacular language is generally Bengalee, not Hindustanee,
far less Urdu.
They come pretty freely to indigenous Bengali
p
schools."
It also observed the bitter feeling of Muslims
against Sanskritized Bengali and said, *It is certain that
they would have no desire to be instructed in an artificial
Sanskritized Bengalee such as some Bengalee scholars affect.
It is reasonable to assume therefore that the vernacular of
the Muslims of Bengal was found to be ’generally Bengalee*
except among upper class Muslims, most of whom lived in large
cities.,

1.
2.
3»

Luteef,A.A Short Account of my humble efforts to promote
Education, specially among the Mahomedans.Calcutta.1885.PP»
49-51*
From the Govt.Bengal to the Govt.of India, letter no.2918*
17th, August, 1872*>
Ibid..para. 6.

On the ll+th September,1883» the Education Commission
submitted its report to the Government of India#
report seventeen

In this

special recommendations for the development

of the education of Muslims of India were made#.
recommendation concerned their vernacular.

The fourth

’That Hindustani

be the principal medium for imparting instruction to
Mahomedans in Primary and middle schools, except in localities
where the Mahomedan community desire that some other language
be a d o p t e d # I t

is a historical fact that in Bengal Muslims

in general have used Bengali as the medium of instruction in
Primary, Middle and Secondary Schoole since I883 and that the
few schools where Hindustani was the medium of instruction,
were located in the cities and attended by the children of
Hindustani-speaking Muslims who form a very small percentage
of the entire Muslim population of Bengal#
It is however true that a number of Hindustani-speaking
2
Muslims lived in Bengal in the 18th and 19th centuries#.
They
1.
2.

Education Commissions Report, quoted in ’Rules and Objects of
the Central Mahomedan Associatlon’.Calcuttatl865tP«79»
Though the first census of Ben^aT^made in 1881,it is not
possible to find a correct figure of the linguistic popula
tion in terms of Bengali speaking regions because the province
of Bengal included some parts of Assam,Bihar and Orissa until
the annulment of the partition of Bengal in 1912#. The
Province of Bengal as a Bengali speaking region was formed in
1912 and remained so until 19U7#when it was divided into two
parts* East Pakistan & West Bengal# The first report on the
census of Bengal was prepared in 1921# In this report it can
be found that there were 1,780,000 Muslims in Bengal speaking
Urdu as their vernacular. It can be assumed however that this
population was much smaller in number in the 18th and 19th
centuries*

were the so-called upper class Muslims, many of whom were
educated in the Arabic and Persian languages; and generally
they despised Bengali as a ’language of idolatry*1

They

refused to send their children in the schools which ’conduct
education in the vernacular of Bengal, a language which the
educated Muhammadans despise ----

’Nothing on earth’, said

a Muhammadan husbandman recently to an English official,
induce me to send my boy to a Bengali teacher.’ 1^

’would

Perhaps

it was for this class of Muslim that the ’Dacca Mahomedan
Friends’ Association’ conducted its primary examinations for
p
girls in Urdu as well as in Bengali*
The first socio-political organisation of the Muslims
of the subcontinent was formed in Bengal in the year I863 by
Nawab (then Moulvi) Abdool Luteef Khan Bahadur.^

It was

formed in Calcutta from ’the most learned and influential
members of the community’ with the purpose ’of imparting
useful information to the better classes of the Mahomedan
community, who were mostly unacquainted with the English
l a n g u a g e . A n o t h e r object of the Society was ’the promotion
1.
2.
3*
i+*

HuntertW.W.op.cit.p.178.
The First Annual Report of the Dacca Muhammadan Friends’
Association> Dacca.1883* P*5*
Ruheemooddeen,M.A Quarter Century of the Mahomedan Literary
Society of Calcutta, from l663-lo89.Calcutta.1889»P«^«
Ruheemooddeen,M. ibid. p*Jw

of social intercourse and interchange of thought among
the different communities of Her Majesty's subjects'*1
The languages of the Society was three, Englihh, Persian
and Undu.

It was an organisation of 'the better classes

of the Mahomedan Community'•

Perhaps most of them did not

know the Bengali language or its literature.

There is

however no evidence that this Society hated Bengali.
we find in a later age.

This

The so-called upper class Muslims

(a£ra£s) used to say: "we are true "asrafs (coming from the
top class society of Arabia, Turkey, Iran, Bagdad etc.)
Unfortunately our predecessors came to live in India.
can we learn Bengali?

How

Can bangla-fangla be the language of

the aristocratic Muslims"?
It can be assumed that this class of Muslim had been
despising Bengali and abusing the Muslim poets who contributed
to Bengali literature in the Medieval period.

They may be

also responsible for the introduction of Arabic characters
for writing Bengali.

Perhaps their most vigorous attempt was

to establish Urdu as the Mother tongue of all the Muslims of
Bengal.

1.
2.

This attempt was countered by the rising twiddle

Ruheemooddeen,M. op.cit. p.6.>
Sobhan,S.A. Hindu Mosalman,Calcutta, 1888, p.97. The
reduplicated form bangla-fangla is a derogatory expression
in Bengali.

SJjCf

class Muslims in Bengal in the early 20th century.

They

called a man shameless who '‘being Bengali by birth claims
Urdu or Arabic as his mother tongue and boasts by saying
do not know Bengali1 or ’I have forgotten Bengali’ - this is
indeed a dreadful disease."1

This section of Muslims are

said to be *a few disobedient urban sons (of Bengal) who call
p
the step-mother mother instead of their own mother.’
These
middle class Muslims called the Urdu movement ’absurd, un
reasonable and ridiculous.’

They admitted that ’in the cities

of Bengal there are a few Urdu speaking Muslims and most of
them speak incorrect Urdu.’

They branded ’their effort to

impose corrupted Urdu upon the thirty million pure Bengali
speaking Muslims as sheer madness.
No certain conclusions can be drawn regarding the form
of language used by the Muslims of Bengal at any time of their
history, but it can be deduced that they did not all speak
the same language.

The differences seem to be determined by

two factors, geographical and social;
extent these two coincide.

and to a considerable

A non-Bengali language, probably

Hindustani, was used by upper-class Muslims who lived for the

1.
2.
3.

A1 Eslam. vol.I,No.VII,Calcutta, 1915*
Op.cit.. Vol.Ill.No.IV,Calcutta, 1917.
Is la m Darian, Vol.Ill,No.I,Calcutta, 1922.
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most part in certain districts of Calcutta and its hinterland
or in some other large cities;

whereas the majority of the

Muslim population which lived in the rural areas or which
formed the middle and lower classes in the towns spoke a
form of Bengali which was not always distinguishable, except
in certain contexts of situation, from that employed by their
Hindu neighbours*
Hindustani was mainly a spoken language in the first
part of the 19th century in Bengal*

Adam found that Hindu

stani was "never employed in the schools as the medium or
instrument of written instruction.1,1

He therefore suggested

to the government to maintain Persian as a language of in2
struction for the upper-class Muslims*
Perhaps the upperclass Muslims knew both Urdu and Persian ’’but preferred to
write Persian”.

The prestige of Hindustani as a written

language was not high in the early 19th century even in
Calcutta, and for that reason the first Hindustani paper
Jam-i-Jahan HUma. published from Calcutta in I8g2 did not
continue mare than three months after which it was replaced
by a Persian issue.^
1*
2.
3*
U*

This seems to be proof that Hindustani

Adam.W*,op.cit.«p*76.
Ibid. ,p.2lljl
Bulletin of the School of Oriental & African Studies,
Vol.XVIII,No*3*,London,1956*
Ibid.
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had not yet become established as a literary language.
Mention needs to be made of another dialect which
was current to a limited extent in the Calcutta area.
is known as khotta.

It

Its origin is not yet known, neither

has any attempt been made to describe it in linguistic terms,
but it is obvious to even a superficial examination that it
is compounded of Bengali and Hindustani elements.
been described as a 'bastard* growth.

It has

Its origin may be

ascribed to either of two processes, or perhaps to both.
Only a linguistic description will make clear which.

It may

have developed from the attempt made by Hindustani speakers
in the cities of west Bengal to acquire a working knowledge
of Bengali, or from an attempt of Bengali-speaking servants
of Hindustani households to acquire sufficient Hindustani to
enable them to communicate with their employers.

In either

case it was a linguistic compromise necessitated by the
existence of a mixed language community.

fhak Caca's

language, already referred to, may be taken as a sample of
it, in spite of certain intentional exaggerations.
case it may have been prompted by social pretensions.

In his
Those

who used khotta came to feel that it was a socially superior
dialect to Bengali.
It is possible, however, that it had a longer history
in Bengal than is usually assumed.

Many Muslims from Upper

India, Persia and other Middle East countries came to Bengal
from the beginning of the Muslim rule.

"Wandering saints

and preachers had been used to visit Bengal long before the
Mughal conquest.

But this stream became ampler in volume

after annexation of the province to the empire of Delhi."^
During Moghal rule Bengal was exposed to the Persian and
Hindustani languages and cultures.

Bengalis were learning

Persian and even cultivating Persian literature.

"In the

18th century there was a fairly prolific crop of Sufi verses
p
written in Persian in Bengal."
Many scholarly Muslims
from Upper India ’made their homes in this rich province1
and ’religious teachers, Sufi philosophers and religious
mendicants* used to visit Bengal frequently and many of them
lived there permanently.

The wealth of medieval Bengal always

"attracted from abroad passing scholars in Arabic, in search
of some less crowded market for their talents.*

The vast

expansion of the sea-born trade of Bengal ’in the middle of
the 17th century* increased the oceanic coraniunication with
Persia, Arabia and other Middle East countries.

’A voyage

from Bandar Abbas or Bosra to Hugli was much cheaper and
easier than the land journey across upper India*.

-------------1.
2.

Persian

nr,

Sarkar.J.N.The History of Bengal.Vol/.Dacca University, 1948,
p.224.
*
Ibid.,p.224.
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Shias from all walks of* life who were coming to Bengal
found Hugli a favourable place for their settlement*
"This immigration of eminent Persians into Bengal was
accelerated when in the late l?th century the Safavi royal
house of Persia fell into rapid moral decay, and misgovernment and official tyranny made life in the homeland intoler
able to many a worthy son of Iran."1
Thus it is found that large numbers of Muslims were
immigrating to Bengal in the medieval period.

Their

language was not Bengali but it is expected that in the
course of their stay in Bengal, either temporarily or
permanently they adopted some Bengali words and used to
speak to the people of Bengal in a language which was a
mixture of Perso-Arabic or Hindustani words and forms with
some Bengali*

It has been observed that the poets who introduced
and developed Dobha^T diction in the 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries belonged to the western part of Bengal, i.e. Calcutta
and places adjacent to it.

2

In the 18th and 19th centuries

there developed a literary centre of Muslim poets in the

1.
2.

Sarkar, J.N. op.cit*. p.22U*
See Chapter III*

pargana of Bhursu-fcj1

ufhich is not far from Calcutta and

near to Hugli, an important port in Medieval Bengal,

The

poet Bharat Candra and the two most famous 18th century
poets of Dobha§T literature Garibullah and Hamja, belonged to
the Bhur£u$ pargana.

It is likely that the influence of the

growing city of Calcutta and the old port of Hugli had much
to do with the growth and development of Dobha§T literature
in the 18th century.
The presence in Dobha§i diction of Perso-Arabic and
Hindustani vocabulary elements and of some grammatical forms,
verbs and pronouns from Hindustani, has been noted in Chai*
II.

The constituents of Dobha§I cannot be compared with

those of any of the spoken dialects which were employed by
Bengali Muslims, because evidence of these dialects is not
available.

Certain limited conclusions may however be

deduced on practical grounds.

Nothing can be said on the

noun content of the vocabulary of either Dobha§T or the
spoken dialects, but it is unlikely that day to day speech
could tolerate uncertainty with regard to common pronominal
and verbal forms.

The presence of amar and mera alternatives

etc. in Dobha§l presents no problem to the reader who knows

1,

Sen,S. Bangala Sahit.yer Itihas. vol.I,(2nd edition),Calcutta,
1948, p.919*
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the diction, but it would create practical problems for
the speaker.

The difference here is clearly that between

a literary and a colloquial diction, and there is little
doubt that Dobha§T, which by the time of Garibullah had
become to a large extent standardised, must be regarded
as a literary diction, which in the course of time had
lost contact with the spoken dialects from which it
originally sprang.

CHAPTER XII
llift Tradjtign of_Literary Languages
in India>
Sufficient has already been said to Justify the
hypothesis that whatever its origin Dobha^I, as v/e know it,
is a literary diction, which had become stereotyped as such
at a fairly early date.

There is no essential linguistic

difference between the language of Gqribullah in the 18th
century and that used by certain Hindu poets in the 17th
century; neither has there been any significant change since
his time.

Though we cannot prove it, it is reasonable to

assume that the mixed language spoken by the Muslims of Bengal
underwent change from age to age; but Dobha^I once fixed seems
not to have undergone such change.

This phenomenon is not an

exception in India, where, as the following uaragraphs
illustrate, there is a long tradition of literary languages,
which bear some affinity to the languages of contemporary
speech but which cannot be regarded as ever having been
identical with them.
India"*" has a long tradition of literary composition
in languages, which were almost certainly never spoken by the

1. By India and Indian here we mean the country before
independence in 19^ 7*

6
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people at large.
languages

These languages were artificial literary

cultivated by certain exclusive social classes,

or by the theologians and poets of certain cults, sects or
religion.

Often they bore traces of certain spoken dialects

or languages, though not always sufficiently to determine
their geographical origins.

Many remained in use for a

thousand years or more, and all of them long after the language
or languages from which they may have been derived.had caased
to be spoken.

It will be our purpose in the following pages

to discuss, as far as is known, the origin and development
of the most important of these artificial literary languages,
so as to illustrate the length and strength of this tradition
in which the Dobha^I diction grew in Bengal.
The first important artifical language of India is
Vedic.

It is a language which flourished throughout almost

the whole of Northern India for more than a thousand years
from approximately 1500 B.C. to 200 B.C.'*'

Vedic may have

originated from one Aryan dialect or from a mixture of several,
but in the form in which we have it, it was never a spoken
language.

uEven in its earliest phase Vedic cannot be regarded

as a popular tongue, but is rather an artificially archaic
dialect, handed down from one generation to the other within

1. Macdonell, A.A.
1900, p.8

A History of Sanskrit Literature. London,
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1
the class of priestly singers11•

1

Moreover Vedic admitted

"forms of other dialects as well, specially when towards
the end of the Rig-Vedic period the mass of Vedic hjamns became

2
the common property of most Aryan tribes".

Thus Vedic may

be called a mixed language of literature drawn from various
Aryan dialects.
The second important artifical language is Sanskirt.
Monier Williams defines the word Sanskrit, as applied to the
3
language as "refined, highly wrought speech".
This language
"was used and studied by the followers of Vedic faith from
Gandhara to Benaras and Patliputra.

Patanjali in the second

century B.C. describes it as the language of the 'si§ta' or
cultured people, chiefly Brahmans of Iry&varta".

By a gradual

process of change, it evolved as a literary language from Vedic
"but ncJt in conformity with the natural development which appears
5
in living languages".
The phonetic condition of the Sanskrit

1. Macdonell, A.A. op.cit., p.20
2. ChatterJii, S.K. The, Origin and Development of the Bengali
Languagey Vol. I, Calcutta University, 192o, p.3^
3. Monier, W.M. Sanskrit - English Dictionary, Oxford, 1899,
j
S.V.P. 1120 Macdonell defines it "to be called Sanskrit, the
'refined1 or 'elaborate' (samskrita, literally 'put together')1
.
o p * cit .j p.22 S.k.Dasgupta and S.K.De defines, "the word
Sanskrit means purified and well-ordered". A History of
Sanskrit Literature, Vol.I, Calcutta University, 19^7, Prefacej
p.VI.
*+• Chatter ji, S.K. on. cit., p. 50.
5. Macdonell, A.A. on.cit., p.21

language remains the same as that of the earliest Vedic but
it is •more modern and less complex11 and !,the changes in the
language were mainly due to the regulating efforts of the
grammarians, which were more powerful in India than anywhere
else owing to the early and exceptional development of
1
grammatical studies in the country11.
The Sanskrit language
was-analysed in great detail and reduced to a stereotype by
the great grammarian Panini towards the end of the fourth
century B.C.
ti me11.2

He !,gave this new language a fixity for all

It remained an artifidal language used in religious,

philosophic and literary writing for more than two thousand
3
years.
The third important literary language is Pali.
the whole of the Old Indo-Aryan period

b

Enuring

There'fexisted a

vernacular, descended from a Vedic dialect and remaining

1.
2.
3.
l+.

Macdonell,
A.A. on.cit.T p.21
Chatterji,
S.K. on.cit.t p.5l
Macdonell,
A.A. Indian Past,Oxford, 1927, p.56
S.K.Chatterji1s classification of the different historial
phases in the development of Indian languages, laid down in
The origin and Development of the Bengali Language is useful
and has been employed in this Chapter. Chatterji’s historical
analysis is as follows.(a) Old Indo-Aryan (OIA) neriod (circa
1500 B.C.to ^77 B.C.). (b) Middle Indo Aryan (MIA) period
(circa 600 B.C. to 1,000 A.C.) !of which 600 B.C. to 200 B.C.
would be the early or First MIA stage, 200 B.C. to 200 A.C.,
the transitional MIA stage, 200 A.C. to 500 or 600 A.C. the
second MLV stage and 600 A.C. to 1000 A.C. the third or Late
MIA stage’, (c) Lew Indo-Aryan (LIA) period (after 1000 A.C.)
’The first few centuries after 1000 A.C. would be an Old EIA
period, during which the i\IA languages enter into life”,
Vol.I, p.17
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parallel with Sanskrit, as the vehicle of Buddhism and bearing
1
the designation of Prakrit11.
Prakrit was ‘•much simpler than

2
Sanskrit both in sound and grammar*1,

and had many dialects.

3

Pali is not only a “very important and early Prakrit11 but is
1+
regarded as "the oldest literary form of Prakrit".
It seems
to have been established as a literary language "during the
transitional MIA period (200 B.C. to 200 A.C.) retaining,
5
however, a generally archaic (i.e. early MIA) type".
It
became the religious and philosophicallanguage of Buddhism.
The original home of Pali was not, for a long time, known
with certainty.

Macdonell states that 11its original home

is still uncertain".

6

Grierson suggests that it originated

from a korth-Western dialect.

Edgerton observes: "Pali, the

sacred language of Southern Buddhism was a horth India Middle
Indie.

It was certainly the dialect spoken in one of the

1. Macdonell, A. a . o p .cit.T p.59
2. Basham, A.L. The Wonder that wasIndia, London,195^,
P»391
3. Basham, A.L. Ibid.T p.391
b. Macdonell, A.A. Ibid., 59
5. Chatterji, S.K. Ibid., p.57
6. Macdonell, A.A. A History _o,f SanskritLiteratureTLondon,
London, 190Q, p.25
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localities to which early missionaries earned Buddhism and
v here thriving Buddhist centres were established.

Its original

home has been much disputed in the past, nowadays it has come
to be rather generally held that it was the region of Uj jay ini'* •
Basham states that “Pali which became the language of the
Sthavira Vadin Buddhists11 came from “a dialect which was

2
probably spoken in the region of Sanchi and Ujjayinl11•

Sukumar

Sen suggests that Pali “was used as a kind of lingua franca
from one end to the other of Aryan-speaking India11, and was
“developed in Malwa (Ujjain Bhilsa region) which was a centre
not only of commerce and foreign contact but was a hub of
3
religion and culture as well*1.
The numerous and wide spread
rock and pillar inscriptions of A£oka, written in Pali, indicate
that it was widely known throughout India as early as the third
century B.C.

After the fifth century it “entered into a

caree r of artificial literary existence in India, Ceylon
and later in Burma (among the Mons and fturmese) and in Siam,
which can be compared only with that of Sanskrit11.

1. Edgerton, F. Buddhists Hybrid Sanskrit, Banaras Hindu
University 195M-, p.ol
2. Basham, A.L. or^cit. T p*391
3. Sen, S. His torv of Bengali Literattire. New Delhi, i 960, p.2
if. Chatter ji, S.K. on. cit.y p. 58
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Thus Pali, though it presumably originated from a
regional dialect, has survived as an all-India artificial
literary language.

It was also used 11by persons whose mother1
tongue was not Indo-Aryan11,
many of whom lived outside the
Indian sub-continent,
Buddhist.' Sanskrit, recently renamed Buddhist ' Hybrid
Sanskrit, is another very important example of a mixed and
artificial literary language in user' in ancient India,
was developed by Buddhists and Jains,

It

It consists of a

'jpecu liar mixture of Prakrit and Sanskrit, and volumes of
canonical works in both prose and poetry were composed in it.

2

Chatterji sees the development of the language as occuKVing
between the second and third century A.D,

According to him,

Buddhist ' Sanskfit was employed for administrative as well as
religious purposes e.g,, in the chanceries of Kings and in the
public recording of events.

He writes: “The Buddhists for a

time (2nd century B.C - 3rd century £.C.) almost side by side
with their literary work in Pali, sought to approximate the
Prakrits they were familiar with to Sanskrit as used by the
Brahmans, and this resulted in the curious dialect called Gatha

l.,Sen, S,
o p , cit,, p.2
2. Macdonell, A,A, o p , cit.T pp.25-26

i
or Mixed Sanskrit or Buddhist# Sanskrit from its very nature
■ ■ .■
a most artificial mix-up, often with false Sanskritisat ion of

l

Prakrit forms; and this is the language which is found in
works like the 'Lalita-Vistara* , the 'Maha-vastu* and the
'Divyatfadan* •

The same thing was done in the Chanceries of

Kings and in the public recording of events, as is evidenced
from inscriptions of the period."^
Winternitz calls this language *mixed Sanskrit*

p
i

but Edgerton used the term 'Buddhist' Hybrid Sanskrit1,
because of its artificial combination of Prakrit dialects with
Sanskrit.

He observes: "the name Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit is

my invention.

Most people either spe£c of it simply as 1Sanskrit

or at most 'Buddhist* Sanskrit1, which seems to me unfortunate,
becuase it implies that it is a kind of Sanskrit, where as it
can properly be called only a 'hybrid1, primarily and originally
not Sanskrit at all but Middle Indie, only secondarily and
3
imperfectly Sanskritized".
Initially the Buddhists and Jains ignored Sanskirt,
preferring the use of Pali and Prakrit for aliopurposes.
But as time went on, a desire to utilize the high social prestige

1. Chatterji, S.K. o p . cit.T p.53
2. Winteraitz, M. A History of Indian Literature, Vol.I, p.83
(translated edition, Calcutta, 1927 (translated by S.Jha
3. Edgerton, F. op. cit., p.*+

of Sanskrit for their own ends came upon them and they
11endeavoured to acquire a knowledge of Sanskrit,

This led to

the formation of an idiom which, being in the main Prakrit,
was made to resemble the old language by receiving Sanskrit
endings and undergoing other adaptations11

Thus they

consciously tried to make their language “look more like
Sanskrit, the socially respected language of their brahmin
neighbours11.

This Sanskritization as time went on, increased

2

but 11it never became complete11•

This curious mixed language

11has fully shown how much even an artificial language can do.
The entire canonical texts of the Mahayana-school of Buddhism
3
were rendered in this highly artificial Misches^prache11.
Our discussion of the nature and origin of Buddhists
Hybrid Sanskrit has carried us forward into the Middle IndoAryan period.

Before proceeding with our discussion of the

linguistic events of this complex' period, let us first
recapitulate briefly.

We have seen that the language of the

Vedas was archaic, and that in the words of Grierson it shows
“several signs of dialectic differences.

As a literary

language the form of speech preserved by them gradually developed
into what is known as classical Sanskrit.

On the other hand,

as a group of cognate vernaculars, it took a different course
in the mouths of the people, and branched out into different
streams of living tongues as the Aryans spread and gradually
1. Macdonell. A.A. op.cit.T p.25
2. Edgerton, F. o p . cit., p.7
3* Sen, S. a History of Braiabuli Literautre, Calcutta
University, 1935, p*3
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i
advanced down the Gangetic Valley11.

The dialectal problems

unquestionably continued in the later phase of the old IndoAryan period, but the only evidence available is that contained
in literary texts.

Only by deduction can we arrive

at any

conclusion with regard to the languages or dialects actually
spoken by contemporary people.

By the time of Buddha (5th

century B.C.) a number of dialects must have been spoken by
the Aryan peoples of India and it is a reasonable assumption
that the existence of these dialects was largely responsible
for the dialectal condition of the Old Indo-Aryan languages
which had developed by the third century B.C.

This phase

2
11is called Middle Indo-Aryan or in a broad sense Prakrit11,
which means "^rakrita*, i.e., the natural, unartificial language,
as opposed to Sanskrit, *sanjskrita', the polished, artificial
3
language11.
Grierson has given a wider sense to Prakrit.

He

classifies the Prakrit languages in three main stages.
first stage is Primary grakrit.
literary forms.

The

Vedic and Sanskrit are its

The second stage is Secondary Prakrit.

These

are represented in Pali literature, in the various fPrakrits

Grierson, G. a . a Linguistic Survey of India, Vol.V, part I,
Calcutta, 1903, pT^f
2. Sen.S, .History of Bengali Literature, New Delhi, i 960, p. I
3. Grierson, G.A. oneit., Vol.I, part I, p.121

of grammarians, in the dialectal languages of dramas and in
Apabhransa Literatures.

The third stage is Tertiary Prakrit.
1

The modern vernaculars of India are included in this stage.
T h i s ’Classification of Prakrit is rejected by A.3.Keith.

He

observes; “ It may be douhted whether the terminology has
sufficient merit to render it desirable to give it currency,
becG^se it observes the constant process of change and suggests
that there are greater distinctions between the priods than
do exist, while it does not allow a special place to a fundamental
innovation which occurs with the period»designed as secondary

2

Pr akr it11•

Chatterji, examining the evolution of Aryan languages,
finds it difficult to establish the inter-relationship of the
various Middle Indo-Aryan languages.

He observes: “the

Prakits (and ApabhranSas) are literary and to a great extent
artificial languages, standing to some extent off from the
3
general current of development of MIA as spoken11.
He follows
11the almost universally accepted hypothesis as the “missing
links11 between the M A languages and QIA.dialects, the
derivation from one kind of “spoken Prakrit11 of a “number of

1. Grierson, G.A. oo.cit.T ppJ21-25
2. Keith, A.B. iLJHstorv _of Sanskrit Literature, Oxford, 1928,
p#27
3. Chatterji, S.K. on.cit., p.21

current KIA languages and dialects grouping themselves
1
together by virtue of common traits1'.
It is most probable
that successive forms of Prakrit with many regional variations
must have continued in use for centuries as the spoken
languages of Aryan-speaking India.

"All that we know about

them is founded on the literature in which they have survived

2
and the grammars written to illustrate that literature".
The languages of this literature and these grammars cannot
be accepted as the vernaculars of the people.

They are

"altogether artificial products suited for that artificial
„ 3
literature".
Thus the Prakrits, presumably derived from
various dialects "became fixed exactly as Sanskrit had become
fixed in the Brahmanical schools and remained unchanged as a
literary form of speech for many generations",

This

artificiality of Prakrit poses problems to the students of the
history of modern languages including Bengali, because the
changes which must have taken place in the spoken languages
are not clearly reflected in the literary dictions which are
the languages of the texts.

We find the term Prakrit associated

with particular local names, such as Sauraseni, Mahara^tri,

1.
2.
3.
1+.

Chatterji, S.K. op.cit., p.22
Grierson, G.A. o p . cit.T pp.122-3
Grierson, G.A. Ibid.y p.123
Grierson, G.A. Ibid. T p.123

Magjhadhi etc., but whatever else these regional Prakrits
may be they are not "really the spoken language of those
parts of the country.

What we have are the standardised

artificial forms of Prakrit which were used for the purpose
of literature"
Another stage in the development of the Middle IndoAryan languages is that called Apabran^a, "a word meaning
•corrupt speech1 or 'decayed speech1."

2

It is from the

,;c .xiii'_. Apabhrafisa dialects that the modern languages of
Northern India eventually developed.

The later stage of this

language is variously known as Laukika or Apabhra^^a or
Avahal^ha.^

The Apabhransa languages, as found in various

texts, do not represent the spoken languages of the people.
Like Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit, this language was, in the
form in which we have it, an artificial and fashionable
literary diction.

But some forms of spoken Apabhransa gave

birth to the New Indo-Aryan languages,

S.Sen observes: "Like

Sanskrit, Apabhransa - Avahat^ha was a literary language, and
in the available records it shows remarkably little local
variation, practically the same form of the language appears

1. Das Gupta, S.N. and De,S.K. A History of Sanskrit Literature,
Vol.I, Calcutta University, 19*+7* p.CXX
2. Grierson, G.A. op. cit.T p.l21+
3. Sen, S. o p . cit.fr p . V

in poems written in Gujarat and in Bengal.

But the spoken

language conditioned by the regional linguistic and ethnic took
up the different regional characteristics, culminating in the
birth of the different regional New Indo-Aryan languages'*
Grierson describes the Apabhransa as ’local variations
of Prakrit* and based on various dialects of the people.

He

also constructed a scheme for the derivation of the New IndoAryan languages from the various local apabhranSas.2

But Keith

observes that "this theoretical scheme will not stand investiga
tion, for the evidence of texts and even of the literature
proves clearly that Apabhransa has a different signification".^
He advances a theory that ApabhranSa is a different language
like Sanskrit or Prakrit.

"The essential fact regarding

Apabhransa is that it is the collective term employed to
denote literary languages not Sanskrit or Prakrit.

Bhamaha

expressly gives this three-fold division, and Da$din expressly
says that ApabhranSa is the term applied to the idioms of
the Abhiras etc.,

When they appear in poetry.

Guhasena

of Valabhl, whose inscriptions have dates from A.D.559-69# *s
declared to have composed poems in three languages, Sanskrit,Pra
krit and ApabhranSa".^ Chatter;]i thinks that the ApabhranSas,
1.
2^
3.
U.

Sen, S. op.cit.. p.i-u
Grierson,G.A.ip.cit.,pp.!2h-5.
Keith, A.B. op.cit.. p.31*
Ibid., p.32."
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as literary dictions, developed at the confluence of the
Middle Indo-Aryan and New Indo-Aryan periods and that 11these
AprabhramSas of literature are mainly based on hypothetical
spoken Apabhranias, in which the earlier Prakrits die and the
1
Bha^as or nodern Indo-Aryan languages have their birth11#
Though the sources of Apabhransa are not known for
certain the fact remains that this language, subject to local
variations developed as an artificial literay diction.

Indian

grammarians describe about twenty seven types of Apabhranfias,
e ach named after the region in which it was employed.

But,

as Grierson points out “they were not actual vernaculars of
the countries after which they were named is plain from these
descriptions.

These ApabhranSas were found even in countries
2
of which the local language was Dravldl&nn#
One of the regional variations of ApabhraaSa In its
later phase* ,Avaha^ha, was current in North East India, i.e.,
Bihar and Bengal.

The Bengali language is presumed to have
3
originated from This ApabhranSa-Avaha^ha.
“Some lingering
traces of A v a h a ^ h a have been found in the language of the

1. Chatterji, S.K. o p .cit.T p.17
2. Grierson, G.A. pp.cit., p #12h* (footnote)
3* Sen, S. o p .cit., p .^
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i
Caryapada11,

supposed to have been composed during llthe
2
period 950-1200 A.C.11.
This can be claimed as the oldest
specimen of the Bengali language.
The history of the Bengali language may be divided
into three stages , Old, Middle and Modern.

According to

S.Sen "the Old Bengali stage roughly covered the period
950-1350.

The Middle Bengali stage stretched from 1350 to

1800, and the Modern Bengali stage has commenced from 1800".

3

During the Middle Bengali period an artificial mixed
'Tr\oihr

diction was used as the vehicle of some of the ^beautiful
expressions of the poetic spirit in Bengali literature.
diction is called Bran a-buli. which means speech

This

of Vraja.

It “became the conventional jargon for conventional Vai^jjava
sentiment. —

Varaja in Vrindqvan was traditionally supposed

to have been the place where Krisna and Radha lived in the
'dwapara 1 age and Vrajabuli (the language of Vraja) came to
be popularly regarded as the language in which Krisna and
b

Radha spoke11.

The poems composed in it mainly describe the

boyhood of Kr^na and his love for Radha in Vraja dham, near
Mathura.

1.
2.
3.
1+.

The diction is a mixture of Maithili and Bengali

Sen. S. op.cit.T pp.5-6
Chatterji, S.K. orT. cit. T p.123
Sen, S. Ibid.T pp.4-5
Ghose, J.C. Bengali Literature, Oxford, 19^8, p.55
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with a mixture of Westerm Hindi*

It developed and was

cultivated mainly in Bengal, though some "Vaishnava poets
from Assam and a few devotees from Orissa wrote in it"*
It is fairly generally assumed that Brajabull came to Bengal
because of the popularity of a poet by the name of Bidyapatl,
who w ro te songs on the Radha-Kjj$$a theme in Maithili*

Mithila

was a centre of learning during the middle ages and students
from Bengal followed the custom of going there in search of
learning*

"Sanskrit students, especially in Nyaya and Smj^tl,

had to resort to Mithila*

When they returned home they brought

with them, along with their Sanskrit learning, popular
2
vernacular songs” , which were current in Mithila and said to
be composed by Bidyapatl*

Grierson supports the idea that

Brajabull language was created by the influence of the songs
of Bidyaputi and by the effort made by subsequent poets to
imitate him*

He observes: MSongs purporting to bjs by Bidyapatl

have become as well-known in Bengali households as the Bible
is in

English one* —

To a Bengali, Bidyapatl wrote in a

different and strange though cognate language, and his words
were hard Mt© be understanded of the people11 so at /first a
few of his hymns were twisted and contorted, lengthened out

1. Sen, S.
P«5
2. Sen, S. A History of Braiabuli Literature. Calcutta University
1935, p.l
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and curtailed, in the procrustean bed of the Bengali language
and metre,

into a kind of bastard language neither Bengali

nor Maithill."^

The argument in favour of the influence of

Bidyapatl on the origin of Brajabuli language is also given
by Chatter 3i in the following words: "Vidyapati1s songs on the
love of Radha and Kr§na exerted a tremendous influence on the
Vai^^ava lyric of Bengal.

They spread into Bengal, and were

admired and imitated by Bengali poets from the l6th century
downwards, and the attempts of the people of Bengal to preserve
the Maithill language, without studying it properly, led to
the development of a curious poetic jargon, a mixed Maithill
and Bengali with a few Western Hindi forms, which was widely
- 2
used in Bengal in composing poems on Radha and K ^ ^ a " .
However, attractive a theory it may be that the songs
of Bidyapati were sung in Bengal and the desire of Bengali poets
to

emulate him in their own songs resulted in the creation

of

mixed diction, it cannot be proved for lack of evidence.

It is known that there was a Bihari poet of the name of
Bidyapati living in the 15th century and that he wrote poems
3
which were popular and delighted Caitanya.
These poems cannot
1. Grierson, G.A. An Introduction to the Maithill Language of
AQ.r..til-Blhax-containing A flrammar v .Chrlstomathy Vocabulary,
part II, Calcutta, 1882, pp.3*+-5
2. Chatterji, S.K. o p . cit.y p.103
3. Kr§$a Das Kabiraj in his work Caitanya Caritamrta, a
biographical book on Caitanya (composed sometime_between 1575
and 1595) says that the songs of Bidyapati, Candi Das and
Java Deb used to delight_Caitanya: "bidyapati candi das
srigita govinda) eitin glte karaye prabhur ananda//11
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today be definitely identified and therefore a theory based
on their influence, however attractive and plausible it may
sound, cannot be accepted in its entirety.

What is known

is that after the death of Caitauya some of his disciples and
their successors wrote lyric poems on the Radha-Kr§ija theme,
which formed the centre of the cult established by Caitanya.
These poems were written in both Brajabuli and Bengali.
According to Sen the earliest known poem

in Brajabuli

is the

work of a poet who was awarded the title

Yasoraj Khan

by his

patron Husain Shah, King of Bengal (14-93-1519) at whose court
1
he lived.
The real name of the poet is not known for certain.
According to Sen he is supposed to have been a Hindu and his
2
name 11seems to have been Damodar Sen11.
The greatest of the pest Caitanya poets, Govinda Das
wrote in Brajabuli only, but others such as Jnan Das and Locan
Das wrote on the same theme and in the same style in both
Bengali and Brajabuli.
Once established in central Bengal the vogue of
Brajabuli spread eastward as far as the court of Arakan.

Daulat

Kajij a 17th century poet of this court wrote a number of lyrics
in Brajabuli in his work Satlmayna Lor candranl.

11He was the

1. Sen, S. o p . cit.T p.2
2. Sen, S. History of Bengali Literature, Aew Delhi, i 960, p.70
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poet who proved that even without the love-lore of Radha and
lCr§Q.a, Vraja bull could be effectively employed in Bengali".'1"
K a j i !s great successor, the poet illaol, also used Brajabuli
in some of his lyric poems on the Radha-Kr^ija theme in the

17th century.
The popularity of Brajabuli with the strong tradition
of Vai^nava poetry lingered on into the 19th century.

Rabindra

Rath Tagore used this diction in his poetical hoax, Bhanu Simha
ghakur.

He composed a series of lyrics during 1881 to 1885 in

Brajabuli.

Chatterji rightly remarks - "Brajabuli poetry is

a standing example of the extent to which an entirely artificial
dialect can be utilised by a whole people, for poetic exercise,
and its position in Bengal can be compo/ted with that of
Sauraseni ApabhranSa and Av a h a ^ h a outside the Midland in the
2
late Middle Indo-nryan and early Rew Indo-Aryan periods".
It may be clear from the above observations that in
India there is a long and continuous tradition of the use of
artificial literary languages.

The consensus of opinion of the

authorities seems to be that many of these languages were of
mixed origin, and that some at least, as for example Buddhist
hybrid Sanskrit, may have been deliberately evolved for

1. Haq, M.E. Muslim Bengali Literature, Karachi, 1957, p.l1^
2. Chatterii, S.K. op.cit., p . 10*+
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specific reasons and purposes.

The growth of Dobha^i as a

literary diction is, therefore, no innovation in the processes
which form the tradition of literature in India. Like the
Liother literary languages before it,became stereotyped in
respect of both vocabulary and grammatical forms, and once
fixed it changed very little.

.

CHAPTER

£77

XIII

Historical summary*

The problem of the origin of Dobha§i as a literary
diction must he studied against the background of the history
of Bengal.

It is regsonable to assume that if the Muslims

had not invaded Bengal and settled there Dobha§T could never
have come into existence.

Whatever the literary stimuli and

other factors which contributed to its later development, its
origin must be sought in the mixed culture which grew from
the living together of different peoples.
The first Muslim invaders of India reached Bengal
about 1200 A.D., though it is probable that they did not
reach the east and north-east parts of the region until about
a century later.

A certain amount is known of the political

and religious history of the first two centuries after the
invasion, but nothing is known directly about the literary
history of the period, because no literary compositions have
survived.

No octant composition can with certainty be dated

much, if at all, before 11*00 A.D.

This however, should not

be taken to imply that no poets were at work between 1200
and 11*00 A.D.

The developed form of literary works which

have survived from the 15th century suggest that there was no
long break in creative activity.

Sukumar Sen is right in
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his statement that "the forms and the contents of the Middle
Bengali narrative and lyrical poetry presuppose uninterrupted
cultivation for centuries".^

Nevertheless we can know only

by deduction what was being composed at that time.

The

significant fact however is that by the time literary evidence
began to be available the Muslims and the indigenous peoples
of Bengal had had some 200 years in which to work out a
modus vivendi.

Court patronage of the arts had begun, and

a number of Hindu poets were writing under the encouragement
of Muslim rulers.

Clearly too the linguistic adjustment

needed to ensure intercommunication had already taken place.
It is at this point in history that a diction compounded
of Perso-Arabic and Bengali vocabulary elements first found
its way into the literature of the province.

The intro

duction of such a diction into poetical works presupposes the
prior existence of forms of colloquial speech, in certain
areas at any rate, which themselves contained a similar if
not identical mixture of vocabulary elements.
the time was composed to be recited.
popular interest;

Poetry at

Its subjects were of

and for that reason we can assume that

the poets would not have experimented with a diction unless

1.

Sen,S.
P*39.

History of Bengali Literature, New.Delhi,1960,
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they were sure that some of their audience understood it.
This argument cannot he proved because no samples of the
speech of the age in question have survived, but it is a
reasonable one.

Muslim rulers and their officers, who

spoke a form of Persian, and their subjects, most of whom
spoke Bengali, obviously had to talk to one another; 4 and it
is most likely that they did so by means of a mixed language
to which both parties contributed words from their own
languages

The language of administration at the higher

levels was Persian;

but administration had also to operate

at lower levels at which the language in current use was
Bengali.

It is natural that certain words of administrative

and religious relevance for which there w W L no Bengali
equivalents should be received into Bengali as loan words.
Thus in the course of time Bengalis in certain areas must
have learned a form of Bengali in which there were» a number of
Persian words.

Converts to Islam would also have taken over

a number of words from Arabic.

On the other hand Muslim

officials must have found it necessary to acquire a certain
amount of Bengali, even though what they spoke presumably
had a strong Persian flavour.

So arose a mixed lingua franca.

We do not know the proportion of Perso-Arabic to Bengali words
it contained, though it is probable that the proportion was
not stable;

neither do we know how many people regularly

spoke it, or where; but it is clear that by about li+OO it
was sufficiently stabilised to have formed the basis of
literary experimentation.

And in this experimentation

with a mixed diction lies the Origin of Dobha^T.
It has been stated in earlier chapters that the first
occurrences of Dobhasl were few and sporadic;

that they are

confined to contexts which involve the participation of
Muslim characters, princes, officials, faqirs, etc.; and
that^only poets who experimented with Dobha§i were Hindus,
some of them Brahmans.

It may at first sight seem ^surprising

that this mixed diction was not used by any Muslim poet before
the 18th century.
It is probable however that this was a result of the
structure of Muslim society.

The lower classes, many of whom

were originally converts from Hinduism, spoke Bengali and being
poor they were almost certainly illiterate too.

The upper

and educated classes spoke Persian, and read chiefly Persian
and Arabic.

Evidence has been cited in an earlier chapter

to show that there was a tendency to despise Bengali, and to
regard Persian and Arabic as the only languages worthy of being
used for literary purposes.

Muslim poets who did use Bengali

felt it necessary to justify their doing so.

In circumstances

where so many poets were supported by courtly patrons, it is
0

possible that Hindu poets, whose mother tongue was Bengali,

SrVl

felt that an occasional attempt to write in a partially
Persianised Bengali would redound to their credit

in the

eyes of their patrons; whereas Muslim poets, especially those
who claimed to know Persian, would tend to regard it as "being
in their "best interests to write in that language*

They

could justify the employment of Bengali as the language of the
major part of the population, "but such arguments in their case
would not be so appropriately applicable to Dobha§T.

All this

of course is pure conjecture, but it has some degree of
probability;

and the fact remains that until the 18th century

no Muslim poet used Dobha§T.
A survey of the centres of literary activity in Bengal
shows that Dobhasl was employed in certain areas but not in
others.

Garibullah and Bharatcandra Ray both belonged to

the Hugli district, to the north and west of Calcutta.
poets had lived there too.

Earlier

It would seem therefore that mixed

dictions, including Dobhasl, were fairly well established in
that area.

In Chittagong however, which was the home of

Daulat Kazi and Alaol, the most important Muslim poets of the
medieval period, there is no evidence that mixed diction of
this type was used at all.

Both Daulat Kazi and Alaol wrote

exclusively in Bengali, except for occasional passages of
Brajabuli, even though the themes they developed were of nonBengali origin.

In other parts of east Bengal, and in the

2s%t/
northern districts, there are no ocamples of mixed diction in
the works of Muslim poets.

It would seem therefore that a

direct connection exists between the areas in which Dobhasl
texts are found and the distribution of the different classes
of Muslim society.

Halhed and Yates bear testimony to the

currency of a mixed jargon in Calcutta and its surrounding
districts, whereas Adamfs educational surveys lead one to
suppose that in the north and east of Bengal Hindus and
Muslims alike spoke Bengali and learned it together in school.
Earlier analysis, supported by the charts, demonstrates
that in the 15th and 16th centuries Dobhasl writers drew upon
Persian and Arabic for certain words of the noun category, but
retained Bengali verbs, pronouns and invariables exclusively*
In the 17th century however verbs and pronouns of Hindustani
origin begin to appear.

It was suggested that this addition

to the vocabulary marks the divergence of Dobha§T from the
language of speech.

Verbal and pronominal diversity is an

artificial literary feature.

When Garibullah, the first

Muslim poet to write in Dobha§T, adopted it as the exclusive
language of his poetry, it was obviously firmly established
as a literary language, as was the case with Brajabuli when
Govindadas composed his Vai§nava lyrics.

Garibullah had no

inhibitions about using any word form from either language
group.

Bengali verbs and pronouns feature side by side with
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their Hindustani counterparts;

and hybrids are found in

which Hindustani nouns and verbs are used with Bengali
inflections and vice versa.

Dobhasl was by now free to

develop according to its own rules.

It was clearly

Garibullah1s high prestige which was responsible for the
acceptance of Dobhasl as an established literary diction.
Saiyad Hamja, Garibullah*s younger contemporary and successor,
r

first wrote in Bengali.

It was only when he agreed to complete

an unfinished work of Garibullah*s, that he went over to
Dobhasi.

Prom that time on works in Dobhasl by Muslim poets

began to proliferate, as Long’s catalogue so clearly demon
strates.
In the 19th century, Muslim poets were able to choose
between two languages, Bengali and Doblafasi.
one, others in the other.

Some wrote in

There are many examples of works

in both, except, it should bje, noted, that Muslim poets tended
in their Bengali to avoid the excesses of Sanskritisation which
were becoming fashionable in certain schools of Hindu writers.
It may well be, as some critics have suggested, that some
Muslim poets were prompted to write in Dobhasl as a counterblast
to the Sanskritic Bengali which the pandits were advocating.
There may also be some truth in Enamul Haq* s contention that
the popularity of DobhasT in certain quarters was not
unconnected with the Oh&bi and Farayeji movements in Bengal

i
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though the leadership of these movements was mostly in the
hands of Persian, Arabic and Hindustani scholars#

As the

Muslim community found it increasir^y necessary to defend
its position against the Hindus, who had been far quicker
to avail of the facilities created by western education, it
is not improbable that they saw in Dobha§T a means of declaring
and confirming their separate identity.

//hether this is true

or not, it is an historical fact that up to the 18th century
Hindu poets had not been ashamed to write in Dobha§il, whereas
from the 19th century onwards they wrote exclusively in
Bengali.

Dobhasl became a literary language of the Muslims,

and once it was established as such it began to be assailed
by certain pandits as ’unintelligible1 and not worthy of the
name of literature, a trend of opinion which is still alive in
our own day.
It is regrettable that attitudes to Dobhasl literature
should be determined by political and communal considerations.
Much has been written in that language.

Some of it, admittedly,

is of a low standard, but some of it has considerable literary
quality.

Nevertheless, whatever its standards, it is right

that Dobha§T poetry should be judged by criteria which derive
from literature, and from that only*
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